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Lesson -1

Social case work - a Method in Social Work

1.0. Objectives:

The objectives of this lesson are to define social case work and explain case work as a
method in social work.
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1.10. Key words.
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1.1. Introduction:

Social work is one of the methods of social work. lt aims to find individual solutions to
individual problems. The focus of casework is on the individual. Peopte.face difficulties arising out
of personal or environmental factors. Consequently it may lead to their malfunctioning or
maladjustment in society. Where the individual fails to function in a useful and acceptable manner,
the social caseworker helDs him to remove his difficulties. The social caseworker functions at the
individual level.

1.2, Definition:

Richmond (1917), who gave a scientific status to case work, defines social case work as
one consisting of "those processes which develop personality through adjustments consciously
effected, individual by individual, between men and their social environment".

Regensurg (1938) considers case work as a method of "measuring against reality the clientl
capacity to deal with his problems or pieces of it, while lhe worker helps him to clarify what the
prrblerrr is and enables him to think of different ways to solve it".

AccordinJ to bowers (1 949), "social case work is an art in which knowledge of the science of
human relations and skills in relationships are used to mobilize capacities in the individual a^d
resources in the community appropriate for better adjustment between the client and all or any part
of his total environment".



Hamilton (1951 ) says that case work is "characterized by the objective to administer. practical
ssrvices and offer counseling in such a way as to arouse and conserve the psychological energies
of the dient - actively involve him in the use of the service to ward the solution of his dilemma'.

According to Boehm (1959), social case work intervenes in the psycho-social aspects of a
person's life to improve; restore, maintain or ehhance his social functioning by improving his role
performance.

According to Linton B. Shift, social work is,an art of assisting the individual in developing his
capacities'to deal with problems he faces in his social environment.

Social case work may be defined as the art of doing different things for and with different
people by cooperating with them lo achieve at one and the same time their own and society's
betterment. Later definitions emphasized that the problem is essentially the client's own and that
the client is actively and responsibly engaged in its solution.

The varbus definitions that have been advanced, bring out its salient features; that it is an
art of helping individuals to work out better relationships and adjustment; that it is a method of
helping people individual by individual, to tackle effectively the various problems confronting them
and that it is a way of helping individuats to use their olm resources, both material and psychotogical,
for the treatment and Drevention of social oroblems.

1.3. Hlstory:

Individualisation in social problems began largely with the persons who needed relief. The
work of St. Vincent De paul in 16'h and 17'n century and of Ozanam in the 19h century through the
art of friendly visiting helped to individualise people at home. Edward Denison, sir charles Loch,
Octavia hill, the English leaders developed to a high point the theory and practice of personal
service, personal responsibility and careful study of each case in our own times. Mary Richmond
set out the first rational and systematic approach to the analysis of individual social situation. Prof.
Ganett points out that the attempt to modify the client's personality is not a recent and revolutionary
undertaking of case workers but an evolutionary development from the beginning.

The oldest function of case work was to supply practical services or to manipulate the
environment to help the client towards the successful adaptation. The case worker realized
that the forces of the unconscious are also factors in human behaviour; they also recognized
that per.sonality and character are essential in.reconstruction efforts.

1;4. Acanm.ptlons:
.)

The folbwing are the main as".sumptionq in all the accepted definitions. (1) The individual
and soci€ty are inter-dependent. (2) social forces influence bbhaviour and attitudes; (3) problems
are psydrGsocial; they have inner and outer agpects; (4) problems are inter personal that is more
than one person is likely to be invelyed in the treatment of the individual; (5) the client is a responsible
participant at every steqin the solution.pf his.problems; (6) the worker- client relationship is also
used to achieve the ends of treatment, (7) it is also assumed that the worker will have to enable the
c'lient to release his own capacities for change and growth (8) only when the worker is well grounded
psychologically, he can help the clielt lg mobilize his feelings in th_e direction of grqwth and adaptation
to reafity. t.;, ,



In case work the client is stimulated..to participate rn the study of his situation, to share
plans, to make an active effort to solyg hk.problems, using. his own resources and what ever
conrmunity resources are available and appropriate. .

The nature and amount of help that the worker is to give lhe client depends upon the nature
of the person and the nature of the problems; lt is easy to deal with selfdirecting person and enable
him to change his own situation. lt is equally €asy to deal with obvious difficulties like extemal
trouble as they can be remedied through practical servies. lf the person is not well, weakened,
seriously handicapped, the worker must give.him more support in his effort. Change in attitudes
and mores cai, ju:l be effected by creating new conditions within which, new experience and
satisfaction may occur.

1.5. Llmitations:

Social casework as a method does not often atternpt total personality reconstruction or total
environmential manipulation. However, rnodifications of attitudes and behaviour may be possible.
Casework c€rnnot free its clients completely from lheir disabilities. However it may help them live
within their disabilities, with the help of sobial aompensations under certain circumstances. Casework
can mitigate or even prevent some of the crippfing efiacis of deprivations.

Treatment is the sum of all activitios and services directed towards helping an individual
with his problem. lt is concemed with.relieving or solving the immediate problem brought to the
case worker's attention. The tr6atment shall be in the mutual interest of the client and community.
As case work is one obligated not orily to help ttie. person, satisfy his social needs but also it
stimulated the client to release his capacities for continuing efforts to create a- better social
environment for human beings. The obligation towards preventive action is also implied in
programmes of mental Hygiene and welfare.

The client can be motivated to attempt to change the situation by an educational process.
Change in feeling can result from a major experience, sucfi as happy marriage through greater
physical or mental suffering through a significant relationship with one or more persons or through
religious experiences.

1.6. Relatlon with other Methods :

There is a close relationship behteen case work and the other methods of social work. The
methods or techniques of social work are different approacfies to the problem. There are individual
needs and individual solutions, group needs and group solutions, cornmunity needs and itommunity
solutions and mass needs and mass solutions. Conseqttently, social casework, group work,
community'organisation dnd social action were developed respectively.

Modern socialwork has been described as'a proftssional service to people for the purpose
of assibting them as individuals or groups to attain satisrying relationship and standards of life in
accordance with their particular wishes and capacities and in harmony with those of the
community'(Trec*er).

We may define Social urork in terms of lhe methods it employs in working with individuals,
group and communities. Social case work, group work and community organisation work are these
methods.



Social case work is one part of a methodological whole. lt makes a contribution to the whole
of social work, yet it stands a'lone as well. lt cannot be said that group work or case work or community
organisation work is any more important or any less important. All three are needed and all three
are related.

Social case work, social group work and community organisation operate as the chief
methods, in the profession of social work. Social work is defined as " a professional process of
working with individuals, groups, and communities to meet social needs". (Trecker). All socialworkers
work with individuals, whether they may be the case workers, group workers, community organisation
workers. The degree to which they do so depends on the setting in which the work is carried on.

The objectives of case work, group work and community organisation work are not basically
different. The principles which underly the three methods are surprisingly alike. The worker must
accept the individual, or the group or the community at its level of development. The worker must
begin his work at the point of need as defined by t individual, the group or the community. In case
work, group work and community organisation wor,,, respect for the integrity of the individual is of
importance.

1.7 Agency settings:

The agency settings in which these methods are practiced may be different. Some agencies
are primarily devoted for providing specialized services to individuals (on one by one or case by
case basis). Other agencies concentrate their attention on more general needs of individuals in
groups. Other focus their efforts on problems of social welfare planning. Thus case work is related
to other methods of social work in several respects. These methods may differ from one another ih
their approach to the problem. They deal with the problems on different levels mainly the individuall
the groups and the community. Howevei they are not water tight compartments. One method may,
involve other methods for instance community involves work with the groups so also group work i
invofves case work. Work with group involves work with the individual. While meeting genercl f
needs of individuals in group, the worker must bear in mind the particular needs of the individua/
and group also. The group worker from to time studies the particular needs of the individual anl
helps the individual in an individual way to enable him to participate actively in the group activily.
Thus the methods are related to one another.

1.8. Gase work as a method:

As a method of social work profession, case work seeks to help individuals in a systematic
way based on knowledge of human behaviour and various tested approaches. Every professional's
help has two components: one, his professional skill and knowledge, and the other his personal
cfiaracteristics and experiences of life. A physician will help only with physical problems, a teacher
with educational problems and a lawyer with the legal problems. Social workers help the total
individual i.e with every aspect of life which in any way, is detrimental to his living a full life.

Social case work enables an individual to obtain a higher level of functioning through face-
to-face or person-to-person intervention. The case worker helps the client to act in order to achieve
some personal / social goals by utilizing the available resources. Case worker's knowledge and
expertise and material resources are used (as tools) to inject strengths in the client to enable him to
change his difficult situation.
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Intervention occurs when the person realizes that his role performance is hampered and
lhreatened. The intervention takes place through a professional relationship between the case
worker and the client. Social case work involves assessing the internal and social factors which
impair the person's role performance. The case worker helps the client to use the psychic and
social resources at his disposal to reduce malfunction and to enhance functioning in social roles.

A person performs some role. All his functions are direcled to fulfill some role. The casg
worker may mainly aim at restoring, maintaining or improving the person's functioning, using his
knowledge of human behaviour, skills in communication and relationships and the available
resources.

Social functioning means functioning in different roles one has achieved or has been assigned
by the society. Bartlett (1970) defines.social functioning as "the interaction between the cofring
activity of people and the demand from the environment". The caseworker does not offer help to the
person only at his personal request. Help is offered at the instance of his relatives, public agencies
(Police, hospitals etc.) and community members. The case worker will work not only with the dbnt
but also with those people who are in some way important for solution of the person's problem.

Help is offered through a particular process called as study, diagnosis (assessment),
formulation of goals and planning, treatment, evaluation and termination. Taber and Taber (1985)
use sipron's formulations which are termed as (1) engagement, (2) exploration, (3) planning, (4)
intervention, (5) evaluation and (6) disengagement. Engagement is equivalent to intake, exploration
to study, planning involves assessment and planning for action, intervention is equivalent to treatrnenl
and evaluation is done after intervention, followed by termination (disengagement).

Thus, social case work is a helping process to effect a change in the client's behaviour
systematically to enable him to realize his potentials for " living a personally satisfying and socially
useful life". In this process of helping the client, he offers concrele (protective) services including
money and materials, modifies his environment, strengthens his capacities, develops an attitude
congenial for growth, effects the desired change in his life style and maintains his emotional
equilibrium.

1.9 Summary:

Social case work is one of the methods of social work. it aims to find individual solutions to
individual problems social case work as a method does not often attempt total personality
reconstruction or total environmental manioulation. There are ceriiain assumptions of social casework.
The nature and amount of help that the worker is to give the client depends upon the natu', cf the
person and the nature of the problem. There is close relationship between social case work and
other methods of social work. The agency settings in which these methods are practiced may be
different.

As a method of social work profession; case work seeks to help individuals in a systematic
way based on knowledge of human behaviour and various tested approaches. Social case work
enables an individual to obtain a higher level of functioning through face-to-face or person-tG
person intervention. Social functioning means ' , 'ctioning in different roles, one has achieved or
has been assigned by the society, Help is offered ^h' ,ugh a particular process called, study, diagnosis
(assessment), formulation of goals and planning, treatment, evaluation and termination.
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Lergon-_a Values and Principles of case work

2.0.Obiective:
The objocfives of this lesson are to discuss the values and principtes of clre work.

Gontents:
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2.3. Principles of social case work
2.4. Summary
2.5. Key words
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2.7 . Reference Books

2.1 Introduction:

Social case work is an individual approach to help individuals. As a method of social ryork
profession, it seeks to help individuals in a systematic way based on knowledge of human behanioui.
Every individual has various needs (psychological, physical and social). To fuifilt his neods, he h.s to
interac't with different types of people and face different environmental conditions. Unfavourabb
physical conditions make human functioning difficult. An individual underthese stressful contlitiono,
seeks help some times from near and dear and some times from the professionals like social
wofters. The professional helper uses his professional skills and knowledge. The sociel case rvorkar
helps the needy individual to meet his needs or solve his problems, using his professional skills and
knourledge.

2.2 Values:

Social case work (or social work) values have roots in the democratic system. These values
are certain ideas which are useful to anyone engaged in social work practice. Since these valu€€
are found lacking in socialist counr;?s like china, practice of social work is not being adopted in
thos€ countries. The following are some of the values of social case work (or social work).

L Every individual hag inherent worth and dignity:

This is one of the values of democrary. Social work skills are based on democratic valueg
and methods. An individual is treated with respec{. An individual is worth caring for tho simple t€aron,
that he is basically an individual, and he is a human being. He is capable of contribuling his mite to
the grorth of society. Keeping in view this value, that social workeF attend to the needs of cwry
indMdual inespec{ive of the considerations of class, caste or creed etc. They sewe every one
without discrimination. Every individual has inherent uorth and dignity, whate\ror be his handicap
and problem. He should be r*pected with whatever problem or handicap, he appoadtes the case
worker for help. He shoub get all possible help to live a socially produc,tiw life.

2. Rlght to olfdotcrmln.don:

The indivHuel b to dccide for himself what is beC for him. Any cfiaqp h tltc dtitude of the
client ghould comc ftonr withln himself and not from without. Thc cas rror*ar $,Xl hew to counsel or
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l. Princlple of AccePtance:

Nagarjuna

guide him only. The ultimate decision rests with the client. The case worker will assist the client to
change himself and work towards a solution of his problems. The client will have to participate in the
solution of his problems. The case worker will help the client to pool the psychological and material
resources of the client besides the community resources to solve the problem for making the client's
personal and environmental adjustments. The caseworker as a counselorwill mobilize the energies
of the client for effecting the changes in himself and the environment. The case worker will help the
c'lient to obtain not only material assistance but also as a 'therapist' is involved in using the relationship

_for solving the problems of the client.

3. "Every individual is the primary concern of society, has potential for and the right

_to growth"
Society has concern for every individual. The individual has potential and the right for growth

and developm-ent. Society has the responsibility to provide equal opportunities to. every individual to

ac.tualize his self. Equal opportunities will have to be provided to every individual without consideration

of class, caste and creed.
/t, ..Ey€ry Individ-ual, in tum, has to Gontribute to the society's development"'

In tum, the individual has obligation to contribute his mite for society's development' assuming

his social responsibility. ne fras to aiscnarge his functions and perform his social.roles.honestly' He

has to ac{ properly 
"no "o"qr"t"rv 

in niJ sociat foles with commitment and sincerity. Since the

individual is using the r".oui[. ioi nis growth and development, it is his bounder duty to serve the

larger interests of society.

5, The individual and society in which one lives are interdependent'

society cannot exist without individuals. without society, the individual cannot fulfill his basic

needs. Both are interoependent. The individual develops his personality only in the society' Society is

a web of social relationshtpt 
"na 

inl"t"aion, of the individuals. We cannot think about the society

without individuats, norwe can tnink about the individual without the society. The individuals contribute

ioiin" o"u"roprent of society and the society helps the development of the individual.

6. Basic human needs have to be met by services:

Basic human needs are to be met by services tQ all sections of the people irrespective of

race,nationality,religion,casteetc,Humanneedsarecommontoallforsurvivalandsustenanceof
iite. gy renOering ""ri"". 

to 
"tt """iions 

of the people, these basic needs of food, shelter' water and

other necessities of life are to be met'

2.3 PrinciPles of social caae work:

Principles are certain statements which guide our professional action' These principles are

to be kept in mind in worfing-with inl client. Th-e following principles guide the worker in his case

work practice.

Inprofessiona|relationship'thecaseworkershou|dhaveunreservedacceptanceofthec|ient
with all his problems, ,tr"n:tnr'"no *raknesses. whatever the problem of the client, the case

worker should accept him. l,rit 
"t"u", 

be the background and temperament of the client the case



Values and Principles of Case Work
worker has to accept him. We have to accept the client as he is, irrespective of his problem, behaviour,
conduct or situation. Acceptance does not mean approval of his actions and behaviour violating the
norms and values of the society. We may not accept the un toward act ofthe client but we accept the
person. lf there is need for change ofthe heart and mind ofthe client, that change should come from
within him. By accepting as he is, the worker assists him to have better understanding of himself and
his situation. lf the client's behaviour is unacceptable and objec{ionable, outright iejection of his
behaviour rubs the client on the wrong side and the worker cannot get cooperation.of the client. The
worker accepting the client, gradually works on the strengths of the client and help him to overcome
his weaknesses.

2. Principle of confidentiality :

Every one wants to keep his personal matters confidential. He will not divulge his personar
matters unless it is beneficial to the person. The case worker should protect the privacy of the client.
The client will repose his confidence in the worker, if the information given by him to the worker is not
leaked out to others. Once the client loses his confidence, the professional relationship between the
worker and the client will break down. In the Indian families, unlike their western counterparts, the
wife should not give information to the worker without the knowledge of her husband and in-laws.
There are certain personal matters in between the wife and husband which should not be divulged to
the worker. For the purpose of solving the problem, if the client gives that information to the worker,
he should keep it confidential. There are many limitations and restrictions in the Indian families to
share their feelings and emotions with the case worker. The case worker should keeD in mind the
principle of confidentiality in dealing with the client's personal and family matters.

3. Principle of Relationship (Rapport):

Case work process is based on purposeful relationship between the worker and the client.
The professional relationship is purposeful in the sense that it is established between the worker and
the client for rendering the service asked for by the client. The relationship is terminated when once
the purpose is served. This relationship is established to hblp the client resolve the difficulties. Such
a relationship in professional terminology is termed as 'Rapport'. Unless rapport is established, case
work process will not be effective. The relationship has to be positive to be effective. Rapport is a
kind of relationship between the worker and the client which creates a congenial atmosphere in

which the worker accepts the client and the client accepts the worker's help. The case worker
should widthe confidence of the client. This is possible onlywhen the case workertouches upon the
feeling tones of the client. In case of more complicated psycho-social problems, this kind of positive

relationship is of great importance. Without establishing rapport with the client, the case worker
cannot help the client to solve his problems.

4. Principle of Resource utilization:

Society has resources and facilities. lt is the responsibility of society to provide facilities for
self actualization of its members. The individual on his part contributes forthe development of society.

In recognition of his contribution to society, services are provided to the individual. There are orphans,

destitutls and handicapped who are not cared for by any one. The case worker has to utilise the
personal resources and the resources of the community, agency resources and resources of the

ielatives of the client to helpthe client. Resources may include money, Material, Powerand influence,

talents and capabilities etc..



5. Principle of Right of Selfdotemination:

This principle is based on democratic value. Every one has the right to decide for himself his

life interests. The individuat has to decide for him self which course of action he has to take for enriching

rti" rit". rn" people according to this principle, have right to choose their own government' case

worker cannot impose their de-cision on ihe clients. They give this right to the clients to decide and take

ine Gst posslute action in his self-interest. The client knows himself better than others what is best for

him. The case worker is an enabler only to assist the client to take the best possible decision and

aAion in a given situation. But case worker should realize that this right has limitations in case of

cnitdren, tite-ntatty retarded and the psychotics. lf this right is given to them, they may harm themselves'
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6. Principle of self-awareness:.
ln case work situatlon, the worker should be aware of his o,|rn subjective feelings, prejudices'

personal preferences, likes and dislikes. He cannot impose his own views and attitudes on the client'

The case worker cannot substitute his own values, norms etc. for professional values. He cannot

lmpose tris own values and the norms on the client. In fact the worker should

Be aware of his own attitudes, personal values and norms etc'

Accept his own feelings of aggression.
Be aware of his own Motivation to save, punish or deplive the client'

B" 
"*"r" 

of his own family relationship and not to impose the same on client's family

situation

self awareness helps the case workers to avoid subjec{ive considerations and helps them to

use only professional values and norms. lt also helps the workers to be objective and Non-judgmental

in their approach.

7. Principle of purposiveness of Behaviour:

Every behaviour is functional and serves useful purpose. Behaviour includes verbal and Non'

verbal. The behaviour of the client expressed in the case work interuiews should be analysed and

assessed (diagnosed) to plan a realistic approach to help t:rs client. The inappropriate behaviour of

the client may be replaced with an appropriate one. Assessment of the behaviour of the client reveals

the personality of the client or his situation or about the nature of their interaction. The case worker

understands t-he purpose behind the behaviour of the client and also the problem behaviour of the

client and plans to help the client to solve his problem.

8. Prlnciple of Requirements of Agency practice and settings:

the case worker should know the requirements of the agency practice and its limitations and

h€ has to explain the same to the client to avoid frustration to himself and the client. Tlte case worker

should know the policies and procedures and also the settings in which the agency is operating.

Settings like psychiatric, or conectional or family welfare have their unique problems because of their

uery niture. itri agency and the settings have tireir own dos and don'ts, material resour@s, nature of

."ri""., legal requirements and sanc,tions etc., which are to be utilized for the benefit of the client'

The case worker should have proper knowledge about the requirements of the agency practice. He

has to explain the same to the client for avoiding unnecessary confusion.

t.

[.
ilt.

M.
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9. Principle of Beginning where the client is:

This principle has been derived from Gestalt therapy. The principle helps us to know what the
client is experiencing. lt tells us what the client wants and what he feels at the moment. His feelings
are as important as any other objective fact. Knowing these may give further clues to deal with the
client's problems effectively. The worker should start his interview, ' with the concern of the person or
with their felt needs". (Johnson, 1983).

10. Principle of Individualisation:

Indivicluals have similarities. Every individual is similar to others in many respects. But there
are dissimilarities also among individuals. There are certain characteristics which are 'unique to an
individual only. This uniqueness is due to the fact that individuals have differing background,
psychological and constitutional differences. The Bio-psycho-social factors and environment and
their ir:ter-play gives a certain shape to personality which is unique to the person. lt is this uniqueness
of the individual that is responsible for his special ways of behaviour in social situations and the
special help he needs. The case worker deals with every individual client in an individual way because,

his problems are different and his situation is unique. The worker will help every client as an individual

who is unique. His problems and needs are specialto him. Every individual has unique requirements.

Similarly, the situation of the client, his problems, his adjustment, his life-style, his ego strength

etc. are unique. Thus individualization reminds one to pay attention to the specific needs, problems,

sitrations and resoLtrces and capacities of each client.

2.4 Summary:
Social case work is an individual approach to help individuals. Social case work (or social

work) values have roots irr the democratic system. The following ate some of the values of social

case work (or social work).

1.

2.

4.
5.

Every individual has inherent worth and dignity;
Right to self'determination;
Ev!ry individual is the primary concern of society, has potential for and the right to

growth;
Every individual, in turn, has to contribute to the society's development;

The individual and society in which one lives are interdependent'

princiDles are certain statements which guide our professional action. The following principles

guide the worker in his case work practice.

1 . Principle of Acceptance;
2. Principle of confidentialitY

' 3. Principle of Relationship (Rapport)

4. Principle of Resource utilization
5. Principle of Right of self-determination
6. PrinciPle of Self-awareness 

.

7. Principle of purposiveness of Behaviour

8. Principle of Requirements of Agency practice and setings

9. Principle of Beginning where the client is

10. Principleoflndiv:dualisation
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Lesson-3

Gomponents of Casework:
(Person, Problem, Process and Place)

3.0. Objectives:
The obiectives of this lesson are:

To explain the components of case work.
The person as a component
The problem as a comPonent
The process as a component
The place as a component
To explain their intenelationship

Contents:
3.1. lntroduction
3.2. Person
3.3. Problem
3.4. Process
3.5. StudY
3.6. Social Diagnosis
3.7. Treatment
3.8. Rehabilitation
3.9. The Place
3.10. Summary
3.1'1. KeY words
3,12. Exercises
3.13. References

3.1. lntroductlon:
components of case work situation comprise the person, the problem, the process and place

and theh relationship with one another. Client is a person with a problem in a difiicult situation' The

worker has to dealwith the client, agency having policies and programmes. Along with the client the

worker enters the process *.piiiing i studyl diagnosis and treatment. The goal of case work

J"p""Ot ufon the ioals of the ciient and effective adjustment between client and environment'

case work situation comprises the components of the person, the problem, the process and

place and their relationship with one another'
3.2. Person:

lncasework,itisnecessarytoknowmoreabouttheperson'Personsha.v€nodoubt
resemblances to some other people. but no person is like any other person. Persons differ from one

"nottt"iin 
r"ny respects. lt is his'individuality or uniqueness which he brings to his problem situation

consciously or unconsciously. The problem ihe person is. having at present is the result of his past'

It is the outtome of his personal, psychological and social experiences. The present has roots in the

past. The way he is going to function in ihe future and seeks solutions to his problems in future

lepenOs on his present. Thus a person's past, present and future are all intenvoven into the nature



Components of Cas€ work

of th€ problem. Thus a person's problEm is many-sided and multidimensional. The multidimensional
view of the person and his problem are to be understood by the c€se worker for effective helping
prooess.

The case workolshouid realize that human behaviour is always meaningful and purposeful.
What seems insignificant to others may have meaning for the client. The problem of the client may
not b€ significant for others. But the problem and the needs of the client are important for the client. .

The client is trying in his own way to solve some problem as he sees it. The causes of the problem
are linked with the clients personality make-up. Hence it is necessary on the part of the case worker
to undersliand the behaviour pattems of the cllent for helping him to solve the problem.

Structure of personality:
According lo Freud, thers should be balance between the three distinct drives within the

personality i.e. 'id', e'go' and 'super-ego' if there is no balance between these lhree distinct drives
within the pe.sonality, th€re wlll be imbalance in the personality. According to him, 'id'represents the
basic human drives which crave for satisfaction, for example, hunger, food, sex etc. when these
drives are satisfied, there is release of t6nsion. lf they are frustrated, the tension will increase. The
expression of th€se drives is not acc€ptable to the society, unless they are expressed in a manner
which ls approved by the society. The superego ls the voice of the conscience. lt gives a signal
positive or negative to satisfy one's basic urges and drives. The prohibition and encouragement
givon by ' super-ego' in indlvidual actions g€nerally develop into a scheme of values. tt is the 'super-
ego' that filters the primitive and animal drives in us. This is tho process that we consciously or
unconsciously absorb the society's norms as indicated by approval or rejection.

The 'ego' is 'l' part of the personality which weighs and batances the urg6s of the ,id, and the
instructions of the'super-€go'. The urges of the'id'will have to be modified in the light of the sanctions

the 'super-€go'. The 'ego'has to decide finally what is d€sirable and how he should function in the
situation. lt is the balance achieved between these different urges and the harmonious

:tioning of lhese that leads to balance in a person's socio-personal functioning. The absence of
balance between these diferent urges will lead to the malfunctioning of the person in the society.

pefelces are resorted to by the 'ego' for defending itself. when th6 'id' urges one to do
ing whlch is wrong, the ' sup€r-ego' says 'No'. lf the 'ego' decides to take course trom the

' and decides not to do it, the 'ld'ls frustrated. The 'ego'will use the sense cf self esteem
moral satisfaction by not doing the wrong thing which the society has not approved. lt will use

s-atisfaction, or the feeling of doing the right thing in order to compensate for lh€ satisfaction lost
in refusing the urges of the 'id'. On tho other hand, if the counsel oi super-ego is not followed and
one goes ahead according to urgss of the 'id impulse, he has.to give justification for his action. tn
this situation, 'ego' will prot€ct itself by resorting to oefences or rationalization. They are used to
wash away the sense of guilt which the 'super-ego' imposos for going against its directions. The
super'ego inflic'ts punishments or awards, rewards for either going against its dictates or for followhg
the same.

The satisfactory functioning of any p€Eon in socialty acceplable mann€r depends upon th€
proper and balanced functioning of id'. '€go'and'super-€go'. Henca the understanding of personality



structure alone will hetp the case worker to gauze the full m€aning of the reactions and behaviour of
thet cllent. on the basis of which alone can the cliont b€ helped to function better and efectivoly.

Cllont:
The client is a person under stress. He may be in personally painful situation or In a culturally

deviant and therefore socially threatening positlon. A recently anived immigrant, an unmarrlod mother

and a dellnquent adolscent, all are in socially deviant roles, such persQns are in need of help. They

may come to a social agency for hslp, or they may be refened to special agency. The case worker.

ftndi himself face to face with such persons; the clients have socially unsatisfing modes of adjustnent.

They have personal sccial imbalances.

Wo*er- Cllent relatlonshiP:
To modi!' lmbalances, client -worker relationships are th€ medium of change in the case rvork

method. Th€ clionts goals and capacities would influence cas€ work goals. The cliant worker

relationships may atso be influenc€d by what lhe soci€ty €xpects trom the agency. The goal of case

work is to enabl; the cliont to enJoy more satlsfoing, efiective and acceptabl€ experiences in the

social situation in which he finds irimself. Thts goal may be achieved through effecting changes in

the clients environment or social living situation. fui efiective dynamic balance betwsen the person

and his social world ls restor€d; thereby personal soclal lmbalances are removed.

ln order to establish such client - worker relatlonship, case workers must be able to use

sklllfully knowledge of human behavlour In stressful sltuations. Such knowledge is to bo found in

psychological thJories. Such knowledge should include some awareness of biological thsorles of

maturation and growth.

3.3, Problem:
The changing nalure of the problem and the shifting nature of the reactions oflhe client to

various factrs of th,-e pirobtem make the pmcess of study itself highly fluid. The problem oJth€ client is

not a static entity. it goes on changing in accordance with the changes in the . individual or his

environment. Thb strengths and weakness ofthe client, his hopes and fears in relatlon to the problem

are not deflnite. Tney witt have their olvn trends of ebb and flow. Hence the study also must have a

ctranging content, virying approaches and shifring emphasis in relation to the problem-situation.

Humin iature being what it is, ;verything changes every now and then particularly in human problems'

The case worker m-ust be skitful iniealing with the problem and the person, to unde6land' Whether

ffte proOfem is the result of personal fallings, environmental Prossures or both of these in their

intoraction to each other.

In order to get the information about the problem, the client is the best source to give lt. lf the

we get the infonrralon from the client, he develops greater sense of security and conftdence in lhe

ori *o*"r, Fomerly, there was relianc€ on other sour@s of Information oth€r than the client lt

was believed earlier, other sources of Informatlon are objective and the client's source is subJective.

tt is wrong to thlnk that other people know about the cllenfs ptoblem better than thecllent himself'

nose pe|pfe may know the extemal manifesta0ons of the proHem. The problem can be solved only

Uy ustni tnb intemal and extemal resources of the cllent. The feelings of the client are mor€ important

U6caus-e, ultimately he alone has to solve his problem with the hslp of the case worker' The client

ray not 6e communicative and he may have distortod plcfure about the problem. But for hls f€elings

and reaclions about th6 problem, the cllent ls the prlmary source of informagon.



In the case of clients afilicted by serious typ6s of mental or functional difiiculties, we may get
supplementary information from others and to verify lhe facls. When we get th€ information from
others, ftom collateral sources such sources are considered secondary sources. lf other pEople are
involved in the problem of the client, say for instance the family members, it becomes necessary to
conlact them and get the information. But one should not give an impression to lhe client that the
case workor is contacting the person who gave the client the trouble all the while; lt is necessary to
obtain information from collateral sources. But the misunderstandings and misgivings of the client
should be minimized by making the client participate in selecting the sourc€s and keeping the
information confidential, and it is to be used for him and not against him.

3.4. Process:
The case work process includes various steps i.e study, diagnosis and treatment. As in the

case of medical profession, in a social case work situation, these steps are taken to resolve the
problem of psychological nature. For a doclor these steps are definite and they can be taken in
sequenoe. But for a social case worker, these steps cannot be followed in a sequence, because,
they are not cleady marked off. They are in a fluid stat€. Acase workor's diagnosis may be fluctuating
in the light of new factors and the treatment process will have to be readjusted.

The study of the case means getting factual information about the situation. The case worker
from th€ very beginning is involved in fact flnding missions. He studies in detail the n. ture and
extent of the problem and also its social and personal implications. He studies whether th - or.'' rlem
is due to the in competency of the client or environmental factors. For getting the infom ;ti, the
first and the best source is the client himself; the case worker will also depend on collatera sc , ,ies,
other lhan the client

Diagnosis m€ans case worker's interpretation of the sifuation. lt is th€ hypothes;s that the
case worker anived at on the basis of information he has gathered from all the soulces. lt is the
professional opinion about th€ problem of the client. For the sake of clarity and understanding, the
case worker formutes the hypothesis. The diagnosis may be revised from time to time depending
upon the changes in the situation. Diagnosis is not static in the senss, that it can be revised in the
light of the new facts. That does not mean, it is not methodical diagnosis is a realistic, frank and
scientific attempt to undersland the needs of the client, using the most significant data available.

3.5. Study:
The study should be comprehensive to include the manifold manifestrations of the problem.

The study cannot be done in a stereotyped manner. The reactions of the client to the probl€m and
lhe intemal and external pressures exerted on the client need to b€ studied. The objective facts of
the situation and the subjective feelings of the client must be assessed. The nature of the client's
problem must be studied in all its dimensions. The study should focuss on how the problem afiects
the socio-personal functioning of the client, the use of intemal and extemal resources to cope up
with the situation. The case worker while studlng the case, will examine whether the nature of the
problem and the kind of services asked for are within the purview of the agency. In the beginning, the
emotions and the feelings of the client are tense. The client generally gets confused at the time of
approaching the case worker. His hopes and f6ars, likes and dislikas make him what he is and mak€
the problem what it is today.

The case worker has to make us€ of his skllls in making the ctient feel secure and confident.
The client must be enabled to come out of hls dlfiiculty, using p€rsonal, agency and community



resouFes for tackling the problems. Th€ use of principles of case work like acceptance, emotional
support will greatly help. But these principles may not be of universal application in all cases. And
also th€se principles need not be used in a sequence. There should bL intettigenr use of these
principles in the appropriate situations.

.. _. In the course of study, the case worker is able to make initial assessment or diagnosis of the
client's.current, relevant past and possible future modes of adaptation to stressfulsltuation's. lt requires
an analysis of sodal, psychologicaland biologicatdeterminantsof the client's cunent sbessful situation.
The case worker develops hypothesis for understanding the client in his situation.

3.6. Soclal Dlagnosls:

.. .. Thele is need for gaining knlwledge of the individual and the famitt situation. By inlerviewing
the client, the case worker will study the past history and the present situation. He wifl conduct
investigation for establishing facts of personality and the situation. Then diagnosis is to be made on
that basis' The case worker has to make tentative assessments for the clienls, current, rel6vant and
future modes of adaptation to stressful situations. The case worfter aird the client will work together
to consider possible adjustments and changes in the clients immediate physical and social world.
The diagnosis reformulates as the case worker and the client engage in corrective action or treatrnent.
Changes and modifications in diagnosis may lead to modificationl in the goals for treatment.

Diagnosis is the professional opinion of the case worker, as he makes an assessment of the
client- problem situation. The case workerwill make his objective appraisal of the person in relation
to the problem. He will also identiry the fundamental needs of the client and also indicate the manner
of meeting the same. He arrives at the professional opinion affer gaining an insight into the behaviour
and inner conflicts of the client. In research, the study of a personal or social pioblem ends with the
study. But in case work, the study is purposeful leading to diagnosis and problem-solving efiort.

Intetviews:
Intervi€ws are widely used in all branches of human behaviour. In cise work interviews are

used as a basic skill for eliciting information from the client. li is one way of dealing with the problem
in a skilled manner. lt is not possible to make generalizations with reipect to thl reactions of the
clients to the interview. The reaction of .each person in a given situation wilt naturally difier from
person to person. A person will react positivoly given some encouragement. We can anticipate the
behaviour of the clients and their reactions and proceed with the interviews. Much depends on the
worker+lient relationship and the rapport - established with the ctient.

Non - Judgmental Aftitudo:
The case worker must be able to understand human b€haviour and the reactions of lhe

cli"nt, using all knowledge of behavioural sciences. One should not condemn the behaviour of the
client simply because, he exhibits antagonistic and non-cooperative attitude. The caseworker can
understand rhe significance of the behaviour pattem of the client against his Social and personal
background. Caseworker can understand the significance of the behaviour pattern of the client
against his social and personal background. Case workers own views, feelings, values should not
infl',enr,- the assessment ofthe client. The client should not be branded as bad or good on the basis
of his assessm€nt of the client. Even the concepts of good' and bad' are relative concepts. The
person who is considered may be good in some respects. The person who is considered oood ma..f
be bad In some respects. The non-judgmental attitude helps the case wor:ier to undersiarr:: ,..,
behaviour and reactions of the client more objeclively wlthout the influence of the worker's subjective



feelings and values and assessment. The cass worker should not label anything good or bad or

indifierent viewing the situation of the dient from his own anglo-

3.7. Tre.tment:
Treatment has difierent steps and techniques. The case worker should plan the treatnent

according to the nature of the case. The treatment plan varies according to the changs of the client,

problem,lituation elc. we uso some techniques in feat case work troatment. They lnclude' (i) Suppod;

iit) Oarmcamn; (iii) Insight; (iv) ldentification; M Resource Utilization; (vi) Evaluation; (vii) Environment

modificaton.

I Support:
Here the case worker will give all the support to the client including material assistanca'

moral and embtional support to improve his weak personality. He will establish a good and strong

rdlationship with the clieni. The client will share his feelings and problems with the case worker' The

clients personality will be respected. Simply b€cause, one has b€come a client and approach€s th€

case wor*er br help and assistance, ihe zse worker should not look down upon him. He should

have respect for the personality and digni| of the indivldual'

il. Ctarlticatlon:
In case work, clarification process takos ptacs by gathering the Information relaflng to the

client's personality, family background, p€Fonal history family hlstory etc. ftom this, lhe case worker

wlll get the past background of the client's childhood, his life styte and the personal-situation. The
personat hlstory of the client will clariry the situaton personality and the problem of lhe person.

lll. lnelght:
The cae€ worker hies to find the real cause of the problem. For example, the di€nt is a drug

addic-t. The cass worker will try to know what made th6 client a drug addlct. He will galher information

ftom the client, his family members, friends and noighbours. The case worker will go de€p into the

mind of the client and flnds out th€ root cause of th€ problem. The case worker will create more

confidence to his client. lt is a conlidence improving step.

lv. ldentlflcatlon:
'The case worker will try to identify the personality and the problem of the client. He will also

identify the strengths and weakness of the client. lf he identifies th€ str€ngths and weaknsss, lt
becomes easy for the case worker to help the client to solve the problem. Tho treatmont will be
planned according to the strengths and ability of the dient. The cas€ uorter totally ldentlffes his
client's personality and prspares treatment plans accordingly.

v. Resource utlllzatlon:
The case worker will utilise all possible resources for helping the client. The case worker

uses Yoga and other meditation techniques for imprcving the personality of the client. In some
cases, the case worker will find a Job for lhe client if he ls unemployed. The case worker may
anange a loan to his cllent for self- employment. The case worker wlll make use of all the resources
available to him. To improve the client's situation, it is th€ duty of the case worker to help the dient to
overcome his own problems.

Vl. Evaluatlon: ,,
Afier completion of the above techniques, th6 case worker should evaluate his work with his

client. For this purpose, he has to record his work with each client. This would help tho case worker



to know his mistrakee if any. He can ,ectify those mistakes in other cases. He has to evaluate each
and every step in the case work process. lf the work ls not satisfying, he can make conections.
Through this evaluation, he can do better follow-up. Follow-up becomos essential in case work
prooess. Through evaluation, the ca8e worker can improve his abilities aiid conect his mistakes in
future.

vii. Envlronment modlflcatlon:
Even if the problems of the client are solved with the intervention of ths case worker, the

problems again may arise. The case worker should make th€ envlronment suitable for his personal
growth and development. For example, with the help of case work interuention, a drug addict hls
stopped taking drugs. The family members may not accept or beiieve ii. The case worker can give
counselling to the family members by series of counselling sossions and change the opinion of the
members about the client. Then the environment is modified and it.beccmes a better environment
for the client to o,rercome his problems.

Treatment is based on the study and diagnosis. They indicate whetner the problem is the
result of personal or environmential factors, whether the problem would be solved by material or
psychological assistance. The type of services given by the ca3e worker can be divided into direct
and indirect help.

Dlrect and indirect help:
Helping the client with specific service, or material assistance, or woiking with environmental factors
to enable the client to function better is indirect help. Here directly very little is done with the client.

In dir€ct treatm€nt, the focus is on the client, the case worker directly works with the client.
The root of the problem lies with lhe client. The nature of direct hetfi is psychological in the sense
that the problem is defective functioning of the person. A person may have r'ormal abilities and
capacities, .but he may have excessive fears and anrieties which prevent him from functioning
normally. Here the problem is nothing to do with the enviroment. The case worker has to work with
the client directly to understand the reasons for the anxiety. The case worker nas to creale sell-
confidence in the client and use his strengths, to function better. By indirect help, we mean materiai
assistance and using agencies and institutions for providing servicss to the client. Direct help means
psychological support ard help for the client.

3.8. Rehabllltatlon:
Rehabilitation is also one of the components of case work. This is important in case of

alcoholics and drug addicts. Tho family members may not acc€pt them. The case worker should
help the client to support himself. That is to say, the case worker has to tr/ to get him employment or
help him for self employment. lf the cfrild is an orphan, lhe c :e worker has to accommodate the
child in an orphanage or anange ior adoptlon by some childles , parents. lt is the responsibility of the
case worker to rehabilitate his clients by providing to lhem . :it;:bie placemenls in agencies, help;ng
them to engage themselves in self employm€nt and ananging referral services.

3.9. The Place (Agency):
Social case work is traditionally practiced through an institution or agency. The ageicy may

be privata or public, large or small. Som€ of th6 ag€ncies in which case work is practiced, sre
hospitals, courts, social welfare departments, dlifd guidancc clinics, schools etc., the agency accoroing
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to perman (1957), may be either in primary or secondary settings. Primary s€ttings ara those in

which case work is used as a major means of administering their sewices. -ln 
secondary- sstlinS:

caie wort is used as a supplementary service to the major seryices rendered by other professional

S.rp; lii"'ph}Eicians in hoipitats etc- thus social case work services are rendered as major services

i;-ti;;t -.ihing. 
like weifare agency; community service and family counselling centres' In

secondary settings, case workerJare io supplement the services of other professionals like

psychiatrists, psy-chologists and doctors. tn both the settings, the case workers.try to achieve the

buiectives ortire agen"ies. In both the settings, he also collaborates with others like physicians and

teach€rs etc.

' The agencies function with certain objectives. The case worker functions in those agencies,

promoting-tdse objectives. The case worker is linked In this process with the community' The

!uJ""ri""i and values of the community are canied out and executed by these agencies. say for

inJt*"" the objoctive of the community is to promote awar€ness about AIDS among the p€ople'

The agency wilf utilise the services of the case workers to work with the HIV afflicted patients' The

atenc! ex6cutes the objectivei of the community through the cas€ workers. The case workbrs will

*ni* r"itnin n" purview bf the agency. Thereby agency functions put some limitations on the use of

case worker's s€rvic€s. One miy find such limitations in psychiatdc hospitals, probation services'

rescue homes etc., the limitations are because of the policy of the agencies' The nature of the

services of the agency may help or limit the efiectiveness of case work services.

Agency ls a social system. lt is an organisation made up of suFunits, small groups and

indlviduafi. Eipectations of other professional and ofiicials are source of conflict for case workers.

nJ"n"V i"""tid"s are affected by the expectations of funding agencies, community. and clientele'

p'iioiion"E bodies and other welfare agencies. Agency functioning is also affected. by various

socioeconomic forces, e.g. social, economic trends, political forces, government rogulations etc"

Agencies may be understood in terms of its purposes' objectives and values, its financial and material

,"-aorr""r, goveming bodies, stafi and the clientele. To understand agency as a social system' one

should und6rstand the persons who influence the interac'tions and decision making in the agency.

There is close retationship between the components of case work. The worker and the client

are closely related to one another as evldenced by the worker - client relationship. The functions of

the worker are rejected by lhe functions and programmes of the agency- The worker and ths client

are involved in ihe process namely study, diagnosis and treatrnent. Both worker and the client

engage in appropriate treatrnent. Thus the compon€nts of case work are related to one another.

3.10. Summary:
Components of case work situation comprise the person, the problem, the process and place

(AS6ncy) and their relationship with one another. The client is a person with a problem_in a difiicult

sltiatioit. In case work, it is nscessary to know more about the person. According to Freud, there

should be balance between the three distinct drives within the personality i.e.'id', 'ego'and'super-

ego'. Defenses are resorted to by the 'ego'for defending itself. The satisfactory fu,lctioning of any

p6rson in socially acceptable manner depends upon the proper and lalanceO fdnctioning of id"
:ego' and , super -ego'. A client is a person under stress. To modiff imbalances, client - worker

reiationships are the medium of chango in the case work method.

The changing nature of the problem and shifting nature of reactions of the client to various

facts of the problemhake th€ process of study itself highly fluid. The problem of the clisnt is not a



static €ntity. lt goes on changing in accordance with the changes in the individual or his environment.
In order to get the information about the problem, the client is the best source to give it. lf w6 get
information from the client, he dovelops greater sense of security and confidence in the case worker.
The problem can be solved only by using the Intemal and extemal resources of the client. The
feelings of the client are more important because, ultimately he alone has to solvs his problem with
the help of the case worker.

The case work process includes various steps i.e; study, diagnosis and treatment. As in the
cdse of medical profession, in a social case work situation, these steps ar€ taken to resolve the
problem of psychological nature. The study of th6 case means gefting factual information about the
situation. Diagnosis means case worker's interpretation of the situation. The study should be
comprehensive to include the manifold manifestations of th€ problem. In the course of study, the
case worker is able to make initial assessment or diagnosis of the client's curent, relevant past and
possible future modes of adaptation to strossful situations. Diagnosis is the professional opinion of
the case worker, as he makes an assessment ofi eh client - problem situation.

Treatment has different steps and techniques. They in clued 1) support, 2) clarification 3)
tnsight,4) identification, 5) Resource utilization 6) Evaluation, 7) Environment modification.
Rehabilitation is also one of the components of case work.

Social case work is traditionally practical through an institution or agency. The agency may
be private or public, large or small. The agency may be either in primary or secondary settings. The
agencies function with certain objectives. Agency functions put some limitations on the use of case
worker's services. Agency is a social system.

There is close relationship betw€en the compon€nts of case work. The worker and the client
are closely related to one another by worker-client relationship. The worker and the cllent are involved
in th€ process namely study, Diagnosis and treatment. Both worker and the client engage in
appropriatg treatment. Thus the components of case work are related to one anolher.

3.'t't. Keywords:
a) id, ego, super-ego
b) Diagnosis
c) Non-judgmental Attitude

3.12. Exerclses:
1. Discuss the components of case work-p€nron problem, process and plac€.
2. . Explain case work process- study, Diagnosis and treatm€nt.
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LESSON - 4

CASE WORK PROGESS : STUDY DIAGNOSIS AND
TREATMENT

1.0 Objective:
The aim of this lesson is to explain social case rvork process. At the end of the lesson the

student will be able to understand the concept of case work process and the various components

there in.

CONTENTS
4.1 lntroduction
4.2 Study
4.3.Diagnosis
4.4 Treatment
4.5 Summary
4.6 lmportant terms
4.7 Model Questiona
4.8 Reference Books

{.1. lntroduction
Social case work is the medium through which socialwork service are provided to the individual

to enable him to come to grips wi'th his problem and lead a normal life. Forthis establishment of

relationship with the client normally called rapport is essential. Report refers to making the client

feel at home so that he will be enabled to contribute his best in the process of finding a solution to his

problem.

1.2. Study
When the 'client' comes to the worker or to the 'ager rcy' (normally case work services are

orovided in the frame work of an agency) the client will be 'accepted' for rendering help after the

determination of his presumptive eligibility. Afier accepting or admitting the client in the agency the

worker tries to help him through'study', 'diagnosis' and 'treatment', l.e. the worker helps the client

to help himself, to come to grips with his situation. When the client comes to the agenr,y for help the

worker starts 'treating' htm straight away in the prccess of making him feel 'at home" even as we try

to understand his proUtem (study) we'diagnose' (make a tentiative statement of his problem). These

are not water tight compartmenis, nonetheless they should be understood separately and in detail.

Methods of Study :

In a sense'intake' may be treated as the first phase of socialstudy, but it forms a part of tfie

whole case work process. The request of the client isthe starting point for the worker to start his

process of enabling the client to tackte his problem with the existing and available resources. The

case worker explains the policy of the 'agency" the resources available in the agency and what is it

that can be done in the given situation. Then the worker tells the 'client' what is it that the worker

must know if he is to be useful to the client. lf 'he' is to be helpful in a tneaningful way to the client;



at this stage the worker explains to the client the limitations of the agency also. Then together they
start defining the problem of the client; even as they keep explaining the problem, the wo;kertries to
plan 'what to do; 'how to go about it' and how far the client can utilize the help extended to him (his
recovering ability). As the process of exploration of the problem of the client continues and gains
momentum, the bonds of relationship will be forged and strengthened between the worker and the
client.

lf they (worker and client) are to define the problem of the client, the worker must have full
and total knowledge of the problem; for this the worker must look beyond the client for getting the
total piclure of the problem, he must look to the 'others' (besides the family members) - in addition
to the family source 'collateral' sources also must be taken into consideration. In this connection the
relevant recods and documents must be duly made use of an this conection him the imDortance of
tests, depending upon the situation should be remembered and made use ot.

For this, the cooperation of the client plays a prominent role; only wlren the client cooperates
willingly can the problem be understood and future steps are dependent on this. The client normally
co-operates with the client because he will be happy to note that someone else is interested in his
problem. Though the client shows occasional resistance, it can be broken by the sincere interest
evinced by the worker in helping the client to over come his problem.

History of the Problem :

It is important that the worker should have enough factual material to facilitate the
understanding the current situation in which the client is, it is important to know what he has done
in the past and what is hts current expectation. The worker must understand the problem of the
client in all its dimensions, for this the worker must get to know the history of the problem-its
genesis-how the problem started originally. What were the various twists and turns it had taken,
how did it all start in the first instances and how it has taken the present shape; all this the worker
must knolv if he is to be helpful to the client in a meaningful way. This must include factors influencing
him by the social environment in which he lives and also how he influenced the environment. This
kind of gathering of the history of problem of the client is important, for it can be only then be
understood in its real perspective. This can be done through interview of the client and his other
family members. Appropriate history - taking is not only essential to sound evaluation; but it may
also be helpful in preventing from embarking on the wrong course of treatment.

The interview provides a good and reliable way of observing a person's behaviour. lt is also
a good way to get the facts about a particular configuration of circumstances - it is the onty way to
understand the individual and his reaction to the situation. The problem is most often a combination
of inner as well as outer aspects. These along with the client's ability to communicate them can be
observed by the case worker in the interview In interview the worker tells the worker the facts about
his problem, also the v/ay he tells the problems along with his tone can be observed. Also the way
the client relates himself to the worker can be seen. This also provides a window to guage the
client's strength's and weaknesses. This would provide an opportunity to the worker to evaluate the
social func{ioning of the client but also to see his aldi.ly for adaptation. These enhance the importance
of interview.

It is important while taking history to draft the main out lines and the main events of social
functioning. There are two aspecis that are to be covercd: (a) initial history for diagnosis; (b) history
on abreation - reliving certain emotional experienced. this comes rather slowly and should be treated
as a part of the treatment process.



Social history is important because life is not a total of disconnected eplsodes, it is a

continuous flow In this the cause and effect relationship may be found. In most of the social

oroblems the social worker must be able to explain how far the present behaviour of the client is a

reaction because of the client's rearing orwhether it is his normal reaction. In problems of disturbed

emotional balance a reliable account of the main events, and of the significant persons in the

client's life must be secured. Acentral pointof enquiryis always the family configuration, specially

the parenlchild relationship, as most of the causal factors can be found here. The parents or

oiriicifen or soouse are to be interviewed if a holistic picture of the client's problem is to be gained.

Men live in a social world; theyhave homes, they have to go to school andto church; they

have neighbours and friends and relatives. In many instances an observant interview in the home

may help the social worker understand the circumstances better than in other places. Though it is

not always necessary to make home visits for certain purposes there is no substitute for seeing a

oerson in the home. The nature of the problem and the condition of the client decide which method

is to be taken up for understanding the client. For example if the client is a chronically ill patient or

a child it is pertinent to observe home conditions. Before discharging from an institution, specially

for delinquents, it ts customary to observe the kind of home environment and the client's associations.

While observing children it is useful to observe them in 'group process'- children at play, the way

they talk and interact.
Contacts need not be restricted to individuais for gathering information about the client's

problem. ,collateral sources' - schools, churches, relatives, places of work, places or sources of

information also need to be contacted. The worker should frankly and openly explain to the client

what 'he' should know if the worker has to be helpful to the client and the methods he uses to verify

the data. This has to be done even if it happens to be painful, in the interest of avoiding future

complications.
- The worker has to decide whether he needs the expertise of other professionals like

psychiatrist, Psychotfrist, depending upon the situation of thecase. Specific request of the client

is the starting point foi the worker A personality problem is often displaced on to a practical matter.

ln such cases the worker should help the client to express his problem either orally or in writing.

This specific request will be the starting point for the worker to collect data on: To start with and to

focus the case always requires some basic data. While this forms the starting point for the worker

data may later be collected onthe lines onwhich the understanding of the case develops. Economic

and cultural factors form significant components of the history of the client. Actually a wellfocussed

interview promotes the beginning of 'relationship', as the worker is only a representative of the

agency to the client at the time of intake'.
Even as the 'family' is important for the understanding of the problem, the cultural influence

on the family and on the individual is not given the due importance it deserves. lt should be

remembered that needs are created by the totality of psycho-biological, cultural and interpersonal

. interactions.
An individual grows with in the culture, culture influences groMh and functions. Every

individuals needs are conditioned and modified by culture. Hence it is important to be sensitive to

caste and class and the worker must understand that these result in defenses. The worker must
get the Psycho-Social Case.

It is not difficult to elicit feelings about the social situation and about himself in an

adult; but eliciting access to more significant emotional experiences has to wait tillthe relationship

is deepened. The accent, in social case work is on helping the client use the service responsibly

for himself.



To understand the neaning of case sufficient Psychological and social facts gained through
appropriate methods r .tudy are essential. Knoryledge about the client's environment- both immediate

and historical, the present cultural and social situation, extent ofsocial pathology, attitudes, feelings
of the client are the usual subjects of observation and inquiry.

4.3. Diagnosis:
The thought process aimed at understanding thu nature ofthe problem and its causes is

called diagnosis, it tries to 'know through' or understand thoroughly. lt tries to expl-;n ihe 'what' of
any problem. The worker in the process of assuming responsibility of treatment of problem of a

client must understand the problem thoroughly. lt is a systematic and scientific attempt to understand

the problem of the client. lt helps the worker to understand in the client in the typical situational
configuration, a set of components related to each other besides the interrelationships Qf the client.

It is a professional opinion of the worker about the client in his unique situation
Diagnosis and evaluation are Psycho-social perceptions, these are professional opinions

of the worker. Ever since the client makes an application he is encouraged to express his feelings

about his situation and problem. lt is important to know what the client thinks is wrong with him, as

it is a part of the 'whole' of the problem solving process, it may be different from what the worker

thinks.
lrrespective of what the client thinks of his problem, the worker must try to put together

various components of the problem and see how far it is meaningful to him. For this the worker

must try to elicit information from all accessible sources and try to 'fit' it together. Occasionally, it

may sohappen that the worker only confirms what the client has 'said'. Thatshould not discourage

the worker, became 'diagnosis' is concerned with causal interaction evaluation is concerned with

social purpose. Diagnosis involves coBsideration of treatment goals and possibilities; this includes

appraisal of resources and evaluation of the client as a person

Diagnosis and evaluation are aimed at making treatment more effective. The worker

'analyses' the client's request and explores it find out clues to him problem. A diagnostic hypothesiS

helpi explain phenomena and also to predict to a limited extent the path to treatment. In the

process of understanding the problem other complications may emerge. The request for help to

sort oui a particular problem may not be the real problem, it may force the worker to 'reframe' his

diagnosis or 'rediagnose' the problem of the client taking into consideration new men and
phe-nomena. In spiG of all this the worker should not hesitate to formulate his definition of the

problem basing on the request of the client - the :'equest of the client is the starting point. While

doing so the worker musi estimate the client's ability to deal with his problem'

In case work diagnosis is essentially a Psycho-social 'configuration. Every client and

every problem is unique; the total configuration is made up of the individual interacting with

enviionment. The worker's attempt to understand it enables him to forge initial bonds with the

client. Psycho-social diagnosis is concerned with the whole situation, inner as well as outer

componenis, the relationship of the person to the situation and to other persons. The personality

ofthe client reacts to a whole set of cultural stimuli, externalevents and the psychosocial diagnosis

covers them all or else it ceases to be Psycho-social and meaningful'

It is essential to understand the problem presented consciously by the client; the diagnostic

formulation is the worker's considered opinion of this problem - its elements in relationship and

structure. The ,gestalt'-person-in the-situation relationship-reveals the conscious feelings, needs

tnd desires. NJrmally social diagnoses are descriptive, they indicate casuality in'relative terms

:



and not in absolute terms. By casuality is meant that certain fac{ors operate in association with
others in a given situation indicating relationship.

The caee worker is interested in knowing the past of the client became he is aware of the
fact that the prcsent is a consequence of the past. As the behaviour is purposive, the individual's
(client's) behaviour gives at least a clue to understanding him even in a complex situation.

The drawing of purposive inferences - 'diagnostic thinkingl - starts with the very first interview
and continues till the problem is terminated. All diagnostic skill is based on 'what'to look for ind
how to revieur new things in the light of the subsequent data. Diagnosis can never be complete and
no interpretation of,living human being is final. As the worker progress along with the client in the
exploration of thdrequestthe meaning of facts gathered becomes clear. As a method case work is
efiective when there are social components to be manipulated besides psychotherapeutic objectives
to be-achieved.

A complete definition of a case is rarely possible and it can rarely be final. The client does
not ask the worker to treat the whole of his life. When the problem the client has come with is sofued
or is found to be having no solution the worker does not make a new diagnosis. But as and when
neur insights or facts are brought up and new phases of treatment are to be taken up diagnosis of the
case should be done afresh. Classification is an essential part of diagnostic process, it i6 irdispensable
to thought. Classification is a key to meaning. Complete diagnosis r€quir€s complete information
including differential factors. The social workers contribution to diagnostic thinking is the piclure of
the family dynamics, these cannot be easily expressed in one label.

Even as diagnosis is different from treatment, diagnosis is different from findings. Findings
are the break dorn of essential factors in a case. Diagnosis requires the synthesis or interpr€tation
of these factors and gives psychosocial meaning of the case as a whole. The facts which are
significant for the understanding of the problem or the person are called 'findings'. Findings ars
ananged in severalways depending upon the goalto be achieved.

Diagnosis and evaluation are complementary processes aimed at defining the problem.
Both of them commence at the time of intake and continue till the termination of relationship.
Evaluation is an assessing process in which'assets' and 'liabilities', 'shengths'and 'weaknesses',
and positive (useful) and negative (deskuctive) courses of action are weighed. lt begins with the
initial inteMew_wherein the presumptive eligibility of the client will be decided. Ever since the first

contac{ the personality of the client is being assessed continuously in terms of his adequacy
and willingness to cooperate and assuming responsibility towards finding a solution to his problem,

his ability to withstand failures etc.
The socialworker Glnnot arrive at a plan just by knowing the type of problem or the intensity

of the problem; he mustalso know howthe client is facing his problems. lt is notthe anxiety that is

important but how the client is 'facing' it is important i.e his anxiety tolerance. lt is important to get
an idea of anxiety in relation to ego defences.

Recording carefully is important for evaluation as it is in other phases of social case work.

Some imprcssions about the client - his readiness to fac€ failure, his capacities, his ability to use
treatment will be helpful. Assessment r€garding dient's present condition, his progress in treaiment
vyhen can his case be terminated should be noted doum. This should be done only after discussing
with the client
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Case Work Process - Study, Dignosis...

(3) Several members of the family may become 'patients' either individualy or in
relation to one another. Each of these situations is different and calls for a specific
'diagnostic formulation' and treatment process.

These approaches may be seen under 3 different headings: 1 . Admin,stration of a practical
service; 2. Environmental manipulation; 3. Direct treatment

1 . Administration of a Practical Service:
This is a very old and well known type of case work treatment. ln this method the worker

helps the client to choose a social resource available and use it. This was first used by porter Lee
in his'executive and leadership' classification. These days it is being referred to as ,ad'ministration
of a social service'.

... Most often diagnostic formulations in case work are psychosocial; service may be provided
either through one's own agency or through the cooperation oi two or moie outside ai*i"r.

More often than not the crient does not know what he wants, how to get the Grvice or the
resource. occasionally he knows what he wants but does not know how to get it, or he is not in a
condition to act by himself. lf possible the worker must try to help the client;ithin the frame work
of his agency as far as possible failing which he must know the best possible other agency that
caters to the client's need. The worker must not only have knowledge about his own ageicy and its
policy but also must have knowredge of other agencies (community resources) that cin beof help.
The refenal service performed well is one of the valuable services oisocialwork. nirangin! fin"nci"f
assistance and shelter, arranging convalescent opportunities bre examples of providing-services.
The socialworker is a 'trustee'of his agency's resources, he is the trustee of other agencieJresources
in the community as well.

_ The following factors brrng practical services within the fold of social case work: (1) how
far the worker individualises the client, (2) ability to understand the problem through systenratic
diagnosis; (3) how far the case worker creates self-help, independence and self-iwaieness so
that the client can contribute towards the solution of his problem. Even an outwardly simple case
may require a lot of diagnostic skill as the clients tend to displace their problems and the problems
of the clients are like icebergs. The case worker must have the ability to analyse get to the roots
of the problem of the client or else the client feels indifferent to the efforts of the worker.

2. Environmental manipulation:
This term 'environmental manipulation' is used by socialworkers in a different sense than

the layman. The layman uses the term for physical handling of an item, in social work it is used in
a different sense. This is used in a positive way. After listening to the client and observing his
behaviour ofthe client the worker understands the conflicts and needs of the client, the worker gives
certain suggestions to him to alter his behaviour and also the worker tries to affect certain cnanges
in the people around the client with the ultimate object of enabling the client to get adjusted in his
$ituation normally. This effort on the part of the worker in - bringing certain changes in the people
around is called environmental manipulation. These efforts on the part of the workerwere termeo as
environmental manipulation by Grete L. Bibring. All the attempts of the worker to improve the
situation or correct the client, modifications to enhance the living experiences to facilitate growth or
correction which is normally referred to an environmental manipulation is also called as'indirect
treatment'. Interviewing and relationship are deployed to help the client to change with a focus on
environmental manipulation. This is also referred to as'social treatment' or 'therapy,. Thb term
environmental manipulation has a specific meaning-this approach may be toward a social or inter



personal adjustment. lt also includes plans of reduction of stress and in providing new outlets
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hard and fast rules can be draum here regarding its use as'clients'arc individuals with ego and
have different levels of self-awar€ness.

The case worker acting as a therapist looks as far as possible to 'positive strengths' in
peFonality and'assets' in the social situation. Therapy is also based on the worker's abitity to
acoept the unpleasant side of life', which in favourable cases may lead to greater self-acceptance in
the client. The therapeutic goal of social case work is to reduce pressures in the environment and
to strengthen the client to tolerate pressures. The basic thing for the case worker here is to understand
the peBonality structure from the point of view of life experience. The worker must always remember
that diagnosis and evaluation are dynamic, they keep changing with the behaviour and interaction of
the client and that the functioning of client is at the centre of these processes.

4.5 Summary :
In this lesson an attempt was made to explain the concepts of study, Diagnosis and

treatment. Since the point of first contact the worker along with the client embark on the process
of finding a solution to the problem of the client. In the first phase to worker tries to direct his efforts
to elicit information for diseniangling the problem of the client. This is?alled 'study'. After gathering
information from diverse sources - primary as well as collateral - the worker tries to put in placei
the different pieces of zig-san puzzle and give a shape to the problem of the client. This is called
"diagnosis'. Affer gefring to know the natue of the problem of the client, the worker tries to sohre the
problem - this is called tt€tnonf . This may be either 'direct' - when the focus of the efforts of the
yvorker !s on the dient, byiru b b.ing c.rtain changes in the client's personality; or it may be
'indirect' when in the pJocels d helping the dient the worker works with other people assured the
client. lt should be kept in mind tfiat the worker always works for the client and with the help of the
client.

4.6 lmportrntTerms:
Agency
History

Client

Diagno6is

Resource

: Pla€ sfiere services are provided to the client.
: Past details of the client which have a bearing on the problem of the dbnt

and which throw light on lhe problem of the client.
: llllhen the person with a problem comes to the agency seeking help, he

is feated as a client, if he is accepted by the worker.
: Pooling together the information that is elicited regarding the client's

problem, analysing it and coming to a professional opinion regarding th€
nature of the problem.

: Anylhing material or non-material that is used or can be of help in solvirB
the problem of the client is a resource.

Collateral Source : Secondary source, any other sourcethan the client and his immediate
family members that can provide information regarding the client's problem.

Treatment : Helping the client to come to grip with his problem.
:nvironmental Manipulation : Affecting changes in the people or situation in which client b living b

called environmental maniDUlation.



lnlc€ : When the client contacts the case worker in the agency, if it is decid'd b
admit him into the agency to help the client to come to grips with his Fobhm'

1. What is a Social Work Process?
2. What is StudY?
3. Explain Treatment. How many types of treatments are there? l

4'ExplainDiagnosis.Whatro|edoyouassignintheprocessofTreatment.
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Working with Individuals

Lesson No:S

INTERVIEW AND HOME VISIT
1.0. Objective:

The student will be able to understand different concepts described below by the time
he/she completes reading it.

Contents :

5.1 Introduction
5.2 Interview
5.3 Home Visit
5.4 Sumnrary
5.5 Key words
5.6 Mode Questions
5.7 Reference Books ^

Case Work Tools

5.1. Introduction:

In social case work ever since the client contacts the case worker, the worker in the process
of enabling the client to solve his problem makes use of many processes, like Interview, Home
Visits, Observation, Listening, Communication skills and Rapport building. These are called tools
in social case work, not in the physical sehse of the term but as means to end, the end being
finding a solution to the problem of the client. In this processes the worker takes the client into
confidence, in fact this is a reciprocal process. Because without the help of the other pany each
one (the worker and the client) cannot make any headway. Each of these processes is described
in the following pages:

5.2. Interview:
Interview is a face{o-face situation which facilitates communication. lt is a frame work for

communication (crispin P cross). This presupposes that the client has come seeking the
assistance or help of the case worker, this is based on acceptance. This may be defined as a
pattern of interaction with a set purpose which varies depending upon the condition of the client. In
social case work interviews are purposeful and directed i.e. they are arranged for the attainment of
specific aoals. This interview has four characteristics: (1). lt has a coniext or setting, (2). lt is
purposeful and directed, (3) lt is contractual, (4) lt involve role relationships.

The setting for the interview will normally be the agency to which the ctient comes with a
specific problem.

ln Social Case Work 'interview' is the medium through which rrte case worker'reaches'
the client for the attainment of the-objective of both the case worker and the client viz. treatment.
The case worker enables the client to make use of the servlces of the worker as well as the
resources of the agency. lnterview is used by the worker for various purposes in the process of
nabling the client to solvc his oroblem; Interview is used after the purpose for which ii as used.



Principles of Interview - Types of Interview .
Objectives of lntervlew I

The interview can motivate, can reach, can secure iniormation and can help clients to
bring out things which are bothering them. The interview provtdes one of the best ways of observrng
a person's behaviour. lt is a good way of getting facts about situation. lt isthe onlywayto achieve
an understanding of attitudes and feelings. Communication is essential In ail forms of intemersonat
relations in many aspects of social work, as well as in case work. The interview technique rs a
basic skill to be attained. The purpose of interview in case work is to obtain information, provide
an appropriate service, clarify a d.ecision in counselling sustain or support the client emotionally or
motivate a change in attitude and behaviour.

Principles of lhterview:
The case worker has to bear in mind the following princifFs whiie interviewing the ctients.

Interviewing skill rests on a fundamenlal professional atlitude called acceptance. ihis .eans
acceptance of the othe.r person as he is. This attitude can come only from respect for peopte and
genulne deslre to help any one who is in need or trouble. This attitude is devetoped through
courtesy and willingness to listen the part of the client the flrst requisite in any interview is to make
the person feel welcome and comfortable.

Accrediting is another principle. The client must be encouraged to put something of himself
into the treatment process. Honest efforts of the client must be recognized and accrediteJ wnenever
necessary in the interview, the interviewer supports honest efforts to participate, to cooperate,
and to work, actively towards a solution. The inlerviewer should avoid raising false hopes and
giving false encouragement. Dependency.needs must be accepted. Hopes, potential and actual
strength must be recognized by the intervieVer. The interviewer must emphasise principles of
self-direction and self-help. Quick guesses, clever deductions and leading questions must be
avoided by the interviewer. A good interviewer, must have natural liking foipeople and concern
about them, and a sincere desire to help them. The interviewer mus[ listen futty and respond
frequently.

The interviewer mu-t keep inhis mind the client's request for assistance - this is the first
professional bond between worker and client. The request to help is the immediate point of oontact.
The interviewer tries to put the client at ease. lt is usually better to flnd out what the client is tooking
foq than to ask how he expects to be helped.

Questions which can be answered by 'yes' or 'no' should bt avoided by the interviewe"
Specmc questions in social & physiological situation are necessary The client tends to generalize.
The worker tries to help him to be specific.

The Interviewer at all times would notice the emotional lone, pauses, biockings in giving
anfomi'tion, evidences of pain or anxiety. He must always be sensitive to these pornts of stress.
A general interviewing principle is to use timulative questions and interpretative comments. Thsse
are to be made in the client's own words. The good interviewer never minimises the s.ricushess
of whatever the client complains of. He never laughs it off. He never minimizes the i-r - 'l!.llqes.

The ge,neral principles of interviewing and their application call fcr lirec: . :.arning,
particularly tho interview has to have realistic aims. When the interviews are tlrer,r oeutically



toojss€d, the client's paltem of behaviour gradually emsrges. In ths odinary case vvork intofvirtt

anten brrv (baling with ths unconscious should bE reservod for those with speclal and vlgo.ous

ffi;i;tg. Td i"t;rvielvsr shoul., not make promises on behalf of his agency which it is impossible

totulfill.

Type of Interuiew:

The foltoring are different types of Interview in socialwOfk.

l.hlrlnterview:
.ln idake, inlervirar the inteNiorvBr mu8t d€fine ths nature of agends.servico. In hocfribli

.nd other adninFfdhre agencies this propose b cellod'admitting'. ln a social work agenq' t|.s
proc"i" is called 'intato'. Intake has .\e objecitive of dstetmining the qu€stion of presumdh'€

lrigibility. This is the idtal enquiry by which it is detemined wh6th6r the client s need can bo m€t

*Eai"6fy by the agency, in ttre intafe intervievv the cliont is usually norvous and confilsed and

-nnot re'aOify fefl vfuat his troubles. The intewiewer Wll r€cognize the feetings of insecdrity and

i*i*y C-ttd airnt. SfifU interviervers leam how tO h€lp limit and nervous apdicanb to feel

*rm.it*f. A nrd. lt b the first task of the interviewer to bear the applicant's descliption of hi$

t"bbr. Ttrs inffe int€rview is also calted the first interview This gives an opportunily for full

"nO-pafm 
ft""rir€: Thig intake interview is othenrdse knorvn as application intervi€w. Application

int"rvicw atto, foi a tentative diagncsis of the area of the difficulty. Preliminary $timate of the

.f6i{anO"gency's capacity to dial with tho difiiculty is also mad6 in ihe iniake interuiew.

2, Home inbrYlew and obaewant Interview:

An observant interview in the home may help us understand the circumstancss betler

than in office selting. Men live in a social world; ihey have homes. There i3 no real substituto for

i""ing 
" 

p"oon in iis home, it is easy to observe customs, lhe kind of home and environment and

assodatibns which the client has. Home interview is important in social case work' We l€am

more of the person at home than otherwise.

3. Psychogenetic Interviewg:

In inlervi€ws designated for understanding of tho growth ot the personslaty. in.a rpccifrc

environment are important. In social case work erquiry into a family history and eocid rdatior€hip,

de\relopmental and'health data, symptoms defences or behaviour Pattemgr gtliludg gnd emotionaly

charged experiences are done through psychogenetic interviews. The information obtained through

these inteMews leads to formulation of psychogenetic diagnosis.

4. Play Intervlow:
For the young child, obselatltn of what he is actually doing is important. Hencs the day

inteaview is extensively used. T he child wilt rcveel in the play situations at home and elgdvh€t"
ev6nts urttich have disappointed, frightened or otheruise emotionally effected him. Through his

selection of play incidents he may show his personal experiences in nursing, in boing reared and
in toilet training and olher events. In most child guidance clinics today play intervievvs ar€ used.
These interviews emphasise the cunent behaviourof the child in the inlerview and elgo the genetic

developmeht of the child.
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5. Diagnostic InteMew:

ln the diagnoatic interview.we anive at a more precise definition of the problem the causalcomponents will be elicited. Psychological diagnosis L concerned with the whote situation, inneras well as outer, the relationship of person to sitiation and of person to person. ln those interviewsthe relationship between cause and effect is attempted to oe anatysed.

6. Direct Treatrnent Interviews:

By the direct heatment is meant a series of interviews carried on with the purpose ofm^odifYing attitudes, making constructive decisions and pieparing for growttt anJchang!. tn oirecttreatmenl, interviews are designed for psychological support atso.

under the direct treatment interviews are designed for counselling also. counseling is aneducationar process, counsering is.intended to herp i person in a rationar way by darifying theproblem and sorting out the issues in the situation.

7. Therapeutic Interviewing:

The therapeutic interview.is curative. By this we mean interviews designed for cure andtreatment' Traditionally this has been associated with the province of physician. In the hospitalsetting, nursing' psychotherapy, occupationaltherapy and otherthe',apies aie inGno.o i- 
"r"*."by the physician. In the recent years the field of meiicine has broadened to include psyctrologicaland sociar therapy. psychorogicar therapy is not merery confined to one branch; i"*,r"dg".The medicar psychiatrist, the generar practitioner, the isychorogist, and arso the sociar rcrr(crexercise.psvcho- therapv. .Therapeuric interviewing is deiigneo ior G;tr";i;;ilfoi""r 

"nosociological.

INTERVIEWING PROCESS

. Interviewing b a dril in,,fresirnd ebtftrmhip. rt is a skilr in the approach to the rivingexperiene. The fdkl*p ae the Wmn0s ir the interviwing proce3s.

1. The client's own sbrt/:

_ Hurnan beings can think ard t81k and sfiat he can tell us of the situation becomes mectaum
for disq.rssion and explanation. The intervieu technique is a basic skill to be acouired.

2. Acceptance :

Interviewing skill rests on the foundation of professional attitude called acceptance. This
meane acceptance of the other peBon as he is in what ever situation, with whatever 6ehaviour he
may manifest. This attitude comes from a genuine desire to hetp any one who is in need or
troubb.

3. Reoistance:

lnitial resistance to telling on€s troubles may result from personal or cultural inhibitions or
from both. A person may be ashamed to admit his failure to manage his own affairs. His particular
problem may also be culturally stigmatized. Poverty, unemployment, unmarried motherhood and



WorXing with Individuals and groups

certain diseases are cultura y stigmatized. one cannot disclose anything about these problems'

Socialworkers are taugnt nowioie"ognit" ano,lisarm such initial resistance' courtesy' patience'

iirri"g"""" i"-ri"ten arid immediate at'iention to a request may help to overcome the resrsbnce'

The first requisite in any inteiJew is to mafe the peison feel well and comfortable. Unless we

overcome resistance, we cannot elicit the story of the client. The history of the client will throw

Thec|ientmustbeencouragedtoputSomethingofhimse|f,intothetreatmentprocess.
The effort of the client to disclose sJcial facts, social hisiory and his feelings must be recognized

and accredited verbally whenever necessary in.the interview. The interviewer supports honest

efforts to particlpr,", 
"o-opurui" "nJ 

io worr actively towards a solution. The worker should avoid

;;i;;;;f;G h;;es or giving taise encouragement Dependencv needs must be accepted as well

as potential and actual ,tr"ngthr recogni;d. The worker not only tries to stimulate the clients

capacity but whenever n"a"r.,ry he 6ffers some of his own strengths and active assistance'

Gaseworkhasa|Waysempnasizedprincip|eofSe|fdirectionandSe|fhe|p'quickguessesano
clever deductrons, tire teaorng qu"riionr'"r" often barriers to understanding. what the client

neecs to telt is more importanithan what the case worker wants him to tell. The case worKer can

some light on problem of theJlient

Accrediting:

stimulate the client in all sorts of ways rn order to -get 
his story'

Beginning with request:

;;;;;il;il"cts to be helped He must join his request with our servrce. - --
Specific Facts and Responsive Questions:

onemusta|wayskeepinmindthec|ientsrequestforassistance.Thisisthefirst
professional bond betvveen *o;,"r 

"no 
tn" client. one must find out early what was the client's

ideaincomingforhe|p-rn"."qu".tto'he|pistheimmediatepointofcontact.Theinterviewer
tries to get him to discuss it, ,i,i,[tn"v ,t" 

"ii"n 
u"gu". The client's purpose must be more clear

and resources anO runctrons equaiiv to rt it betterio find ?".y'h:I111:l]:it 
is looking for than to

At first essential facts must be obtained. we require enough facts to determine eligibility

for service and further want acquaintance with the situation. The average client regards questions

as evidence of intelligent Interest in him. Questions whQh can be answered by'yes' or'no'should

be avoided. specific question.-in to"i"r ana psycirotogi-cal areas are necessary ln interviewing

worker has to ask skillfully questions which are responsive to what the client is already saying, not

routine questions. The art of taking histories is dependent upon the ability to relate questions to

the main themes in the client's story. The client tends to generalize and the worker tries to help

him to be speclfic.

Noticing points of stress and conflict:

Theinterviewerata||timesshouldnoticetheemotiona|tones,pauses,b|ockingsingiving
information evidences of pain or anxiety. He must always be sensitive to these points of stress' In

many instances the effect is produced nearly by repeating the word, used by the client in recognition

ot tn! pain. In general skilled interviewing is responsive to points of stress helping the client to

bring out ratheithan to keep back relevant facts and specific feelings The interviewer never

Lugis it off and never minimizes the real diffiqulty which may be in the path of treatment or of

recovefy.
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Interpretation ta*"t r"rfli' 
!fr.sin the interviewing process. The most familiar types are

ffif:,ijf: 
crarification' pointing out patterns of behavLur and interpretation at the rever of

Explanation :

reqlity. The worker interprets the actuar proceciures i"'il.," n"rpii"r i"iri'5r""i.
Pointing out pafterns of Behaviour:

Expranation may be crarification of poricy and procedure or stating the nature of statutoryrequirements and erigibirity. The worker expr"in" tne iunJion" 
"na 

progrz.r"JJ'ii"-"g"n"y tothe crient He arso exprains to the crient othe, r".orra"" 
"*irabre 

in the community. He interpretstheir own and of other agency's procedurer H" 0"". n"ite|| the crient n"* tn" oit 
"ilgency 

wirltreat him He neither tells nor deprecates th" irport"*" ot other agencies. The worker jrscusses
about education and physical problem to the p"iient 

"na 
nis tamily. Doctors do not have time to c,othis The worker must be thorough wrtn ihe r"Ji""i or psv"hiatric imprication to carry on adiscussion which wit enabre the patient to ou"r.or" niJi"ars, dependence and resentments.t/vhenever the client expresses a conflict or dilemma tneinterviewer clarifies it, using the client,sown words. This has ,n" 

"O::l-oliyTher ctarifying the problem. The ctient .usi 6e nerpeo toexpose the factors which have praced him in tne iite"mma. The worker underrt"nJ, ,ii"i ,, ..""rrytroubling the patient about his operation or disability or social situation. He clarifies the same to
lll-"]i"ll; The worker brings out th.e conscious t"ar" ano nlips the client to reconcite the sub,ectiveldeas with the scientific reality The patients entertain funny ideas about the reality. The patients

:ff*,,?j::1"31:.","^?::::l::Al _rhe 
rrv.rk.,,:,q:,i ,rl.r.,.. ,,, b.twee.;";,",, 

"n.

Because a person tends to behave in the ways customary to him pafterns can be noticed
by the trained eye and an ear. In the interviews the client's pattern of behaviour gradually emerges.For instance one tends to be extravagant and reckress about spending money. when the workercatches the pattern of behaviour it is part of the problem itself. CasJworkeis must some timesbring to the attention of the client's ideas and feeiing, whether acceptable or not of which he waspreviously unaware. These ideas and feelings are in the ante-chamber of the mind or the pre-
conscious. such thoughts can become conscious in the appropriate circumstances. The case
worker deals with accessible memories and feelings he does not have ready access to the rmpulses
lying deep in the unconscious. Inexperienced woikers wish to point out the behaviour immediately
and expect the client to agree that it is undesirable immediately and expect the client to agree to it.
He expects the client to give it up but the matter is rarely so simple The client can allow nimsetr
to see his patterns of behaviour, only when he believes in the worrers acceptance and non-criticism.

Interpretation at the Level of Motivation:

Primarily this motivation lies in the areas of psycho analysis. The level of motivation is
usually unconscious and cannot and should not be reached, under ordinary conditions of
interviewing. lt is possible to interpret attitudes and feelings which the client brings fonrvard of
which he is already aware or half aware. The w;:. case worker is conscious about-appealng ro
know too much too soon about the client's atti,t, -'s and feelings. Any interpretation of these
attitudes and feelings may make the client feel as if he was getting caught, most people have
defences against learning truths about themselves. Interviewing designed for insighi into the



"Unconscious determinates" of behaviour should be reserved for those with special and vigorcus

training.

Treatibility and Termination :

The termination of treatment is always related to the original request. The approaching

termination of treatment must be appropriately timed and discussed. Definite date.for reviw or
termination may be discussed. Early termination is the sign of resistance. The client's desire to
discontinue may enter into the matter of termination. At one time it was believed that reapplication

meant that there had been failure on the part of the client, or the worker or both. But this is a false

assumption. Presence of new factors or recurence of the old problems may be responsible for
the reapdication. The chief technical problem is to determine the goal and method of treatment

as based on the psychological diagnosis and evaluation. Measurements and failure is still not

mature.

5'4 Homel/isitms 
happily in water, as water is its natural habit. so also a human being will be

his natural self in his normal habitat i.e. his house. Social caee work intends to help clients to

overcome their problems for which understanding them in their totality' is essential. This can be

done only when the indMdual is observed in his home. An individual has many facets to his
'persona'. The 'personality' of the individual is mado up in hb home; in the home he lives with the
people with whom he is close, he sheds his inhibitions and behaves 'naturally'. The social worker,
if he is to be helpful in a meaningfrrlway, must uftbrstand the 'natural' personality of the individual.
ln the home the social worker can undersbnd the vadous 'influences'that have moulded the
personality of his client.

Home visit is important for the correc't understanding of any client, more so, of a child. In

the process of pla'ying children different rolqs that they have seen in their house and their
neighborhood. In their play they trake on the role of a doc{or, a nurse, a police, a thief etc. depending
on their interest and exposure. Also they do the role which holds the key to their problem.

5.5Summary
Interview is the backbone of social work processes and social case work. For it is only

through interview that the case worker establishes contact with the client or vice-versa; and it is
only through interview that the professional relationship of the worker is term inated wltich is called
termination interview. Even while tseating beatment is provided to the client by the worker, it is
called treatment interviqr. At e\rery stage and phase worker and cliept interact with each other
tf rough inteMew. lt is only through interviw services are provided to the client. Hence in case
work interview is an important medium and toolwhich comes in handy to the worker in the process
of helping the client.

In the process of helping the client home visits will be very useful, for, the client has to be
observed in his natural environs where he witl be less affected by external influences. Hence the
worker may find it usefulto make home'visits and see the dient in a relaxed and natural environment.

5.6 Key words
Accrediting : GMng the client 'due recognition' fior his/her efforts in solving

hisrher problem r. Every one hG certain potential and



Thorapcutb Inbrviow

Regbtanco

Processes

lnteMeM,
Communication Skills

Rapport

Acceptance

intimating the client so will be helpful to bdr the worlsrd
dient. This is called accrediting.

: Treatment Interview. When a worker with edvanced beifu
(psyc+riatrist) or long experience is trying to help the ctcnt
pgychologically it is called the rapeutic Interview.

: When the client has certain personal or cultural inhitrlirc, the
client does not like to give information and co-operate uilh the
worker. This kind of 'drawing-in' or ,hedging'on the pad of the
client to with hold information is called resistance.

Termination of Treatment : When the worker feels that they have reached a point wtrere his
presence will not be of any use, either because the dient is
strengthened sufficiently or psychologically or when it is
realized that his mrking together with the client witl not be of
any use, to the client the worker puts an end to the relationship.
This also has to be done in a phased fashion and with the
willing cooperation of the client- In essence it refers to worKers
pufting an end to the professional relationship with client.

: Steps and procedures followed for eliciting information and
enabling the client to come to tems with his problem.

: Face to fiace lih|lirn nrtrich facilities oommunication.
: Workc/r abtily to convoy hie iteas and belinga to the client in a
dcar ury, so lhdt the dient undcrrtands what tho uod(er is saying
andbyirg todo.

: Wodterc estabHmcnt of wortlp relation nitr l|r db* making
him/her bel at home and reLx€d so that he/bhc coopcrates with
the worker in ffiining towards the predetermin€d tdgst-

: lf the mrker, after the first contact with the client, feeb that the
client can be helped in the framarork of the agency. The uorker's
decision to take the client into the agency is called acceptance.

5.7 Model Questions
What is a tool? What are the tools used in social case work?

What is meant by intervier/? What role do you asslgn to it in social case work?
Describe the various types of InteMeu/?
What is treatment? Describe the different types of treatment?
ls readmassion an indication of failure of case urofter end social work? Substantiate your
an$trer.
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LESSON NO.6

CASE WORK TOOLS
(OBSERVATION, LISTENING, COMMUNICATION SKILLS, RAPPORT BUILDING}

6.0. Objective
The object of this lesson is to make the student conversant with the tools of case work. By

the time the student completes reading it, the student gels to know the various tools used by social
workers in their attempts to help the clients to come to grips with their problems.

Contents
6.'l Introduction
6.2 Observation
6.3 Listening
6.4 CommunicationSkills
6.5 Rapport Building
6.6 Summary
6.7 Key words
6.8 Model Questions
6.9 Reference Books

6.1. Introduction
The social worker since the time of contact with the client, he deploys different processes

like observation, listening and communicates with the client to forge bonds of relationship called
'rapport'with the ultimate idea of helping the client understand his problem better and finally solve
it. Thus the worker does gradually by using different techniques one by one or more at a given time.

6.2. Obeervetion
According to P.V Young "observation is a systematic and dQiberate study through the eye

of spontaneous occurrences as they occur. The purpose of observation is to perceive the nature
and extent of significant inter-relaled elements within complex social phenomena, culture patterns .
or human conduct". As per this definition observation is carried outwith the helpof the eye. The
purpose and aim of observation is to discover significant mutual relations between spontaneously
occuning events and thereby pin point the crucial facts ofthe situalion.

Both scientists and non-scientists rely on observation to learn about behaviour, the
difference between scientific and non-scientific observation being the manner in which observations
are made. Non-scientists are likely to observe casually. They are frbquently unaware of personal
and situational biases that may observe their observations. Non-scientists rarely keep formal
records of what they observe, they heavily depend on memory for information about an event.
What are remembers about an event may not be a literal record of one experienced, memory can
be affected by information added after an event is observec.

Scientific observation is made underwell planned conditions in a systematic and objective
mannerwith careful record keeping. When observation is made in this manner, valuable inforrnation
about behaviour and its antecedents can be obtained. An important task of social worker is to
describe behaviour in its natural context and to identify the relationship among various variables
that are present. Changes in behaviour are observed to result from the conte)d in which behaviour



occurs. Moderately observed people eating in a cafeteria were observed to purchase less food

and to consume fewer catories when eatinl with others than when eating alone. By describing

U"n"uiorr in natural settings, the psycnololist and social worker seek to establish a basis for

predicting f uture behaviour.
Often observation is the first step in discovering why organisms behai'e the way they do'

observation is an important step in hypothesis generation. Both animals and humans are known

to display distinct reactions to nwel oiunfamiliar situations. Systematic observation is an important

tool of social scientists, more so of social workers'
Observation of behaviour in a more or less natural setting without any attempt by the observer

to intervene is normally called naturalistic observation. The events witnessed are those occur naturally

and are not manipulaied or not controlled by the observer in anyway. In general-we.can consider a

n"troi""tting 
"r 

one in which behaviour ocrurs ordinarily and has not been specifically manipulated'

itre malor go*at of observation in natural setting is to describe behaviour as it ordinarily occur and to

investigate the relationship among variables that are present'

Observation of behaviouiby some one who also plays an active and significant role in the

situation or context in which behaviour is recorded is called participant observation. In 'undisguised'

participant observation, the individuals who are being obseNed kno\^/ that the ob6erver is present for

ihe purpose of collecting information about their behaviour'

when the observer's role is not known to those who are being observed, it is referred to as
,disguised' participant observation. As is well known, people do not always b€have theway they

ord'ilarily would when they know their behaviour is being recorded. Our own behaviour is likely to be

affected by knowing we are being watched. This was used and is being used to investigate the

basis of psychiatric diagnosis in the context of mental institution'
participant observation allows an observer to gain access to a situation that is not normally

open to scientific observation. In addition, the participant observer is often in a position to have the

a"r" 
"rp"ri"n"es 

as people under study. The worker's interaction with the client may be taken as

participant observation giving him an opportuhity to keenlyfolloiv the reactions of the client to various

i<inds of ,stimuli' (the questions the worker puts io the client). The worker may choose to observe his

client, specificaliy if he/she happens to be a child, from behind a ondway-looking glass so that he

can observe with-out his being seen (to see the client's normal and natural r€action and interaction).

This would help the worker uiderstand the nuances, his pauses and silences and the way lhe client

is expressing irimself. This is a very illuminating way of getting to the roots of the problem of the

client.
Normally methods of recording bellaviour may be classified, into those that seek a detailed

description of b'ehaviour and the situition in which it occurs and those that focus only on certain

kinds of behaviour or events. whether all behaviour in a given setting or only selected aspects are

tobeobserveddependsonthepurposethattheobjecttheworkerhasinmind.

6.3, Listening:
ln social case work, ihe worker must communicate his 'concern' to the client in helping

him to come to grips with his problem. This can be done, amongst other things, by pati€ntly

tistening to him a-bout his problem. lt is not merely 'hearing'. lt is a search for and undertanding

of the cient,s problem through his communication. The worker need not necessarily agree Wth

what all the client says. But Fe must pay attention to what the client says through patient hearing

anO creating a positive feeling'in the client that the worker is as much interested in the client's

Droblem as he



himself is. This can be done by patiently listening and obseMng the client. They way the client
says what he intends to is as important is what i" says. In the process of saying his gestures,
his pauses and nuances gain attached importance. Through ihese whatever he
is saying may gain additional importance or his pauses and -ilences 

may totally abnegate what he
is orally saying. Hence 'lislening' is'concerned' hearing; also patient jnd attentive 6earing may
communicate to the client that he is 'concerned' with the problem of the client and that he is
equally interested in finding a solution to the client's problem. So in social case work ,concerned,
listening gains added importance, because this holds the key to the problem of the client.

6.4 Communication Skills
Communication is an interactional process which gives, receives and verifies meanlng.

This takes place when people interact with each other in an attempt to transmit messages, ano
verifies meanings. The verification part of communication is an important part of interview For
instance sends a message lo A, B receives it. But how does B know that he has received the
same lr€ssage. A sent or intended to send? His receivers were perhaps defegtive, As transmission
was perhaps was defective or perhaps there was inlerference between A And B which distorted
the message. Here B verifies that he has received the same message which A intended to send
by indication and confirming that the message he received was the same message that was sent
by A. Communication difficulties crop up when this verification process is omitted.

The concepts of encoding, transmitting, receiving, decoding and noise used in
communication theory are helpful in understanding problems in socialwork interaction. Encoding
refers to transforming the message into the symbol form in the process of transmission.
Transmission refers to the process of sending the encoded message. Receiving refers to the
interpretation of stimuli received; noise to outside influence, that may have distorted the message
on its way to the recaiver from the tfansformer. Feed back or verification provides a way of
overcoming problems, problems through noise, or inadequate coding, inadequate decoding or
defective transmission or reception.

Communication takes place at many'levels at the same time. lt may be overt or covert
communication - verbal or non-verbal communication. Mrgina Satir speaks of denotative and meta
communication levels of messages. She refers denotative level to the literal content of the symbols
(words). She refers to messages about messages as meta communication; meta communication
refers to gestures, manner of speaking, voice inflection etc; each of them provide additional clues
about the communication. Communicating several messages simultaneously - often contradictory
messagee-leaves the receiver in a confused state.

Communication may be described as an interactional process involving giving, receiving
and verifying of meaning. lt occurs at many levels and may be conflicting. But communication
always does not take place smoothly as expected; there may be many hindrances at any phase.
These hindrances may be visualized easily; they may be of the following nature; encoding problems-
lack of ability to conceptualise and use symbols; decoding problems-speech hindrances, hearing or
receptor hindrances, failure to understand concepts received; noise hindrance - environmental
influences, those which interfere with the messages or prevent them from traveling clearly form
transmitter to the receiver.
, The following may be hindrances to communication:

1 . The worker's in attentiveness - the worker may be thinking aboui the same client's future
action; worker may be thinking other client's; worker may be planning his course of aciion in
relation to his clients.

2. Failure on the part of the workerto explain clearly the purpose of the interview.

3. Worker anticipating the client to change in a rather early stage.

4. Worker's anticipation of the other (client) and assumption of meaning



The worker should not be in a hurry to bring results and he should not forget that he is get'

good results in eptirely dependent on t'he co-oieration he gets from the client. The worker shot

ilways remember thai 'rapport' is the 'sine quanon' for good result and that he should make evel

possible effort to create a congenial atmosphere in which the client feels relaxed and at home'

bnly in a such a situation the cliJnt gives 'himself out and co-operates whole heartedly in embarking

on the solution finding Path.

6.5 Rapport and its use:
h" S"t"u"on says face to face relations activate intellectual and emotional processes' set

attitudes and socialize t-he individual. Professional relationship involves a mutual process oJshared

[.p"..ioilltL.,*cognition of other rights, acceptance of difierence. In socialwork most professional

iet"tionshipt 
"i" 

alsi conditioned bylhe fact of an agency setting. The relationshipwjll be.used by

Uotn worXdr, and client with referenie to what the agency is equipped to do. The social-worker must

be willing to listen to the other's view of the problem. The idea that the relationship of worker and

client, hJlping people is a very old one in case work. Clients bring into the case work relationship

feelings andlttitudes and behaviour which they have experienced with the others. The client

react;to the case work situation in terms of his family experience also. Democratic idea requtres

one's self, must not be authoritatively imposed upon another's personality

Rapport:
It is only when a rapport is created for a professional purpose that there may be said to be

client. The case worker creates when he is able to create a comfortable atmosphere in which the

client feels accepted and his need recognized. Theveryfactthata friendly and interested worker

listens to one's trouble, tends to induce a warm response in the client This leads to a sense of

beingunderstoodbytheworker'whichisthedeepestbondinthere|ationship'

Transference:
The person who is less well, or less mature with dlstorted perceptions of the-real world,

does not see the worKer so clearly. The attitudes of such clients are carried (over from other)

usually childhood experiences to tire present relationship. These are transferenc,e phenomena'

such manifestations may be temporary. An actually ill person worships his nurse and when he

has recovered, she becomes again an ordinary nurse. lt is an aspect of the mature personality to

see people objectively. Generaily speaking it is the childlike or the less normal persons perceives

the worker wrongly (when circumstances force him into a dependent or receiving role). Face to

face discussionsii realityfactors in the clients situations tends to reduce transference phenomena'

In all forms of psychotherapy, transference is a major component, i.e. in treatment' In case work

transference is only an aspect of relationship.

History of the Client:
The relationship must be strong enough to permit disclosure of the self is a person's whole

story. lt includes his inpression ofwhit has happened to him and the facts and events that have

significance for him. History is of importance for diagnosis and treatment. The ability of the client to

giie relevant history, indicites that he can assume further responsibility The case worker must

iollow sensitively the feeling tones while listening to the story. People think that their.own emotional

conflicts are very private. The client's sense of being understood will permit him to disclose his self.

tnexperiencea workers take refuse in personal character. This confuses the client. In the beginning

smail talk may take place in a friendly \ tay. But One should proceed as rapidly as possible to th?

business of the intervioi\r.



Ethical consideration:

Every case worker has a four fold set of Ethical obligations by which he is bound to his ,

clients, to his agency, the community and to himself. case work responsibility includes respect.and ]l.

acceptance of the client as a personality and human being. This implies the client is not a problem' '
but a person with a problem. He may never be exploited, nor may his social sjtuation_be. exploited

for personal gain. Appointments made with client should be punctually kept Privacy for inlerviews

should be miintained. Assured promases, always sparingly made, should be fulfilled. When they

are broken the reason should be carefully explained. The case worker should not give false hope of

his ability to solve a problem or case or the person

The Confi dential RelationshiP:

The confidences of the client must be protected. The personal affairs of the client should

never become the subjects of gossip or of public or private conversation. whib working with several

mem6ers of the family what one member says should not be communicated to the other members'

Self Knowledge ln the Relationship:

Case worker must first be able to understand himself and his Own emotional drives and'

impulses before he can accept the bad feelings, aggression or even love and gratitude in others'

tnsight and self awareness are pre-requisities in an ethical use of relationship' lt is important to

knoi one's self in order to be able to accept others. Knowledge of the self is essential for the

conscious use of the relationship. In the beginning the case worker may confuse his own feelings

withthoseofthec|ient,heprojectsuponthec|ientsreactionsbuta|somanageone'sown

Clients involvement in change:

|nthecaseWorKprocessthechoicesasfaraspossib|emustbe|ongtotheclient.Ac|ient
has a right to be himself, he makes his own decisions, to u66 his own abilities and resources to

work oui his own problems. This is related to the belief in self help. The client should mobilize his

ownresources,hisworKcapacityandtheresourcesofhisfamilyandhiscommunity.He|pis
directed to elicit this lot of activityirom him. Inexperienced workers donot believe that the clients

candoanythingtoso|Vetheirownpractica|prob|em.caseworkislesscorrectiveandmofe
reciprocating. Not everyone is equally capable of self help' The amount of help one must give

peop|eisdirectlyinversetodowhattheycandoforthemselves'Thecaseworkerstimu|atesthe
c|ienttothinkandactforhimse|fandtomakehisowndecisions.Thetechniqueca|lsforthecase
workers skills to motivate the client to use both personal and social resources in working through

his difficulties and achieving his own solutions'

The use of Authority:

ln social case worK authority is occasionally exercised in the interest of the client through

suggesiion anO 
"dvise. 

Authority laigely arises from the-prestige and worker's status and.his expert

training. Authority is not useJ as coiriion or threat. lf the client has not developed internal and

extrrnal restraints, the worKer may nave to exercise restraint or authority. children need to be

rcabained just as tney neeo to G toved. Both case worker and cli6nt act with in reality situations' of

whidl, authority is part of the frame work



Multiple worker Relationship:

A social case may present several problems. An economic problem may be coupled with
health problem in the same family or more than one patient may be involved, husband and ill parent
and child, ill person and relative. In some cases team approach is necessary. In social work

there
will be a great deal of cooperativti effort between 2 or more workers. In family counseling one worker
may interview both spouses or two or more workers closely collaborating. In certain agencies in
take or admitting is done by a worker who may not carry on the case. unnecessary shifting from
one worker to another should be avoided as far as Dossible.

6.6 Summary:
It is seen thatthe worker makes use of various tools to help the client to solve his problem.

ln this process observation of the client by the worker plays an important role - the worKer very
kebnly watches what all the client does, the way he communicates and the gestures he uses while
communicating. Even as the client conveys orally something, he communicates as much through
gestures which is equally important; this either supports or negates whateverthe client is telling the
worker. Thus the worker keeps a track of - this is called observation.

Listening is not simple hearing it is much more that listening, the worker carefully follows
the gestures of the client and the tone with which the client is communicating, the nuancis which
play a very important fole in the process of the clients narrative.

Communication refers to the ability of the worker to convey in a facile way what he intends
the client and eliciting responses in an equally facile way. Conveying to others what he int€nds and
making clients react to what the worker says and creating a situation where the client 'pours' himself
out is called communication. lt is a two-way process.

Rapport building is the arch stone on which all the social work processes are built. This
, ..-is to a process where in the worker creates a srruation in which the client not only feels at home

or,i develops warmth towards the worker and develops confldence. In fact the wiole of social work
and its processes are dependent on this rapport-building. The ability of the worker can be gauged
oy the bonds of rapport that are forged.

The above are the various tools used by social workerto help the client to help himself and
solve his problem.

6.7 Key words :

Communication

Covert Commuitication

Overt Communication

Authority

Worker's ability to put a cross what he intends to say.

Non-verbal communication, conveying through gestures and pauses;
even the tone with which the client is saying communicates - the
worker should have a trained eye and ear to catch this.
Oral communication, the oral communication - work of month and
also gestures.

The ability of the worker to make the client do something what he
says or suggests.



Transference : Projecting one's feelings on to others

Rapport : Establishing professional relationship with client, making the client
feel at home and relaxed.

Report : Write up of the client's case, high lighting strength's and weaknesses
of the client; it high lights social-economic and psychic condition
and his ability and readiness to make use of services.

Observation : Keenly watching the client, to note his feelings and gestures, to see
whether he means what he says

6.8. ftlodel Questions:

1 . What is listening? what is its role in social case work?
2. What is a communication skill? What role do you assign to it in social case work?
3. What is rapport? ls it relevant to social case work?
4. What is observation? What are the various kinds of observations? Do you assign any

role to it in social case work?
5. What is a report? What role do you assign to it in social case work?
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Lesson - 7

Social Group Work- Definition - as a method in
Social Work

7.0 Objective:

The objective of the present lesson is to explain the significance of group work and a method in
social work.
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7.11 Key Words
7 .12 Exerclse
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7.1 Introduction:

Social Group Work is a method which is connected with a group constituted by individuals.
Its central focus is a group rather lhan individual. In other words, Social group work is a very useful
device for serving the individual. In other words, social group work is a very useful device for serving
the group or collective interests. The principal aim of this method is to develop the entire group.
Therefore during the process of social group work, emphasis is given on the social adjustment of
collectivity.

Human beings do not live alone. They grow up in families, tribes, clubs, communities etc.,
Group life is, thsrefore basic to any human being. A group involves mutual and reciprocal give and
take. The collection of those individuals who are interested in the same pursuits or who favour the
same policy is called a group. Therefore, another important area of social work is social group work
which deals with individual as members of group.

'ln Social Group Work, the group itself is utilized by the individuals, with the hetp of the
worker to relate themselves to other people and to experi€nce growth and opportunities in accordance
with their needs and capacities. In social group work, the group itself is utilized by the individual, with

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7



Wofting with Indivirluals and Goups

the.help-of the worker, as primary means of personality in helping to bring about indivlduats growth
and social development for the group as a whore as a result of giided gr;up inter;ction".

7.2 Definition of Social Group Work;

It has been assumed that tire social group work is orient€d towards lhe progress of an entiregroup. Individual is a memberof agroupas such individual progress is linked witir hii group progress.
The following are some of the notable definitions of sociaigroup wcrx.

(1) Hamilton' According to Prof. Hamilton, "social Group work is a psychological progess which
is concemed no less with developing leadership, ability and co-oieratioi tnan tn'ittr OritOing

.. on th€ interest of th€ group for social purpose,'.
(2) Trekker - According to Trekkel "Social group wo* is a method through which individuals in' groups in social agency settings are helped by worker who guiJe their interaction inprogramme activities so that they may relate themselves to otheis and experience growth

opportunities in accordance with their needs and capacities".
(3) coyle - According to coyre, "sociar group work, rike case wo*, community organisation,

administration, and research is now recognized as a basic aspeci of socla w6* p-raclce. ttrs
distinct characteristics lie in the fact thaf group work is used within group 

""pe-ri"n"e ", "means to individual growth and development, and that the group iorker ls'concemed in
developing social responsibility and active citizenship for th6 improvement of-democratic
society".

7.3 Historical Development of Group Work:
Group work as a method of social work is only a persent concept. Odginalty it was conceived

of as a movement, alway of democratic action ad a part of severalfields of soiial s;Mc€s. Foremost
among these were informal education, youth services, recreation, camping the labour movement,
setllement houses, and community cent€rs. We must understand the hiltorical development ot
what is today called the group work method to appreciate its underlying philosophy, to undsrstand
the particular form of working with the people and the way in which is it ttas contriouteo to widen the
concept of social work. Group work did not discover like a new drug which can be dated at least
according to the day of its publication, lt cannot even be traced to a;rtain person as the original
formulation of the other method of social work. Case work which usually is credited to ttary
Richmond. This method too has changed in this course of history but it was its ftrst development to
one person in the service of one particular organizalion, the Charlty organlsation societies. The
history of the development of modern group wo* is part of the history of-social agencies evolvingt ,ihin a changing society. Industrialization brought with it slums, movement of the farm population
into the citi3s, the large-scale immigration to the united state. The oldersocial services disiinguished
sharply between the giver and the receiver. Yet among the services there were lhe b€ginning of an
idea tumed into action. (Self help) self help of a group related not merely to improvemjnt of wages,
but i':"ing a strong cultural aspect with beginnings of the labour movement ielated not merely to
improvement of wages, but having a strong cultural asp€ct with beginning of adult education and
with camp vacat;tns for their children financed by lhe worker's own efio--rts. The Jewish centers



were developed practicalty be the older, more privileged immigration for the new poor eastem

Jewish lmmigration, and they partially presented the effort of the new '

Group interaction itself became the dominant concern. For many years group work and

recreation, informal education were eroneously considered synonymous. In fact even in.the present

day this confusion often persists despite the change in the concept the organizations which build the

foundations of group work were the self help and informal recreational once settlement house,

neighborhood centers, the scouts, camp ftre girls, Jewish center but from their inception they worked

separately.

participation in small groups, the democratic way of life, community responsibility in small

groups, The democratic way of life, community responsibility and membersh.ip in_ a world wide effort

i"r" n"* cona"pts which united these services and movements with out being ihey are aurare of it.

In the period afteiworld war I social case work used predominantly in the charity organisation societies'

gained additional support from the psychoanalytical theory; this was nec€ssary and valuable to its

[ractice, but it was sometimes over-used. At that time the social group work method was hardly

consciously developed, yet the sgrvices fr2m which if grew increased not only in number, but also in

significancl. This was the period when most European monarchies in self govemment tried hard to

ddvelop a democratic society, and when the emancipation of women radically changed family

relationships. In the United Siates there was disappointment that there the war had not made the

world 'safe for democracy' but the picture of the roaring twenties is very incomplete; if it omits the

enormous growth of voluntary associations and their impact on a rapidly changing society. lt was

during this iime that an investigation into the unexplored area of group association started on as a

dispassionate research into small group behavior, a bett€r society and developing a true democratic

value of life.

Edward C.L.lndeman developed in his early book, the community the important technique of

following conflict to come into the pen In groups; Clara, Kaiser ofiered the first course of group work

in the s;hool of social work at westem reserve in Cleveland. When she left for New York in 1935'

Grace Coyle continued to develop the course: itwas taught particularly as a method and practically

as a field of practice. Despite the iact that group work was taught early in a school of social work its
integration into the social work profession was not an easy one; group work seemed like a foreign

body in social work. After all had grown out of the chari$ organization societies, which were geared

to the relationship of helper to the one being helped. They put pride in their highly formalized apprcach

and in their new-focus on the individual and the inner forces influencing him.

Group work, by contrast grew out of neighborhood approach and self help movements. lt
considered informal relations one of its basic approaches; lt focused strongly on group interaction

dynamics, but was vitally concerned with environmental and social developed as a conceptual
system, and it was only partially identified with the profession of social work whose field of interest

slemed, to group workers, too limited. Group work in the years afler the 1920s was developed

mainly through increasingly conscious group efforts or people from different professions especially
educition, Psychology and social work. In 1936 the American Association for the study of group

work was founded. lts aim was to clarifo and refine both the philosophy and the practice of group

work, yet as late as 1939 group work was treated as a work. The period immediately proceeding

world war ll and the war years themselves has-a strong impact on the development of group work,

and hastened its identiflcation with the social work profession.

The advent ofthe Nazis in Germany emphasized the importance ofa constant and conscious
work for democracy, not only as a political form of govemment, but also as a way of life. Edward C



Lind man wrote in 1 939. lhe shadows of fasclst Germany highlighted those interosted in group work
had tried to shed on the importance of qualitative group life which meant increased partiiipaiion Oy
citizens in community life of strength that grows in the individual and in the group from the ieeling of
'self help' and of the need to work with intelligent teadership in all strata of ihe population and in all
groups.

During the war years the members of the rapidly developing American Association for the
study of group work still initiated to identiry themselv€s with any specific profession. In 1940, William
Heard Kilpatrick wrote that group work should be identified with the profession of education. yet the
agencies from which it has grown, the developments described on the preceding pages, the change
in social work itself which had mov€d away form its strong emphasis on psychiatry and the fact that
group work was taught in a few schools of social work identified it more closely with social work.

At lhe meeting of the National Conference of social work in Buffalo, New York in 1946 the
members of the American Association for the study of group work met in the a auditorium of the
Kelinhaus Muslc Hall. lt was only a year after the end of the wortd war ll, Hopes were yielding high
for a new society and civic responsibility was strongly felt. The audience listened to the Grace Coyle,
who had helped developing objectives and methods and who had established the first course in
group work at Westem reserys unlversity in Cleveland.

7.4 Role of SocialWorker in Group Work:

In lhe social group work, the group worker enables a group to function in such a
manner so as to achieve the aims of social progress. From thls point of view, the social wo*er
has to discharge many functions; chief among them ars as follows:

(1) To provide oppurtuity for progress to each Individual accordance to his ability and
achiev€ment.

(2) To assimilate individuals with their groups.
(3) To encourage individual towards his progress.
(4) To make individuals conscious towards th6ir rights and duties
(5) To enable the group with regard to the determination of aim and the course of progress.
(6) To encourage good will and friendship between the various groups.
(7) To encourage the development of democratic prlnciples
(8) To make adjustment between individual needs and social resources.
(9) To give proper attention on individual progress.

It is thus evident that social group work is guHed by democratic ideals. lt provides opportunity for
progress to eacfi individual and group. lt main aim is to create such a social atmosphere which is
based on mutual good will and coopera0on. Besides, social group work also aims to create social
consciousness so that the individuals in groups may be aware about their rights and duties.

7.5 Essentiats for the Group Worker:

The social group worker must have certaln essential gualities. He could bring
about the harmony and cooperation between groups and individual members only on the basis of
his knowledge and oxp€rience. B€sides, dudng the process of social group work the social worker



hastoassessthegroupneeosanditsavai|ab|eresources.Hecou|don|yimp|ementiisvrofkp|an
on the basis of such assEs"ment. iherefore, the essentials which a social group worker must posses

are as below:

(1)Toobtainmaximuminformationaboutthegroup:lnthesocia|groupwork'thesocia|worker
maintains close rerauonstrip witn tne group-under consideration. Therefore, he has to collect

factual information about in" grorp.ltt" success of his work is based on the knowledge

obtrained with.regard the grouP'

(2)Toknowthestatusofanindividua|withinhisgroup:|nadditiontothegroup,thesocia|
worker should nave sufficient knowledge regarding the individual status inside the group'

with the help of nis xno*,"oge tne sociJl worker attempts to establish coordination between

the individual and his group aspiration'

(3)Toobtainlntograuonbetweenthesocia|workprofessionandthesocia|idea|s:lnorderto
achieve the aims or *"i"i g;'p 'nork' the sociai worker has to estrablish integration between

the socialwork protessio'nl'nO Le sociat ioe"t". He has to accept the individuat potentialities

for progress 
"no 

o"u"i-op."ni. ini. 
""""pt"nce 

is beyond the range of race, caste and

creed. In this regard, il;i;idid;tr"*"tion made by Mtrur E. Fink, Everett wilson and

Merrill Conover, is very importrant:

.TheGroupWorkertoaccomp|ishthesocia|objectivesofhisprofessionmustoperateonthe

basis of deep convialons common to all social work regarding the capacity of individuals to grow' to

develop and to change, 
"no " 

o""p belief in the inherent riorih of ev€ry individual regardless of

race, creed and colour."

(4)Toknowthevariousfactorsinvo|vedinthegroup|ife:Thegroupworkershou|dhavesound
knowledge regarOing ih; ;arious factors invo-lved in the group life viz, indivi9yal development'

and dynamics ot grorp 
";ons, 

social economic and iultural activities. The social worker

has to assimilate ill these factors in the process of his group work

(5)Toknowabouttheavai|ab|eresourcesofthegroup:Thesocia|workerhastocarryouta.-,wo'kp|aninaccordancewiththegroupneeds.Butbesideshehastoconsidertheresources

available in the group.

(6)Tomotivatethegroupforspontaneous.progress:Thesocia|workermakesthegroup
experience meaning i5 every memOer. ]nbretorg, the group members devote their leisure

torards creative aAiviiies, t# methods of organizations and implementiation oJ these activities'

These methods ot oryanization and implem-entation of these activities largely depend on the

nature of group orgaiization. Wittr the lrelp of motivation, the group worker makes the group

members active and conscious'

7.6 Functions of GrouP Work:

The group worker is not a regular memhr of the group and his functions ar€ guided by his professional

understanding of the group f ife 
"nJ 

Ui tfte indiv'iOual members need for his help' In order to enable



him to assume his responsibility the group worker needs to be aware of his professional self. He has

to control his personal impulses, values and preferenceb and to concentrate on making it possible

for the members of a group to obtain the achievemerit and satisfaction which the group has to
obtain the achievement and satisfaction which the group and its activity offer. The worker's skills are
most evident while he is actually engaged in a helping capacity in the group. The group worker has
generic values in group work b6cause, we are dealing with people. These play a vital role in social

development.

Soclal Group work is Gonsldered Developmental, Provontlvs and Ramedlal:

The group work is essentially a problem solving approach and its functions include restoration

or improved social functioning of factors leading to impai'ment and provision of those resources and

services in the environment which are needed for a healthy life. The characteristic feature of
work is that it shows all authoritarianism. lt is essentially democratic in nature both in form and

content.

Developmental: Group work emphasizes education development and the cultural growth ot
nrombers of the group and for development and social adjustment of the individual through
group action. This process is determined by the objectives of the agency, the dynamic forces'
the adjusted efiorts with in the group itself and the group worker's skill of observation and
of efforts with in the group ltself. Group work is a method where by the group worker helps

m€mbers to participate with a big responsibility of the group in the planning, in developing their I

ideas, skills and personal attitudes and to make their own decisions regarding the purposes and

actions of the group. Social group work helps the members to share experiences with otheF to
and take, to clarify differenc€s of opinion and judgment with out hostility and frustration and to

good spirit to the decision of the majority which is very important for the development of

Preventlve: Here the group worker is enabler. He is enabling group members of experiencf
increasingly satisfactory forms of working through conflicts, that it creates to form contacts to solving

through the group interactions. The group as a whole may be enabled by the group worker to_ movt
out from 'slugging out' a difference of opinion to solving conllicts by taking them-out, or to usq

difierent democratic methods. The individual for example may be helped to stop running away whe4

a conflict arises and to face the situation and gathor the strength to work through significant for thQ

group work method in the presence of a helping p€nton, the social group worker'

Judicious and appropriate use of limitations related to the diagnostic assessment of eac

individual and the total situation is anoth€r lmportiant prevention of individual behavior. These limitation

ptay an important part in intelligent and purposeful work with individuals and the group. The principl

bt icceptance is frequently misunderstood as meaning total permission to harm each other and t
harm oneself, physically or omotionally.

Remedial: The group work thus att€mpts to provld€ exp€riences which integrate the ess€ntial

needs of the individuais who form the group to encouragp hoalthy, mental and social attitudes of the

members of the group and to achievs ;kill in som6 ldsure tme pursuits and to provide experience in

acceptable social EEhavior.



?.7 Basic Skills in GrouP Work:

Social group work is a method in the profession of social work through

individuals in social agoncy groups are helped by a worker to relate themselv6 to other and to

experience with opportunitiesinaiare in accordance with thoir needs and capacities' Method means

the purposeful use of insight and understranding based upon body of knowledge and principles' Skill

in the worker capacity to apply knowledge and understanding to a given situation; every worker

must have skill in wo*ing as a part of an agency and community setting. He must know the agency

and the community and must aiso posses a growing awareness of himself as well as the group'

The worker skills are most evidentwhile he ls actualty engaged in a helping capacity with the

group:

1. Skill In establishing purposeful relationship: The group worker must be skillful in gaining acceptanc€

of the group and in riiagng himself to the group on a positive professional basis. Thegroup worker

must b-e sfimui in h6lping lndividuals in the group to accept one another and to join with the group in

@mmon pursuits.

2. Skill in analyzing he group situation: The group worker must b€ skilled In Judging thed€velopm€ntal

level of the group to dJtermine what the level ls, what the group needs and how quickly th€ group

can Ue exp;Aed' to move; This calls for sklll In dir€ct observation of groups as a basis for analysis

and judgment. The group worker must be skillfut in helping the gro"fr to. express ideas, work out

ouleitv-s, clariry immediate goals, and the both, lts pot€nffalities and limitations as a group.

3. Skilt in participation with the group: The grcup worker must be skilfull in detennining interpreting,

assuming, and moOifying his own role wlth the group. Tho group worker must be skillful in helping

group mjmbers to participate, to locate leadership among themselves and to take r€sponsibility for

their own activities.

4. Skill In deallng wlth group feeling: The group worker must be skillful in controlling his own

feelings about the gmup and must study each new situation with a high degree of objectivity. The

group-worker must be 
'skillful 

in helping grcrups to release their own feelings, both positive and

i"gatiue. He must be sklllful in hetping groups to r€lease lh6ir o\ivn feelings, both positive and negaliv€.

Helmust be skillful in helping groups to anallzo th€ situation as a part of the working through thegroup

of inter group conflicts

S. Skitr in programme development : The group worker must be skillful In guiding group thinking so

that intprestslnd needs will be revealed and understood. The group worker must be skillful in

helpin! Jroups to develop programme which they want as a means through which their needs

may be met.

6.. Skill in using agency and community r€sour@s: The group worker musi be skillful In locating

and then acquiinting the group with various helpful resources which can be utillzed by them for
programme purposes. The group worker must bo skillful ln helping certain individual m€mbers to

.aie use of specialized servioes of means to refenal when they have needs which cannot be

met within the group
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7.8 Factors that influence the role of the worker:

Th€ u'orker s rote will.be varying wffr airerent groups because groups and institutions withinwhich this operat€s are so oifierent rt-" *"*",,L"rri'ior,""r to understand the group and theirdrcumstanc€s sunoundinq_i*eio1" 
ftL;ntiitli ;;ffii""_ll":e9"iric espeors of his-fo *'r, it. n 

"
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3. the agency funaion d 
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7.9 
_Group Work and Group Therapv:

.. The term group therapy refe* il 
"rir"utff" or u"",ine e"v"hiatric patientrs in groups under*r'!T"fl,.?."i'?^o"i',ffi:"fnt*;**:iinr;3;na"o consist oi l,r'iioli"i,iir";c€nrs or

chrcmo dlsturbances in their rerauo""r,ip" *iir,-"il;;;ij;:|et"ablv arising In a large part from

The goar of rhese o:o:'l?s qb arneriorate the sufierrngs and improve the personar andi^Tniffi Tf^",lft :ei:litghtfi:iffii1"to.il,"."go"r.",""'oiio*r'inieracuonsor
- Group therapy is not confi""o t" tr" r"*,oo of on6 professron. rt reaves rt open to what kindor profressionar method a orofessig ;* i*.rrL-#!iro,r," groups. For exampre, a-psycniatristmay fallow x method or y method 

. 
according to dlfier"ni.'*ro or 0,ought he believes in and follows.uroup rherapy is practiced with_the, aim 6"r;il;;;;"nngs and rmproving ths pe,.onar and

;:jJ::iil:1"#ff.flts 
msmbers tnrougrr specin-Jlff'-nt ort"o sroup inteiacrion aioed by a

.. social work being a metrod_or.soclal urork h€rps p€rsons to enhance €ither social functioning
3:"":?:,iffffi:,,:*3"":q$,F n *na,l"ix.i.,m:1,,'ji,:":#*ff il,rmll:,health and efiective social functioni"s: crd *ork;i""JJ. when directed to wards ameliora,on ofpersonal and sociat functioning may be ,igfui;it& ;;p therapy.

Group therapy is mainty applicable to solve the followtng problems:1. Psychotogical probtems such_as anxiety , *|icoinfu , inferiority2'osociar.maradrustm€nt, excessrve agtrei"iJty, i.".rru" submissiveness, marformation
3. organlc problems like schizophrenia etc.



4. Therapy is a process occurring in formally organized group with the aim of promoting individual

or personal growth and development of behavioral change through specified and formulated
programme actlvities.

Broadly speaking any group that helps people with problems can be considered a therapy group'

specifiially to treatment of patients with mental illness which involves 'uncov€ring' and achieving
'insights' into unconscious motivation and other intra psychological processes.

7.1O Summary:

Social Group Work is a method which is connecte( .vith a group constituted by individuals.

Its centralfocus is a group rather than individual. In other, rrds, Social group work is a very useful

device for serving the individual. lt has been assumed that rhe social group work is oriented towards
the progress of an entire group. Individual is a member of a group as such individual progress is
linked with his group progress. lt is thus evident that social group work is guided by democratic
ideals. lt provides opportunity for progress to each individual and group. lts main aim is to croate
such a social atmosphere which is based on mutual good will and cooperation. Besides, social
group work also aims to create social consciousness so that the individuals in a groups may be
aware about their rights and duties.

7.10 Key Words:

, 1. Group thsrapy' 2, preventive and remedial
3. social conciousness

[.11 Exercise:

'1. Define social group work and historical development of social group work as one of the
methods in social work

2. Explain the functions of group work working with different groups?
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Lesson - 8

Principles in Group Work - Leadership in Group
Work process

8.0 Objective:

The objective of the present lesson is to study the principles in group work and leadership in
group work prooass

Gontents:

Introductlon
Princlples of group work
leadershlp In group work process
Roles of LeadoEhlp
Quallties of leadershlp
Role of group worker
Summary
Key Words
Exorcls6
Reforonca Books

8.1 Introduction:

Soclal group work is a method of social work which develops the ability of estrablishing

constructive relationship in the individuals through group ac{ivities. Group experiences are lhe
essential needs of human being. Montague develop the idoa that the pattem of soclal relationships
is a natural continuation of the processes of biological grcwth, the source of the social app€tite of all
living creatures is traceable to the way In which living organism originates, all calls originate form
cells in it is impossible for them to originate in any other way. Each cell of the organism is dependent
for its proper functioning upon the interaction wit it of every other c€ll of the organism; this is to say
that ev€ry organism functions as a whole, and not as mass of dlscret€, independont cellular elements.
The organism is itsolf dep€ndent and interdependent whole. Montague thus, inv€sts the socialappetite
of man with an Instinctiv€ quallty, derived form the biological growth process and consistent with it.

Soclal Wort ac a mothod: As a method it is conscious pro@dure, a designed means of achieving

a goal. lt is outer sense, a method is a way of doing something but doing undemeath we always

discover an lntegrated anangement of knowledge understanding and principles. lt means the
purposeful use of insight and understandings based upon a body of knowledge and principles. lt
also means that social group work, has special knorflledge understanding principles and skllls. Social
group worker has the knowledge of individuals, groups and community behavior and skills of working
with them. He is made aware about the factors of human behavior, such as role of heredity,

environment, leaming, socialization, motivation and perCeption. He is equipped with lhe principles

of planned group formation, purposeful relationship, programme development, self determination,

8.1
8.2
8.3
8.tl
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.8
8.9



ffexible func{lonat org€nization, guided group lntsraciion, resource utilization, etc. Social group worker
is skilled in establishing purposeful relaUonship anabzing group situation participation with the group,
dealing wlth group feellng, using agency and @mmunity resources.

Indlvldual ls helped through Groups lh Soclal Agency: Grogps and agency$oth€re important
for social group work practlce. H€ ls provide lo'the tntlivklual when he becomes a member of a
particular group which exists In a social agency.

The Role of Worker lr to Gulde the InteracUon prooeas: The relationship b€tween worker and
group ls based on acc€ptiance. Th6 basic function of social group worker is to direct interaction
process of the group. He watches the aclivities and behavior of very member of the group. He keeps
his eyes on member's participation, its frequency, time duralion, order of participation, interaction
level, meaning of activities to the group member. On the basis of this knowledge he provides adequate
opportuniUes to each member for his proper growtt and development.

The Purporo of Soclal Group Wort lr to provlde oxperlenoe, growth and development:
Social group worker helps the group to organlze such typ€s of activities through with group members
increaso their capacitles for partlcipation, belonging, decision-making, responsibility taking, and
adjusting themselves. They avail opporfuii$es for their growth and development Democratic prindples
are followed ln group work ac{vitles.

8.2 Prtnciples of group worlq
Douglas has described fourte€n principles of social group work:

1. Recognltlon and subsequent acdon in rsla0on to th€ unique difierence of each Indlvidual.
2. Recognition and subsequent acllon In relatlon to the wide varlety of groups as groups.
3. Genuine acceptanco of each individual with his unQue strengths and weaknesses.
4. Establishment of a purposeful relationship between the group worker and group member.
5. Encourqement and enabllng of help and cooperativo rehdonship between members.
6. Appropriate modlficatlon of lhe group prroess.
7. Encouragement of each mombor to padiclpate accordlng to the stage of his capacity and

enabling, him to become more capable.
8. Enabling m€mb€rs to involve themselves In the process of probt€m solving.
9. Enabling group members to experience increaslngly satistaclory forms of working through

conflicts.
10. Provislons of opportunltles for new and dlffering exporience ln relatlonshlps and

eccomplishments.
11. Judiclous use of limltatlons t€latod to the dlagnostlc ass€ssment of eacfr indlvidual and the

total situatlon.
12' Purpos€fu| end dlfierential use of programme according to dlagnostic evaluatlon of Individual

members, g.oup purpose, and approprlate social goals.
13. Ongolng evaluation of Indivldual end group progross.
14. Warm human and disclplined use of self on the part of lhe group wo.ker.

Ter€nco J. cooke has dedved the folloring principles to us€ as a guide in apply'ng the philosophy of
St.Thomas.



1. All individuals have common human needs which th€y ssek to satisry in groups.
2. The primary objective of social group work is the development of the individual by means of

the group n which some of these needs are satisfied and or the primary objective of group

work is the development of the individual and the group.
3. In social group work, th6 group worker process, the dynamic interaction among the member

of the group and lhe worker and the group is the primary means of personality growth'
change and developmont.

4. Since social group work operates in a controlled agency setting, the group worker is essential

to the group work process and he is necessary one who has knowledge, understanding and

skill in the an of helping people related to and work with each other.

Friedlander has mentioned the following basic principles of social group work:

1. The function of the social group worker is a helping or enabling one. This means that his goal

is to help the members of the group and the group as a whole to mov€ toward greater

independence and capacity for self help.
2. In determining his way of life, group worker uses the scientific method- fact finding

(observation), analysis, diagnosis in relation to the individual, the group and th€ social
environment.

3. The group work method requires ihe worker to form purpos€fu| relationships to group members
and the group. This includes conscious focusing on the purposeful ofthe sponsorlng agency'
and as implied in the member's behavior. lt ls differentiated from casual unfocussed
relationship.

4. One of the main tools in achieving such a relationship is conscious use of self. This includes' 
seff-knowledge and selfdiscipline in relationships without the loss of warmth and spontraneity.

5. Acceptance of people with out accepting all their behavior: This includes a basic respect and

love for people, warmth relating to their strength as well as to their weakness. lt is not
senffmentality and is enhanced by understanding of Individual needs and societral demands.

6. Strarting where the group is. The capacity to let groups develop fiom their own point of departure

without imposing immediately outside demands
7. The constructive use of limitations: They must be used judiciously in relation to individual

and group needs and agency func-tion. The forms will vary greatly. The group worker will

mainly use himself, programes mat€rials interactlon of the group, and awakening of insight
In the group members.

8. Individualization.
9. Use of the interacting Proc€ss.
10. The understanding and conscious use of non-verbal programmes as well as verbal material.

Tracker has explained the following principles:

1. Th€ principtes of planned group formation: In social group work, the group is the basic unit

through which service ls provided to the individual, consequently, the agency and worker
respohsible for the formatlon of groups of the acceptance into the agency of already formsd
groups must be aware of the factors inherent in the group situation that makes the givsn

group a positive potential for individual growth and for meeting recognizable needs.



2. The principle of specific objective: In social group work, specific objectives of individual and
group developmont must be consciously formulated by th€ worker in harmony with group
wishes and capacites and in keeping with agenry functions.

3. ,The principles of purposeful worker group relationship In social group work, a consciously
purposeful relationship must be established between the worker and the group members
based on the workers acceptrance of the group members as they are and upon lhe groups
willingness to accept help from the worker because of tne confidence the members have in
him and in the agencJ.

4. The principle of continuous individualization: In social group work, it is recognized that groups
are difierent and that individuals utilize group experience in a variety of ways to meet their
differing needs; consequently, continuous individualization must be practiced by the workers.
Groups and the individuals in the groups must be understood a developing and changing.

5. Thg principle of guided group Interaction: In social group work the primary source of energy
which propels the group and inffuences the Individual to change are the interac{ion or reciprocal
responses of the members. The group worker influence this interaction by the type and
quality of his participation.

6. The principle of democratic group self determination - in social group work, the group, must
be helped to make its own decisions and determine it own activities, taking the maximum
amount of responsibility in llne with its capacity and ability. The primary source of control
over the group is the group itself.

7. The principle of Flexible Functional Organlzation - In social group work, the group work, the
proc€ss through which the worker guides the group in setting up formal orgalsations is just
as important as the actual struc-ture details of that organization. Formal organization, should
be flexible and should be encouraged only as it meets felt need, is understood by the members
and can function accordingly. The formal organization of the group should be adaptive and
should change as the group changes.

8. The principle of progressive programme experlences: I social group work, the prograrnme
experiences in which the group engages should begin at the level of member interest, need,
experience, and competence and should progrsss in relation to the developing capacity of
the group.

9. The principle of resource utilization : in social group work, the totral environment of agency
and community posses resouroes which should be utilized to enrich the content of the group
experience for indlvlduals and for ths group as whole.

10. The prlnciple of evaluation: In soclal group work continlous evaluation of process and
programmes in terms of outcomes is essential. Worker, group and agency share in this
procedure as a means of guaranteeing this greatest possible self fulfillment for all.



8.3 Leadership in Group Work Process:
Leadership is the process of influencing large number of people in important ways. lt is the

process of changing the aftitudes and values of many persons. lt means solving problems for a
group. lt means directing the activities of many individuals in significant particulars. lt means working
through the group process so as to produce personality and social change. Leadership may ably
depend on the traditions and customs of a group. lt may be the complement of fellowship, lt may be

direct or indirect. lt may be mental, social orexecutive, it may be autocratic, patemalistic, or democratic.

Leadership may be radical, liberal, compromising, conservative or reactionary. Leadership may
originate in energy, in intelligence or in character or combination of all three. Sometimes it is due to

the focalization of ordinary ability and again it is the expression of margin's of uniqueness and innate

superior ability. lt may be accounted for by a balanced integration of many traits. lt may occur at the

conjuncture of ability, crisis and opportunity.

Concept of L€adorship: Leadership is such a work which suddenly draws to the attention of the
people's eye. Since the times immemorial leadership has been receiving reverence from the people.

The leader is something more than a citizen or common man. He can rouse the blood of the ordinary
man; he possesses the strength enough to mobilize them as an unified spirit. Rise and fall of the

countries in international eyes has its deep inter relation with the rise and fall of the leaders of the

country. A good leader is a national asset and a precious dynamic device " to pull the national boat

out the floating dangers of the time.

'Leader'as a concept is very difficult to define. lt is interesting to note Prof.Bemard, in this

context'lndeed, I have never observed any leaderwho was unable to be a leader, nor any statement

of follower that acceptably suppressed why they followed". In simple terms r'leaderis hewho leads

the nation, a community or a group of persons joined for a common purpose. He unifies and embodies

the opinion of the people and moi:;ilizes it to a dignified or any coveted goal.

The two concepts of leader and functional leadership may not be fused in many cases.

Certainly the former would appear to grow out to the latter. lf some people are in search of former,

some of them atleast may try to see in each functional leader, a leader. lt would appear that those

leaders with sufiicient sense of the dramatic to lend themselves readily to conforming to the out

ward appearance of being a leader may more readily become one. Lincoln was rather a disappointment

of many people in this context,. Hitler and Mussolini took to the root more readily.

The functional leader always earns respect and prestige to the extent that he fulfills his

function, but immediate contact is apt to inhibit the growth cf the extremes of the leader concept. lt

would appear then that the usual notion of the leader serves to cover to quite separate concepts.

The firsi emotionally held conviction that some men are leaders and as such are set apart from the

common lord. Thes; leaders do not owe this position to their functional relationship with the followers
' but to almost magic which surrounds them. They have god like attributes which they have been

endowed. Our hypothesis is that this concept arises in our culture out of the relation ship of child with

his father.An examination of.the leader concepts among the males and females in our own culture

should test this hypothesis.



The other concept of leadership places emphasis not on a tixed set of personal characteristics
not on particular kind of leadership behavioul but upon the circumstances under which groups of
people integrate and organize their activitigs towards objectives, and upon the way in which the
integration and orognisation is achieved. Thus the leadership function is analysed and understood
in ternis of a dynamic relation ship. A leader may acquire followers as a group of people may create
a leader, but the significant aspects of the process can only be understood in dynamic, relationship
terms. Evidenc€ and specialization make appear the functional or operational concept of leadership
which provides the more useful approach.

8.4 Roles of Leadership:
The role of the leader is to organize the activities of the members of the group to\ rard the

accomplishment of some and through conf rolled means for the satisfaction of the relevant needs of
the members of the group. When the leader has been choosen by a group of people who have
decided upon an objective to atiained, the leader role ls obvious and his rol€ is relatively simple.
when the leader how6ver, is not chosen by the group, but appointed and given means control by
some one outslde the group, orappoints himself because he requires a group to achieve his purposes
his job.is considerably more difficult.

The leader must appear to the people he is to lgad as a means for their need satisfaction or
they will not accept his direction. Difiererent kinds of groups existing for different purposes, are likely
to find that difierent sorts of persons are equally good facilitators. Group members whose facilitative
efiects are not recognized by others do not thereby cease to be facilitators, but it is more accrurate
to say that their contributions are leader like than that they themselves are leader like. Other members
cannot take this parts in a role relationship to a leador whose facilitative contributions they do not
recognize. The interactional aspect of leadership depends as to other role relationships on the sharing
of attitudes and expectiations by role participants.

lf any organization is running wetl it is due to authoritarian leadership which is quite effective
solves tho problems and people have to accept the leader and his decisions. In limes of crisis
dicisions must be forth coming and people expect the leader to exert an autocratic rol€. Natural
ledership involves a situation in which certain activities of the leader and the group, if performed to
gether, will serye as a means of satisfuing common needs.

8.5 Qualities of leadership:

Prof. Bemard's opinion has been challenged on the ground of his order of preference
enlisted for the leadership on common ground, following qualities must be present in a true leader

1. Decisiveness: He must have a form of decisive belief, flexibilig, arro integrity
2. clear views: He must be very much clear in expressing his liking and dislikings.3. Foresightedness: He must have enough intellectual capacity and reasoning fower to see

the future.
4. Conect Judgement
5. sympathy to his supporters



6. good public relatlons
7. s€lf consciousness
8. a good speaker and guide

It ls generalty admitted that it is more difiicult to wo'k with people than to wgrk f9l peopl6. But

working-witn people involves the difiicult task of getting thelr co'operation, and maklng them get

atong iell wnir y6u. In developing group prooess on these lines,.it will be necessary to foster and

Oeveiop certainlualitles of the head anO heart in the leader, who should be at his best even while

the group is at iteworst. lt has to be admitted that lhere are people who may be called,bom leaders'

wnjare titeC, respected and followed with out any conscious effort on their part. This is so because

the way they do a thing or the manner in which they say somothing is so natural and appealing that

co-operation is forth coming spontaneously. But to the vast majority of people, it would be necessary

on their part of discipline and train them, making a conbcious €fiort to develop leadeEhip qualities'

which may be lateni or dormant. These may @me out into tho open only with some efiort.

A genuine interest in people In general, a liking for them in spite of difference and a freguent

appro;ch to all peopte are nicessary in order to be successful In the art of working with people.

Oriinary people are interested onty in themselves and for anyone to be sufiicienfly interested in

others ii itte iign of boad mindedness which ts always received iavorably by others' The sign of

broadmlndedness ls always recelv€d favorably by others. The leader should be able to listen to

other p€opl€, in fact ofteniimes, do more listenlng than talklng, and try to accommodate to the

maximum extent other people's point of view

He should not stretch his o,vn point of view to the breaking point, but should be able to stick to

essentials but concedlng points whoro no harm will result there from. A sense of humour ls a most

important asset for a lealer. To laugh with people, even at one's own expense, is a great thing' To

."" the light"t side of things everiin an ugly situation, and to be able to make appropriate and

humorous @mments may sometimes ease and ev€n clear up a very tonse situation. Humour can

be used In such a yvay as to str€ngthen the bonds of friEndship and the feeling of oneness among

the members.

The leader should be gifted with a positive and optimistic out look, determlned to make lhE best

even out of the worst situltions. He sirould be able to sharo the responsibilities with others in the

group and let them take the credlt for achievements, hlmsef happy to remain in the.back ground' To

6e poperly geared to others in the group is the most important thing bocause it is lhis positive

retationsnii itrich alone can lead positive achievements. Whon mutual trust and confidence is built

up, Uotfr tn'e bader and the group ars able to contribute their best and make a success of the group

activities.

Theartofwork|ngwithpeop|e|sonethatisassuminggreatsignificancoil'{?.'t|mes.The
principles of group w-ork are such that can be successfully applied not merely.in the limited field of

btorp *o* u-ut 
"tio 

In the larger field of social welfare and even in working with other groups in the

p"iitfirL .o"i"L,"ligious settiigs etc. Thus the prlnciples and approach involvod in group work have

i,ucrr t"'iOer appnciUitity nan i-n usually supposed. Whether one likes it or not, one finds that he is

invariably working closety with other pe'ople, moving with some grcups and connectod with many

more ani what aipties to the group wb*'pracuce applies to th€ life outsids. In lndia' greater use of

t,.,e .eitroOs of gioup wort is iradl in correctional and other social service institutions. But ther€ is



need not merely for group workers as such, but a still greater need for social workers who, no matter
in which parlicular administrative or functional setting they work, will be able to make increasing use
of the principles and approach of group work in th€ir dealings with the groups of people coming to
them for assistance. .

8.6 Role of group worker:
The success of the group worker depends greatly on the positive role of the group worker.

Even though he is pat of th6 group and participate in its activities, he conducts himself in such a way
as to enable th€ group to achieve its objectives. He plays the role of a helper and enables the group
to achieve its objectives. He is the cementing force keeplng the group together and giving their
activities prop€r direction and co-ordination. He functions in the group in a planned and disciplined
way, always conscious of his role as enabler and h€lper. He is the leader of the group, but not a
dictator, He is a democratic leader who is interestod not merely in taking the group through a program
for its own sake, but one who enables the membofs to go through the experience of group activity
by themselves and for themselves. The programme is not an end in itself but it is only the means to
an end, which is the development of the individuals comprising that group. He has to look to the
needs of the individuals in th€ group as well as those of the group as a whole.

Undenstanding and Accaptance: The first duty of the social worker is to know ths group. This is a
continuous process in lhe sense the social group worker should be gathering as much data regarding
the soclal and personal background of the members, all through the group work activiti€s. The
behavior of individuals in the group makes meaning only against thelr background. In fact, lt is the
group workers intimate knowledge of the back ground of individual members that enables him to
understand the funclioning of the members in the group, their actions, reactions and interactions.

Jusl as in social case work, acceptiance of the members by the social group worker must be
complete and unreserved. The group worker should be impartial and while giving individual attention
he should guard against showing undue preference for some members. He should behave in such
a way that the €ntire group trusts him and has complete confidence in him. only when the group
worker and the group completely accept each other, the proc€ss of group work will be efiective. The
group worker should remain near and dear to each member, so that each one can approach him
freely with what ever dfficulty he may have.

The group members should be free to express their feelings to anger, dejection, etc., to the
leader. He does nol scold them for lhat, but tries to help them with their: problem which has given rise
to their foeling s of anger or dejection. To be able to give vent to their feelings is itself a good thing.
This kind of 'letter off the steam' will relieve them sooner than lf they were obliged to contain all their
feelings. The group worker continuously watches the individuals in the group and attends to their
special problems. In certain cases, case work assistance is given to them if required. Thus individual
attention is given even in a group situation.

Programmes: In group work situation, the implementation of any programme is to be held out as
the ultimate objectlve. The programme is not an end. The programmes aIe mainly intended to provide
an opportunity for activities and pariicipation, conduct to the development of th€ members, what
they do is not as importiant as how they do it. For example, take the case of a dream enacted by a
group. The drama ls such is not so important as the opportunity is provides to several members to



self expression and the satisfaction and recognition they get on account of that. Some of the group
activities like a drive for healthy living and hygienic habits are desirable ends. But in group work
more importance is attached to how lhey go about its work and how it leads to individual satisfaction
and development. The programmes are tools which the group worker uses to enable the group to
achieve the objectives of personal and social development. The programmes will have to be initiated,
keeping in mind the composition and inlerests of the group concerned.

Democratlc Management: Democratic management and originisation is the hall mark of group
work activity. The group enjoys democratic selfdetermination. The l€ader does not impose his
decisions on the group but helps ihem to anive at a decision in a democratic way. Both in the
planning and execution of programmes, the members are free to express their views but once the
majority takes a decision, they abide by it. Responsibilities are given to the members, in keeping
with their capacities. The members are given maximum of opportunities for the development of
responsibility and leadership The group worker particularly help those members who have any special
difiiculty so that In the process of group work they can gel over these. The programmes may have to
be constantly revised or changed in keeping with the progress of the group work they can get over
these. The programmes may have to b€ constanuy revlsed or changed interests. Constiant evaluation
of the group re@rds are ess€ntial in group work.

Preventlve Aspectsr Social group work has a preventive aspect also. lt has now been accepted
that social problems reflect conditions of social life. lt is these social conditions that often lead to
social problems. Hence it is necessary that we move out into the breeding places of these social
problems and initiate preventive programmes. For example, the problem of delinquency is mostly
the result of social conditions. Hence, if activlties like group work are startsd in such area, it gives
them a socially acceptable means of self-expression. A comprehensive preventive programmes on
progressive lines is called for, in order to prevent th6 occurrence of several social problems. Group
work activity should be an Integral part of such a programme.

Group Dlscus3lons: The method of open discussion of problems and plans is very important. lt is
in this way that clarification of issues, interpretation of objectives and co-ofdination of efforts is
brought about. The essence of group work as democratic process implies that decisions will be
taken, as a result of the fullest possible discussion and maximum possible agreement among the
members. Open and frank discussion is the best way to resolve conflicts and pave the way for better
m-operation and greater determination to work together for the common good. Even though every
one would seem to accept the need for discussions, many people also will note that oftentimes,
mtny of these discussions in keeping with lhe objeclives placed before the group is not an easy
tasx. Often times members may digress and go offat a tangent. The group leader has the responsibility
not merely lc keep up ihe tempo of the discussion but also to ensure that it moves in the right
direction. The group leader will have to contribute a great deal in maintaining an atmosphere of
cordiality, friend ship and cooperation, continuously focusing attention on the central problems to be
ta4kleq, :i that wise decisions would be reached as a result of intelligent discussions.

Group Confllcts: Just as it is natural for people to agree to do thing In a group, it is equally natural
for them to disagree when it is a question of going into the details. Personal failures on the pait rti
some members and group conflicts among some others, may hold up the work of the group. To be



involved in conf,icts is merely an lndlcatlon as to how human the membels arg, but to permit thes€
conlticts to dorolop or harden b mo6t fatal. The leador shoub sotue the disputes not eo mudt by
apportlonlng the gullt, but rather by emphasizlng the greatcr ne€d to work togethcr In splte of theso
difierences and dlffcUhies. The efiort shoutd be b develop and broaden the areas of cooperatm
narowing down the areas of coniict.

8.7 Summary:
Social group work is a method of soclel work whlch develops the ability of establishing

construcflve relatlonship in the individuals th'rough group ac,tivitles. Group experiences are the
essentlal needs of human b€ing. As a msthod it ls conscious procedure, a designed means of
achieving a goal. lt is outer sense, a method is a way of doing something but doing undemeath we
always discover an Integratod anangoment of knowledge understanding and principles. lt means
the purposeful us€ of inslght and understandings based upon a body of knowledgs and Prlndples. lt
also means that social group work, ha.' speclal krowledge, understranding prlnciples and skills.
Social group worker has the knowledge oi indivlduals, grorps and communlty behavior and skills of
working with them. He is made aware about the factors of human behavior, such as role of hercdity,
envlronment, l6emlng, socialization, motvation and perception. Ho ls equlpped with the principles

of plannod group forma on, purposeful relationship, programme development, self detormination,
flexibl€ funcilonal organizsUon, guided group Int€raciion, resourcs udllzaton, etc. Social grcup worker
is shlled in eetablishing purposeful roladonship anatyzing group sitration, partclpafion with th€ grcup,
dealing with group feeling, using agency and communlty r€sourcos.

8.7 Key Words:
1. Priciples of Group Work
2. Democraticmanagement
3. Acceptance

8.8 Exercise:

1. Explaln the pdndples of Group Wor*?
2. Define the role of leadership in group work process?
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Lesson -10

Programme Planning - Nature and importance

10.0 dbjective:

The objectivo of tl.re present lesson is to study the importance of Programme planning in working

with individuals and grouPs

Gontents:

10.1 Introductlon
10.2 tfoanlng and lmportance of programme In group work
10.3 Programme plannlng and programme development
10.4 lmportance of programme In group work
t0.s Role of group worker In plogrammo plannlng
10,6 Group and grouP relatlons
10,7 Use of programme Media
10.8 Effoctive Programme development prooass
10,9 Programmeevaluatlon
10.10 Group Structure
l0,ll Group leaderchlP
10.12 Summary
10.13 Key Words
10.14 Exerclse
10.{ 5 Reference Books

10.1 Introduction:

Group work method can be most advantageously used to achieve India's developmental

objectives thiough programmes of health, family welfare, education, community development and

housing to mention a few. This will demand a reconceptualisation of both group work theory and

progr.tmmes. Hence, an orientation in group work should be given to students in schools of social

wo* and to personnel in voluntrary and govemment ag€ncies. This orientation should include a

background of social, political, and economic development, strategies of planned development in a

developing economy, the need for and types of fundamental changes required in the social structure,

and the s[eps being taken to bring about these changes. lt should also cover an assessment of
existing programmes, only then can practitioners meaningfully grasp the contribution of group work
'to the programmes like integrated rural development integrated child development, family planning

and the nation adult education programmes.

In India, where poverty, disease; illiteracy and low level of living are widespread, group workers

must strive for soclal action and social change even in remedial and clinical setting. To illustrate,

school social work with a group of slow learners in the usual idea of group in the educational field. A
wider way of looking at it would be to focus on functional lit€racy and social education programmes,



establishment of par€ntteacher's association wh€rever possible in the neighborhoods and vocational
guidanco and counseling seMces on a community extension basis. Special programmes for culturally
deprived children, pr€vention of school drop-outs, family life education and organizing local pressure
groups to domand changes In the educationatfacilitates form local educational authorities, are some
of the other ideas that can be initiated. One can also be involved in the preparation of memoranda
and collaboration with other groups working in the same field. The scope of education should also
be extended to cover education for heatth, bettsr standards of living, housing with all its legislation
and land reforms. So, social group will have to forma partnership with social education and deal with
crilical aspects of the client's life.

10.2 Meaning and importance of programme an group work:

Programme is a concept which broadty includes the sntire range of activities, relationships,
interactions and experiences whlch have been deliberately planned and carried out with the help of
the group worker to meet the needs of the individuals and also groups and commun1ies. Much of
programme planning is discussed and group must be helped to discover and use their own resources
in order to make the programms more and more efiective. In programme making the group worker
should keep in mlnd that tho programmo must be out of the needs and interests bf the group
.members. lt is the group u,orker's main duty to see the age, central background and also the
economic difierences of the group members.

Whenever a progarmme ls made, there every individual is given chance to experience and
express his intorests Inherent valu€s among the group members. In order to make the programme
more efioctive, the programme's rules and regulatlons must be flexlble and vaded to satisfo a varlety
of needs of the group. lt must evolve from simple to complex. By keeping all these points in mind a
group worker can guide and tsad the peopl€ to make their programme a better one.

lmportance of progarmme in group work involves so many essential points which aro very
important for the programme. The first importance of programme in group work is to develop a good
personality. Unless and until a person is not developed in his personality he can not do a better work
for the other people. so, the group programmes are the one which provides these kinds of
opportunities. The second point is to socialize the people who do not know any thing. The programmes
aro conducted by the group wo*er to mak6 awar€ people in the villages. The third point is to integrate
lhe goals and acfiievements of the grcup mombers. The group members are integrated by conducting
different programmes to achieve their goals. The fourth point is to unite tho group members in
achieving the goals.

ln a programme, the group members are achieving the goats. In a programme, the group
member are given more stress to unite thelr group and make th€ir group more strong. Because
when the group is united thEn they can do even the difiicult wort< more easily. Therefor6, the unity
among group is very much important. Anolher importance of programme In group work is to establish
and dev€lop a good relatonship with others. There are many people who do not have a good
relationshlp with one another. And the last point of the importanc€ of programme in group work is to
make a settlemsnt of conflicts among he p€ople and to control th6ir confllc-ts wlh one another. This
is very important in any group that unless the @nfficts are settled there can not be a good and a
healthy relationship In the group. So by organizinn rrcgrammes tle group worker solves the problems
and establishes peace and harmony In the group.



10.3 Programme planning and programme development:

Programme Plannlng: Programme planning m€ans helping the members to plan the programme'

disivering and arousing interest ielevanl to age, socio-cultural, economic and educational

backgrounJ and using the environment to ib maximum. The various people in the neighborhood

can be tapped as resour@ persons and even tal€nted group msmbsrs can be used to demonstrate

skills. The workers should know to work with in the limitations imposed by programme materials,

roles and situations, agency and community resourcas, finances and ume. The group worksr enables

members to ptan programmes by observing, listsning and acting, visiting, consulting, analyzing and

recording ttrim. fi frihs him to iain insighiin members, n€eds and forms of work. The worker will

be in teaihing programme aAiiities and leading the group in such a way that the members enjoy

p"rti.fp"tion,-"i.tO ipportunlties for involvement are cr€ated evon among lhe less dominant ones'

Frogramme Development The democratic prooBss of oonsulting people and helping thom by the

met[ods of Cifier6nt programm€s about thelr n6€ds and involving them in decislons.about priorities

which increasingly constitutes the cors of programme development; obJectives must.obviously also

U" 
"rUoOi"O 

inippropriate politlcalforms and local and national administrative structure. The place

of progr".r" devbnpmentin lhis wider context is probably unlque. Programmo development is a

consci-ously planned , direc,ted and evaluated endeavor to precipitate and guide desired social change.

iu"".". iri i.gramme dsvelopment demands that the people emotionally identifu thems€lves with

these kindsof programmes. such identification giv€s programme development, the character of a

movement proviOing strength and sense of purpose to th€ cunent change over a whole country'

programme develop=ment iJUeing formulated from the outset as a long-term programme of rural

devilopment for the whole village or even the whole

country.

10.4 lmportance of programme in group work:

programme is a concept which broadly includes the entire range of activities, relationships'

interactions, and experiences which have been deliberately planned and canied out with the help of

ttt" dut *b*"rs to meet the needs of the individuals and groups. Much of programme planning is

disc-ussional and groups must be helped to discov€r and use their own r€sources. Following are the

importrance of progarmme in group work.

( The success of social group work depends upon the nature of programme and the way in

which the group msmber makes use of,them.
( Any individual value that a person leams through group work is through various progarammes.

i Rcluities provide a chance to expross friendliness and affection as well as indifierence or

open hostility towards others.
( Integration of the group is achievod through actlvlt€s.

i ptogramme context providss a cgntte around whlctt f,6 memberg come together.

( lt helps individuals to establish and develop relationships'



Wo*ing with IndivirlualE and Gmups

P-lanning of the.programme provides opportunities for the members to make and carry out
discusslons and to accept responsibiltties.
The programme activities themselves sometimes prcvide pattem for setfling conflicts and
establishing contiacis.

10.5 Role of group worker in programme planning:

A social group worker has to perform following role in the process of programme planning:

1. Helping ths memb€rs of the group to ptan the progarmme,
2. Discoverlng potentials and arousing interests with in the Individuals of the group.
3. extensiv€ly using the environment to stimulate new programme activities. The equapment

and facilities of the agency may be like games, room, record player, library swimming pools,
natural atmosphere, etc. The members themselves, may bring oui their own talents of iiirging,
playing, etc. which ls also a part of environmont.4. Uslng llmitatlons in a rlght inanner. Thero are limltations imposed by materials, rules of the

agency and situatlons. Llmitations imposed by resources and faciliiies also has an important place
in the programme planning. For example the handicapped people may prove to be a iailure in their
performanco of certain activities as compared to the normal p-eople. 

-tri 
such situations the group

worker has to guide the members to take up responsibilig where they may not fail.

10.6 Group and group relations:

It is now generally recognized that it is of bagic importance to social workers to know how to use
knowledge of group prooess. Some of the groups covered hers will thus require to be reinforced in
the methods courses and in the field wo*. The subject matter wlll include the nature of groups with
groups participation considered as b€ing inher€nt in human nature, since group life is aniecedent to
the emergence of separate individual in the society. This indicates that grou! membership is €ssential
for individual development and mental health, b€cause it afiords opportunities to satisfy basic human
needs for mutual relation ship achievements security and recogniiion.

. An analysis of the actual process of group life will include study of the impulses which brings
people together, how groups, are formed, th€ purpos€ which different groups exist to fulfill, the
natural history of a group and betweon different groups. The various tyles of groups, reference
groups, peer groups, acc€ptable and disadvantaged groups, minority groups, groups which are held
together by their social isolation, groups whictr are formed for a spe<;inc purpose and' then disintegrata
or.agr€e to br€ak up, groups which endure over{en€ration, and groups based upon consCious
selection, or upon proper inquiry.

The values of group membership to the individual may also be studied developmentrally,
strarting with tho primary group of the family and going on throughihe natural play groups of childhood,
school groups. The one s€x and tetra sexual companionshif and interest groups of adotescence,
through which social skills are leamed and initlaton into adult society is ficilitateO, to the varied
adult work, leisure, interest and social groups, and the closing circle of old age. The amount of
social nourishment which the normal individual receives form satisfying groupiife throws light on



the effects of impoverishment of group and social life, resulting in the anomie and rootless ness, the

absence of a sense of belonging and to definEd roles, status and expectations In society which

sornetimes result from the rapid growth of urban areas'

10.7 Use of programme Media:

largely because of its early linkages to the field of recreation, group work has recognized the

value of additionat types of activities in pursuit of change goals. Often, group workers introduce

varied tasks and programmes to supplement discussion, .lepending on the particular composition

and goals of the group. Since verbal abilities are less devel. 2ed among the younger children, games

and irafi activities have been effectively used as part of reir progEmmes, with adolescents and

adults; on the other hand a number of social activities and planning for group action are found

effective. Wthin institutions, client groups can be helped to explore problems of tho social milieu by

being permitted to undortake limited self{ovomment. Many m€ssages for social development and

concretization are given through the use of folk medla in villages and urban community groups. All

these programme activities extend the opportunities for meanlngful intsraction among clients,

significant involvem€ntwith social tasks and acquisition of valued interpersonal skills. For any of the

type of models or approaches of groups refened in ay setting of group work prgctice, one or a
combination of the following programme activiues can b€ used for diagnostic problem-solving or

treatment purpos€.

1. Play: The use of all typ€s of gam€s (physicat, intsllectual, memory, sensory) including playing

with blocks, toys and water, in the case of young children.
2. Dramas Mime, use of puppets and masks and role-play; in these members of the group are

ask€d to act various parts which have significanco to their problems or difficulties. Individuals

thereby gain insight into their own behavior and that of others.

3. Muslc and Crafts and Arts: The former which can be vocal or instrumental or a solo or a
group basis provide an outlet for all varleties of human emotions whereas the thorough work

with diverse materials such as wood, clay, pap€r, straw or paints give ample scop€ for self-

expression, creativity, balance and harmony.

4. Talk: This is the action rnost people assoclate lmmedlately with group actlvities especially of
a problem solving ortherapeu0c nature dealing with criilcal topics related to the clients personal

lives. Induced in this actlvity arc small group dlscussion, lectures, seminars, conversalions,
sensitivity games and Encounter sooossions (A much mode of communication, talk is an

essentlal part of the otner ac{ivlties.)

5. Movomen* This kind of activities are being used, a counter to the rather over emphasized
verbal communlcation Just referred to actlvity includes exploration of touch, non-verbal
communication, dance, mlme and phyelcal 6ncounter.

6. Work: This activity speaks for itsolf and covers prdects and tasks of all kinds ot complexity
which involve an ongoing procoss of co-opemtlve end€avour.



10.8 Effective Programme development process:

some of the pre-requisites of effective programme developmsnt proc€ss are as follows:

1. programme should grow out of the needs and interests of the individuals who compose the

grcup, e.9., youth, children, adult, €tc.
Z. Frogiamme lhould take into its account the factors such as age of group members, cultural

background and economic difierences'
3. progiamme should provide individuals with €xperience and opportunlties for participation.

4. prolramme should be flexible and varied to satisfo a variety of needs and interests and to

afford a maximum number of opportunities for participation

S. The prbgarmme should be evolved from the simple to more complex level, with movement

coming as a result of group growth in ability and readiness.

10.9 Programme evaluation:

Programme evaluation ls very important part of group work process. There must be proper

evaluation 6f each individualwlthin the group as a whole through various programmes. Progarmme

evaluation can be done in following ways.

Observing by listening to suggestions and actions of individuals and group, facial expression

and tone of voic€, €tc.
Analysis various of situations and rcgarding the progress of activities and the individuals.

Visiting and consulting the family, school and other oommunity sourc€s as p€r tho requircment

of the proce$s. Home visits gives insight into the members' family relatlonship' values, inlerests,

etc.
Teaching and leading the group for growth and progress.

Helping individuals with in the group to gain skills to cope up with the activities'

Hel'pin6 the membors to lead various activities by endowing th€m wlth difierent duties and

responsibili$es.
7. Make use of experts and specialists in certain activities and taking their assistance in the

activites for growth and progress of tho group'

8. Socialgroup worker himself should be a specialist in some areas to evalulte the whole process.

10.10 Group Structure:

The group structure or the developmental stages goos though different process..Tuck Mann

(i96S) divides tliis process into four easily remembered stage brming, is charactedzed by anxiety

ind dependency on the worker with most commentE being directsd towards the worker as well as

members testing to ascertain the group norms. Storming, the se@nd stag€, includos conflict between

subgroups, disigreement between members, rgsistancb to group control, and rebellion against

tne wi*dr. The text stage forming shows the development of group norms and cohesion the resolution

of conflicts and mutuallupport. The fourth stage performing, which is the final stage, is indicatod by

ol

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
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flexiblE and functional roles within the group, the resolution of interp€rsonal problems, and the use
of the group resources of inter perconal problems, and use of the group resources for the achievement
of the task. These four phases are cyclical, not l|near which means that a group may be at the
performing stiage when the entrance of new member to lhe group throws the whole group work to
the forming stage.

An example of this cyclical process was illustrated in a support group for depressed single-
parent -women. The members who had been meeting for some weeks, had form€d supportive net
works with in the group. Aworker, with the p€rmisslon of the members, introduced a new woman into
the group. In a discussion the new member is prepared with one established member. At this
interference inlhe existing supportive relationship, dlsagreed with by the pair burst into tears and
left the room. The worker later persuaded her lo retum to the meeting but she remained silent for
the reminder of the session. The workers feared that non6 of the women would attend again, but on
looking at the process, realized that the group had rev€rted to the forming stage with the introduction
of the new member, and had then progressed on the storming strageluring the progress of the
meeting, this in fact is what had happened and subsequent sessions saw the gioup working through,
ono more, to performing stage, this time with th6 inclusion of the new member.

some writers include a fifth stage, mouming in the procoss this ending phase of a group is
characterlz€d by reacdons such as denlal that the group ls finishing, regression to former behavlor
pg-tt9ls, reiectiop of the group and worter, or tho desire for a ritual ending such a party. Northen
(1969) provides an excellent description of group termination. The size of the group'is d6termined
by the nature of the interaction desired. The smaller the group the greater the potential and demand
for close relationships, the higher the rate of membership participation, the sbonger the group
prcssur€s on eacfi member and the greater the f,exibility of the group to modifu its goals to meet
changlng needs. Too small a group, however, means, you may have no group if members are
absent or drop out.

when a group is larger than about eight, a formal sbucture begins to develop, sub{roups
appear, communications are direc{ed towards the worker, th6 number of interaclions possibly inireaia
and the group tends to find dfficulty in making declslons. In decidlng upon the size of a group and in
selectlng m€mbers for a group a worker needs to consider the needs of the clients, theii prior group
experienc€s, their personalities and whether or not they want to join a particular group. Efective
groups have members who want to be ther6 so the decislon on whether or not to join' should be
cdtical attibute.

10.11 Group leadership:

leader ls a penxrn who lnfluencas the other persons. Leadership is a behavior that afiects
the behavlor of other p€ople. Leadership ls a relatlonship of one person and one who lnfluences
othor to wort togeth€r. The crisis of adminlstraton in Indle today ls the crisis of leadership. With the
public sec'tor constantly on lhe increase, large and complex organizations are being bulit up under
th€ aegls 

9f, 
tte gver exapanding wetfarB state. All theae organizations and groufs big or small,

need adminlsbatve as wdl as group leadershlp. Morc sctrools, more hospitjls, more jndustries,
moro 8te€l planb, moto cooperaton, more lnstltutes end laboretori€s call for ons indispensable
element, namely, group wor* end adminlsuatve loederehip. Slmilarly, the succossful implementation



of thousands of programmes included in our plan depends for their success on good leade6hlp.
Bamard is thus right in remarking that "Growth in technology and specialization too have made
significance of the problems of leadership. Thus the first and the foremost task of the management
to day is to provide leadership, that is, to direct, control and co-ordinate the activities of a group of
persons with a view of achieving the desired goals of the organization.

In spite of the overwhelming signiftcance of leadership there is no unanimity about lts contents.
'lndeed, I have observod any leader who was ablo to stat€ adequat€ly or intelligently why he was
able to be a leader, nor any statement of follow.ers that accoptably expressed why they followed

says Barnard ,and a person tend to forget that leadership has a double meaning. A look at eh

dictionary lmeaning of the verb to lead would show that the term is used in tow difierent sens€ in
sense it means'to excel, to be advanco, to be prominent'and in another sense it means'to guide

others, to be head of an organization or a group or hold command". In the words of Seckler-Hudgon:
'leadership in large groups or organizations may be defined as influencing and emerging of people

to work together in a common efiort to achieve the purpose of the enterprise'.

In order to understand the group work it is important to know the cultural determinants afiecting
its practice such as nature of soclety and the individuals social functioning in groups in the Indians

are very group conscious living closely knit in families and associating freely with neighbors and

community members through many Informal primary and secondary groups. The Indian virtually

never steps out of his compact group relations, the famlly, the caste, etc. As the members of the
family and the community are closely interdependent in the life of the Indians. Therefore, the group

worker must realize that it requires greater strengrtr of charac'ter on the part of th€ cliont who is
closely tied to his environment to find solution.

The group worker cannol be tied solely to be the instrumental In bringing about a change In

the individujl as well as society. Therefore the group work, becom€s a catalytic agent. In the light of
this, the group worker should play an increasing part In community life and he be In contact with

conditions that afects groups, communities and the widei society.

10.12 Summary:
Group work mathod can be most advantageously used to achi€ve India's developm€ntial

objectives through programmes of heallh, family w€lfaro, education, oommunlty developmont and

housing to mention a few. This will demand a reconc€ptualisation of both group work theory and
programmes. Hence, an orientation In group work should be givon to students in schools of social

wo* and to personnel in voluntary and govemment agencies. Whenever a progarmme is made'

there every individual is given chance to experience and express his interesting inh€rent valuos

among the group members. ln order to make th€ programme more efiective, the programms's rul6s

and regulations must b€ flexible and varied to satisfy a variety of nsgds of the group. lt must involve

from simple to complex. By keeping all theso points in mid a group rvorker can guide and lead the
people to make their programme a better one.

10.13 Key Words:
1 . Leadershlp
2. Evaluation
3. Group leadership



l0.1tf Exerclse:
1. Wdt€ the importancE of Programme planning in social group wort?
2. Dlscuss the role of leadelship in working with the groups?
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Lesson -11

Concept of GrouP DYnamics
[Nature and Signifi cancel

11.0. ObJectlves:

The oblectives of this lesson are to explain the concept of group dynamics its nature and

significance.

Contentsl
11.1, lntroduction
11.2. GrouP dYnamlcs - Meaning
11.3. Research Studles
11.4, Dimenslons of Group Dynamics
11.5, The Interactlon Pattorns
11.6. Communicatlon
11.7. Other Interactlon Patterna
'11.8. GrouP Coheslon
11.9, Soclal control DYnamlcs
11.'10. Summary
11.11. KeY Words
1l.12, Exerclses
11.13. Reforence Books.

11.1. lntroduction:
The understanding of group dynamics is useful for practicing effectively, with. any type of

group. Many theories OesiriUJgroup functioning. Allthe theories state that one should understancl

giori" 
"r 

do"l"l systems. A syitem is maoe up of elements and their interactions. Groups can be

Ln,iptr"fi."O as individuals in interaction with each other. The forces that result from interactions

of group members are often refened to as group dynamics. Group dynamics influenc€.the behaviour

of both individuat group r"rbrrs and the lroup ai a whole' The work€r's most important tasks is to

help groups deveiop dynamics that promote tire satisfaction of members' Socio€motional needs'

Cr6ui Oyn"mic" can aiso have negative effect on the.moeting of members Socio'emo1onal needs

anJ on doar attainment. Forces exe'rted in groups can have a powerful influence on group members

""J ""in" 
functioning of the entire groupl On the other hand, appropriate development of group

dynamics can lead to positive outcomes of the group and its members'

11.2 Group dynamlcs meaning:

Whentwoormor6individua|Scometogether,andworkforcertaincommongoa|s'sothata
groupstructure,aswe||asgroupnorms,aresetup,wehavetheformationofgroups.Thatmeans'
the behaviour of the indivlOual influ"na"t the behaviour of the other individuals in the group' The

behaviourofttreotherindividua|sinfluencesthebehaviourofthegiven

individual. This is group dynamics. Group dynamics indicates the adjustive changes which-are

occurringinthegroupasaresu|tofthechangeswhichareoccuninginanypartofthegroup.



Conc€pt of Group Dynamics..

Social Scientists earlier used the concept of 'group mind'. lt m€ans why the behaviour of an
individual in a group is differeint from the behaviour of the individual when he is ilone. The behaviour
of the individual is affected by tha behaviour of ths other individuals when be is a member of a group.
The concept of group dynamics has supplanted the old conc€pt of group mind. when we study the
group as a whole, we are aware of studying changes which occur in the behaviour of the individuals.
These changes are transmitted to all the individuals,. so that the behaviour of the group is altered., Culture determines group behaviour. The Social psychologist seeks to explain group behaviour on
the basis of Social interaction and cultural transmission through Social inieraction. ihis interactive
psychological relationship is lermed "group dynamics".

We can und€rstand grgup hehaviour only if we take into account both the personality of the
individual and the character of the Social situation. In other words, group behaviour is a function of
the individual and the Social situation.

11.3. Research Studles:

Lewin in his study found that lecture method brought about change in behaviour in 3 percent
of the women, in conveying the information. When the same information was communicated by
discussion method, 32 percent of the women used the new foods which were recommended by
nutritionists. In another study it was found that mothers who participated in group discussion used
cod liver oil to feed their infants more readily than the mothers $,hoiollowediecture method. lt was
also found that 90 percent of the mothers used orange juice after the group discussion method as
against 35 p€rcent of women who listened to the lecture. These resul-ts sirow that the discussion
method is far superior to the lecture method in bringing about a Social change. The superiority of the
discussion method is due to the greater involvement of ahe individuals in the piobtem unJer discussion.
.L€_cture 

method makes people passive where as discussion method makes them active participants.
when the group it self shows a readiness to change by active participation then actual Social change
becomes possible. The change will be even more when the group actually takes the decision to
change.

coch and Fr€nch conduct€d.a study in a sewing factory. Th€ management of the factory
found it necessary to change the workers from one job to another and also to 

-dopt 
new methods in

doing o-ld jo_bs. The study revealed that €ven €fficient operators showed an immediate drop in
production. The drop in production was due more to problems of motivation rather than to technical
problems. So an experiment was conducted. The workers to be transf€rred were divided into three
groups equal to one anothor with respect to efficiency. The lirst group was the control group; the
members of the group followed usual method. When they were introduced to the new section. They
\ivere informed about the changes. lt was found that th€re was a big drop in production. The second
group was informed about the.change but an explanation was given-regarding the need for the
change. Through group discussion, the group agr€ed that a changl , ras njcess;ry, after these new
methods were explained in detail. For this group,there was initial drop and there was good recovery
and no worker left the job. The third group was treated in the same way as the secoiJ lroup; onty
they were asked to participate in the work as "special operators". So there was prestige attached to
the transfer. This group was superior to the second group. When there was gioup discussion and
group decision, there was not only increase in productivity, there was also no labour tumover: there
was no aggression against the management. When a group understands



the change, agrees to the change, and wh€n ther€ is a group decision with respec,t to the change,

the productivity increas€s.

11,4. Dlmonslons of Group Dynamlcc:

Four dimenslons of group dynamics aro of particular importance to group workers in

understanding and working €fiectively with all types of task and treatmenl groups:

1. Communication and interaction pattems
2. Cohesion
3. Sociat control mechanisms, that is norms, roles and status
4. Group culture
ln depth knowtedge of group dynamics is essential for underctanding the social struclure of

groups and for developing begininigJevel skills in group lvork practice.

11.5. The Interactlon Pattorns:

According to northen, " Social interaction is a term for the dynamic interplay of forces in

which contact between persons results in a modification of the behaviour and attitudes of the

participants'. Verbal antl nonverbal communications aro the components of social interaction.

bommunication is the process by whlch people convey meanings to €ach other by using symbols'

Communication entails (a) The encoding of a person's poloeptions, thoughts' and feelings into

language and other synbols, (b) The decoding of the transmission of these symbols or language,

(c) iniOecoOing of tho tlansmission by another person.As members of a group @mmunicate to

one another, a reciprocal pattem of interaction emerges. The interaction pattems that develop can

be beneficial or harmful to the group. A group worker who is knowledgeable about helpful

communications and interactions 
-can 

intervene to help the group achieve desired goals and to

ensure tho social-emotional satisfaction of the members.

11.6, Communlcatlon:
The worker should be awar€ that wh€n8ver people are togeth€r in a group, th€y are

communicating. All communications are intended to conv€y a message. Silence Can communicate

sorrow ang"r6r hck of interest. Every grcup memb€r communicates for many r€asons. Kiesler has

suggested-that people communicate ioi 1a1'UnOerstianding other people, (b) Persuading others, (c)

Galiing power,'(d) Defending themselves, (e) Provoking a reaction from others, (f) making an

impression on oth€rs and (9) maintraining relationships

Workers should observe, assess and understand @mmunication and interaction pattems.

Workers should use this information to work with individual members and the group as a whole. lf

one memb€r is unassertivo in lhe group, the worker might help the member to respond assertively to

situations in the group. The wofkerluggests that the member practices the skills to respond ass€rtively

to situauons.

The worker should also be aware that messages are often r€ceived selectively. Selective

percepfi;n refers to screening of me$sages. Messages are decoded and th€ir meanings ar€ neoeiv€d'

b"i""ii"" screening someti;es results-in blocking of messages so that th€y ars not decoded and

recsived. Napier and gershenfeld suggest that the p€rc€ption ofa communication can be influenced



Concept of Group Dynamics..

by (a). experiencos in early childhood, (b) stereotypes, (c) status of lhe communicator, (d) previous
experience and (e) assumptions and valu6s. The
interaction might have hidden meaning for both senderand the recsiver of a particular communication.

It is not possible, for workers to anal1rze €ach interp€rsonal communication that occurs in a
group. With littls prac{ice, they can become aware of the meanings behind messages and their
Effect on a particular memb€r and on the group as a whote. The groip workers can iniervene in the
group wh€n they have full understanding of the meanings of the messages being communicated
and receiv€d by each member.

Communicaiions can also be distorted in transmission. One of the transmission problems
are language bariers' There are problems of understanding accents and dialects. The meanings of
many words are culturally defined and may not be interpreted as the communicator intended. Speciat
care must be taken to avoid distorting the meanings intended by the communicator.

Noise and other distortions inside or outside the meoting room can interfere with efiective
communication. Hearing and eyesight problems can create diffculties in receiving messages. Elderly
p€ople have some hearing impairment and also sufier from severe visual impainient. When worting
with older peopl6, the practitioner should be alert to members' potential Oifficulties in hearing and
eyesight.

It is important that members recoiv€ f€edback about their communications. F€odback is a
way of checking that the meanings of the communicated messages are understood conecly.:eed_back is dosigned to check the distortions rather than to confront or attack them. F€sdback and
:larification can help to preventoommunications from b€ing interproted in unintended ways.

'l1.7. Other Interactions pattorns:
A variety of interaction pattems have been identified in social work literatur€ (Middleman),

such as (a) the leader is the ceniral figure and communication occurs from leader to member or from
member to leader; (b) members take turns talking; (c) there is exchange between the leader and a
member, as the other members watch; and (d) atl members take resfrnsibitity for communicating.
The first three patterns are leader-centered; the fourth pattern is group-centered, because it ennergei
from the initiative of group members.

The workers should facilitate dev€lopmont of groupcentered rather than lead6r-c€ntered
int€raction pattems. In grouFcentered pattems, memUers fteely interact witn eacn otfrer. croup
centered pattems increase social interaction, group morale and members' commitment t" ;il;goals. But group centered pattems are less efiicient than leader- centered pailems.

Pattems of interaction are afiected by (a) the cues and reinforcements; (b) the emotional
bonds that devorop between group.m€mbers, (clthe subgroups that deverop in the group, 1d) the
size.and physical arrangement of the group and (e) power and status retaubnshipsln-tho group.
workers can change interaction pattems by modifying these important factors.

Gues and Relnforces:
Workers and members can decide to use verbal and non-verbal behaviours to facilitrate

moditications in established patterns. Cues such as u/ords or gestures can act as signals to group



memboni to talk moro or less ftequ€ntly to one another or to the worker. workers and members can
also use oth€r reinforcors to gn@urage benelicial interactions.

Emotional Bond3:
Positive emotional bonds such as interp€rsonal liking and attraction increase interpersonal

interaction. Negative emotional bonds reduce solidarig between members. Hartford ca1s alignments
based on emotional bonds ' interest alliances". Members of a minority group might form an int€rest
alliance based on similar concems about the lack of community services for miiority groups.

Sub-groups:

. Sub- groups also affect the interaction pattems in a group. Subgroups form from emotional
bonds and interest alliances among sub-s€cts of group members. Individuals look forward to
interacting with those to whom they are particutarly closs. Th€y should not be viewed as threat to the
integilty of lhe group unless the attraction of members within ihe subgroups be@mes gr€ater than
their attlacfion to the group as a whole.

. . There are variety of sub-group types, including the Dyad, triad, and clique. Also there are
isolates, who do not interact with the group, and scapegoats who receive negative attention and
criticism from the group.

. Sub-group formation is useful for assigning certain tasks to committe€s, d€legate councils
and some teams. The results of the subaroups work aro brought back to the larger group for
consideration and action. The formation of intens€ subgroup attraction, can be a proOt-m. SuU,
group m€mbers may challenge the worker's authority. They may substitute their own goals and
methods for the goals of the larger group.

Size and Physlcal Arrangements:
As the size of the group increasos, the possibilities for potential r€lationships increase. As

groups grow larger, each member has more social relationships, but less opportunlty to maintain.
With increased group size there are also fewer opportunities and less time foi riemoers to
communicate. A reduced chance to participate l€ads to dissatisfaction and lack of commitrnent to
decisions made by the group.

. The physical anangement of group members also influences interaction pattems. For example,
members who sit in circles have easier time communicating with each other than do msmbers who
sit on rows. Circular seating arrangem€nts promoto face-to face interaction, they are often prefened
to other anangemgnts.

P,wer and Status:

Two other factors aff€cting communication and interaction pattems are the rglative power
and status of the group members. when members carry out roles that are important to the group,
their ;1ws1 and status increases. when a member enjoys high status and power, other members
are likely to direcl their communications to that member (Napier & Gershenfeld)
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Communlcatlon-Prlnclples:

Workers may find the following principles about communication and interac{ion pattems helpful.

1. Workers should help members communicate effectively throughout the life of a group.

2. communication patterns can be changed strategies. Workers can change sub-groups, group

size, structure or alter the power or status relationships in a group.
3. Workers should help members understand each other's intentions by clariffing them through

group discussion.
4. Workers should help members und€rstand and appreciate the meaning of different

commun'lcations
5. Workers should help members listen to what others are communicating'
6. Workers should help members clarify verbal and non-verbal communications.
7. The worker should educate members about how to give and receive efiec,tive fe6d back.
8. workers should encourage commi'nication pattems that are appropriate to the purpose of

the group.
Worksrs should follow the above principles to help groups develop patterns of communication

and interac{ion.

11.8. Group Cohesion:

People are attracted to group for a variety of r€asons. According to Cartwright, four interacling
sets of variables determine a memb€r's attrac{ion to a gDUp.

1. The need for affiliation, recognition, and s€curity
2. The resources and prestige available through group participation.
3. Expectations of the beneficial and detrimental consequenc€s of the group.
4. The comparison of the group with other group experiences.

Cohesive groups satis! members need for affliation. Many people join groups because of the
people they expect to meet and g€t to know. Prostige may also b€ an incentive. Anothor incentive is
acc€ss to services or resources not otherwise available. Cohesion can affect the functioning of
individual members and the group as a whole. Cohesion can lead to dependence on the group.

Group Coheslon - Princlples:

The following principles are helpful to enhance a group's cohesiveness.
1. The worker should use group discussions to enoou.age interaction.
2. The worker should help m€mbers identify their needs and howlhey can be met in the group.

3. the worker should help members to achieve goals.
4. The worker should help group m€mb€rs to cooperate rather than compete with each other.
5. The worker can use inter group competition to build inter{roup bonds.

' 6. The worker should giv€ all members the opportunity to be fully involved.
7. The worker should help m€mbers cla.ify thoir expectations
8. Workers should help groups to be rewarding experiences for memb€rs.
9. The worker should help the group devdop pride in its identity and purpose.



11.9. Social Control Dynamlcs:

Social control includes the norms that develop in the group and the roles and status of
individual group membgrs. Social order and stability are prerequisites for the formation of a cohesive
group. Social control can be used by workers and members to gain compliance from deviant group
members. Social controls that are too string€nt can reduce group attraction.

The extent of social controls varies from group to group. In groups with strong social controls,
members mustgive up a great dealof their froedom and individuality. In some groups this is necessary
for efiective functioning.

How Norms, roles, status and other social contrrol mechanisms c:rn satisfy msmbers social
emotional needs, are described below.

NORMS:
Norms are shared expectations and beliefs about appropriate way to act in social situation

such as a group. Norms stabilize and regulate behaviour in groups. Norms result from what is
valued, pr€fened and accopted behaviour in the group. Norms develop as the group develops. The
emergence of the norms as the group progresses, how€ver, reduces the need for structure and
control by the worker. Norms may bo overt or covert. Some norms are strictly enforced while others
are rarely enforced.

Deviations from group norms are not necessarily harmful to a group. Deviations help groups
move in new directions. Norms may be dysfunctional, or unethical, or it may be benelicial for members
to deviate from thsm. The worker can help groups examine whether norms contdbute to the effective
functioning of the group the worker should ensure that the developing norms are beneficial for the
group. New norms become the recognized and accopt€d rules by which the group functions. Napier
and gershenfold have suggested ways that norms can be changed.

1. Discussing, the decisions about th€ group norms
2. Directly intervening in the group to change a norm
3. Deviating ftom a norm and helping a g|oup to adapt a new response.
4. Hiring a consultant to work with the group to change its norms.

Roles:
Roles can alsc have an important influence on group members. Roles are shargd €xpectations
about the fundions of individuals in the group. Roles define behaviour in relation to a sp€cific function
that the group m€mber is expected to perform. Rol€s provide social control in groups by prescribing
how members should behave in certain situations. Performing in a c€rtain role not oniy prescribes
certain behaviour but also limils member's freedom to deviate from the expected behaviour in the
role. Changes or modifications of roles are best undertaken by discussing members roles, asking
members to assume new roles or adding new roles.

Status:
Status refers to an evaluation and ranking of each member's position in the group relative to all other
members. Becauso status is defined relative to other group memb€rs, a person's status in a group
is also af€ct€d by the other members.



working wift Individuals and Grcups

Low-Status members are the least likely to conform to group norms, becaus6, they hav€ liftle to los€

by deviating. Medium status group members ten!.t9 conprm to glo'p ry-A:-": tl11l1:".:g:
itiJr-il;;; ffi"p" ;;i; " itigne, status. High status members g€norallv conform to valued

group norms. Changing mlmber's-roles in the group and helping th€m to achieve more visible or

iesponsible position wiihin the group can also incrsase memb€rs' status'

Soclal control-PrinciPles :

Norms, roles and status are interrelated concepts. Social controls limit individuality' freedom

and independence. At the same time social controls stabilize and regulate the operation of groups

UV n"ipini ttr"r to function efficiently and efiectively. Worker may find the following principles about

social control dynamics helpful when facilitating a group'

1 . Social control dynamics help regulate and stabilize group functioning' 
-

2. Workers should help member! avoid storeotypical way of interaction and develop an

awareness of their own stereo types.

3. The worker should mediate value conflicts among members and between members and the

larger society
4. thJ worker ihould promote values such as openness, self- determination, fairness and

acc€ptance of difference whiih are fundamental to social group work and social work

profession.
5. broups are most satisfying when they meet members' socio emotional needs

11.10. Summary:
The undirstanding: of group dynamics is useful for practicing efiectively.with any type of

group. One should underttandlgoups as social systems. A system is made up of _elements 
and their

i-nteractions. The forces rhat resulf from int€ractions of group members are often r€ferred to as

group oynamics. Group dynamics influence the behaviour of both individual group members and the

group as a whole.

When two or more individuals come tog€ther and work for certain common goals so that a

group structure, as well as group norms are set up, we have the formation of groups' That means'

ihe behaviour of the individual influences the behaviour of the other individuals in the group. The

behaviour of the other individuals influences the behaviour of the given individual..This is group

dynamics. Group dynamics indicates the adjustive charges which are occurring in the group as a

result of the changes which are occurring in any part of the group'

Th€re are four types of group dynamics which are helpful to group workers for working

effectively with the groups, (1) communication and interaction patt€ms, (2) cohesion' (3) social

Control Mechanisms, that is norms, roles and status' (4) Group cultur€'

According to Northon, ' Sociat interaction is a term tor the dynamic intorplay of forces in

which contiact between persons results in a modification of the behaviour and attitudes of the

participants,. Verbal and non-Verbal communications aro the crmponents of social interaction.

bommunication is the proc€ss by which people convey meanings to each other by using symbols'

The worker should be awar6 that whenever people are togeth€r in a group, they are

:ommunicating. All communications are intended to convey a message. silence can communicate



sonow, anger or lack of interest. Ev6ry group memb€r @mmunicates for many reasons. workers
should observe, assess and understand communication and interaction
patterns. The worker should also be aware that messages are often received selectively. Selective
perception refers to screening of messages.

Communications can also be distorted in transmission. One of the transmission problems
are language baniers. There are problems of understanding accents and dialects. The meaning of
many words are culturally defined. Noise and other distortions inside and outside the meeting room
can interfere with efiective communications. lt is important that members receive feed back about
lheir communications.

The workers should facilitate development of group-centred rath€r than leader-c€ntred
interaction. Patterns of interaction are affected by (a) the cu€s and reinforcement; (2) the emotional
bonds, (3) ths sub-groups, (4) the size and physical arrangement ofthe grcup, (5) power and status
relationships in the group.

People are attracted to groups for a variety of reasons. Cohesive groups satisry mehrbers'
need for affiliation. ThE extent of social controls varies from group to group.

11.11 Keywords:
a) Group dynamics
b) lnteraction Pattems
c) Communication
d) Group cohesion.

11.12. Exorclses:
1. Explain the concept of group dynamics and its nature and significance.
2. Discuss various dimensions of group dynamics.

'll.l3. Raference Books:
1. Kuppu swamy (1965) : An Introduction to social Psychology; Asia Publishing House.
2. Lewis, oscar and Dhilon (1954) : Gmup dynamics in a Northem Indian village- A study of

3. Sherif and sheriff (1953) :

Faclions, Planning commission.
Group in Harmony and Tension, Harper

Prof. M. Lakshmipathl Raju
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CREATING AWARENESS

12.0. Objectlvec:
The objectives of this lesson ar€ to €xplain hol to create awareness about the probl€m

oonfronting the community
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12.1 lntroduction:
The effectiveness of social action depends on the number of people in a given community

"r" "*"r"if-tft"ii 
o"n ptoUf"t. 

"nd 
supporting measures for the removal of such problems' Until a

sizaOle majority cogniies p;pbt"t" and'exten-d support for remedial measures' the problems will

remain and social action will not take placo.

Creating awareness is one of the objectives of a social worker functioning in the role of a

social actionist. Sociat awareness is undeFtood not merely problem consciousness. lt i.s something

more than fhat. lt implies physical, ernotional, moral support tor the measures to solve the problem'

Uere mentat cognizance'of the problem ls not enough' In sgcial action process, tlnless there is

ptrysicat and em-otional involvement of the oommunity, merc consciousness of lhe problem will not

ireip to cnange the situation or solve the problem. t He alone is more knowledge able wlro also acts''

ioi"u"r. 9,6 *nversion of knorvtecge lhto aaion depends on early discipline and also multifarious

social, environmental factors. For iristance, knowing that alcoholism is an evil, many people will

become victlm to it. so also for many evils like gambling, crime, prostitution etc., many people becorne

ulctims. peopte generally do not ait immediitely for achieving desired purposes. They need to be

slowly and stbadily roused to crllective action. Ther€ should be persistent and organized effort on the

part of the social actionist.

12.2. Rolo of Rosearch:
It is said that knowledge is power. People with knowtedge of the problem or awareness about

the problem witl ac,t better th-an those without knowledge. Hence it is necessary to acquire more

knowledse abo]a+ the proQlem by gathering facts relatirg to the situation. In a sccial situation' it is

;*;; -#tt"t;; 
more effeciiveio;ct with knorledge than to act without it. lt is the duty of the soclal

r"rr-fl" tf*Li" in the minos of tne people a\ilaenpG of the problems affecling them . Social research

is one of the means of creating such awareness. By research, we can investigate into the origin'

Jevetopme.nt and extent of soiial problems. By reiearch, we can have an undsrstanding of tho



group. He meets the group in difierent times. In every meeting the group worker obs€rvos carefully
the membors of the group a2d makes record.

Records are also important to the agency which sponsors the worker. The agency, through
the supervisor, has a means of knowing what is going on, if there is a record. lt aids the worker
through guidance and improves the programme. ln some agencies, the rscords are regularly us€d
in stafi conferences to provid€ a basis for staff discussion and learning.

The important part of group worker's responsibility is the preparation and writing of records.
The minut€s of the mootings may be kept by the el€ct€d secretary of the group. These minutes are
used by the groups, in reviewing its experience in making plans and in follow up work. Another type
of record kept by group workers is processed records. ln this kind of records, each meeting of group
is described in full details. lt is a process record in th6 sense that primary attention is given to
participation and interaction of the members with a view to determining the role of each individual in
the affairs of the group.

The writing of record is becoming an intagral part of social groups work practioe. lt is a tool
for the improvement of group worker and has important values for the groups, the worker. The
agency and the field. The major value of narrative process r€cord h€lp the worker to do a more
efieclive job with his group. By writing a complete process record, it serves as a tool of und€.starding
the group and learning how to help it. When the work€r puts in writing what happ€ned in eacfi group
meeting, what he did, what problems he faced and what questions arose in his mind, he is thinking
into the group situation.

Process records are written by the worker primarily for himself for his own use ,continuously
throughout his relationship with the group. Thes€ rscords help the worker to b€come rnore aware of
the members of the group. He can see the development of skills and social attitudes. Process
records show the worker the variety of patt€ms of interpersonal relationships which take shape
within the group. As the worker writes his records after each me€ting, he develops a pictur€ of th6
group that can be pass€d on to his superior. Together, worker and supervisor can focus their attention
on the group situalion as experienced by the worker. Records are us€fu1 for evaluating the group
exp€rience of the members and for helping the worker In the individual and group supervisory,
conferences.

In worker evaluation, records are indispensable when new workers are assigned to groups.
Past records become useful at the point of orientation and h€lp to n€w workers to und€rstand the
kind of experienoe, the group has enjoyed p.ior to th6 coming of the new worker. Records are
valuable to other d€partments of the agency. They are important in the planning of refenals of
individuals to community resourc€ agendes.

R€cords aro us€fu| to administratlon in detarmining wh€ther its servic€ is in the line with
purposes and objectives of the agency, and whothor ther6 is nb€d to change policios and prac*ic€s.
Further more well kept records are useful in interpreting group work as a mothod iin social work.
Agency Boards and community groups can be helped to apprgciate the need for added facilities,
equipment and stafi. When a review of the records of several groups reveals commoh problems, it
is possible to utilise factual information as a base for the selection of staff mombers and for stafi
training.



Records have value for the group, the worker, and the agency and for the fi€ld of social work,

They ssrvo as teaching material foi in-service training, and professional education- They serve bs

discussion material for professional organizations that conduct institutes and conferences. Group
re@rds are essential in study, research and experimentatbn.

12.3. Typ€s of Recording:
Records can be written in different ways. Process recording is the most efiective way. Other

ways (types) of recording are nanative, role recording, summary re@rding and abstract. Nanative,
process and role recording form a continuum.

Narratlve Recordlng:
A beginner in social work should start with narrative recording. In nanative recording everything

that has happened is r€corded as it has happened. We have to reproduce the situation. lt consists of
all the statements, observations and comments of the work€r. lt is nanation of what has happened

and a detailed account of the events.

Procoss recordlng:
Process recoding is of immense value to the leamers of social work methods. Prccess is

continuous development involving many ctranges. lt is a series of actions, changes or functions that
bring about a result. Process r€cord lncludes these developm€nts and ac'tions. Th€s€ developmonts
are meaningfrrlly related to the person- in-situation. lt is selective in its recoding. Interac{ions which
hav6 meaning for intervention are recorded and the rest of the d€tails are discarded. The focus is on

the developments relevant to understanding of Fycho.social life of the client. Process recording
includss rclevant conversations, observations of th€ worker. lt gives an idea to the supervisorwhether .

tho therapist (caseworker) has used his knowledge of human behaviour, and his reaciions to the
clienfs communications are appropriate.

Role-Rccording:
It is a relined version of process recording. lt focuses on tho role of the worker in his interaction

with the client.

Summary recording:
It summaries the interactions with focus on main events. lt avoids details of any event. lt is

useful for keeplng the records of the work canied out. This is used in the regular practice when the
wo*er has limited time.

Summery recording saves time and labour. Process recording is timo-consuming. Abstract,
a condensed form of summary rocording, presents the basic idea or action taken.

12.4, Factors that Inf,uenco the keeplng of ;rrocess locorda:
Not every agency h6s got adgquato facilities for r€cording. All agencies cannot keep full

records on all their groups. lt is necessary to point out some ofthe factors that influence an agency's
decision b ke€p process rgcords.

1) lf the aglncy is corn nifted to the task of provlding individualized group oxperience,
it becoines neceegry to keep the records.

2') lf the qgency has wlots who are qualified to do a good iob as group workers,
they should assums a respon8ible 1016 in relation to recording .



lf the workers are not well-trained, theyrnay not be capable of keeplng records. Wotkers,
who never€ngaged In record keeping, witl noed special h6lp In recod k$plng. Thsy have to develop
skill in this area.

3)

4l

It takes time to write records. ThE agencles should provide proper facilities and
strafi servic€s such as dictating machin€s, st6nographlc sgMc€s and well-k€pt
filing systems.
Another factor to consider is lhe naturo of the specifrc group, lf the group has a
short tBrm ac{ivity, there may not be the need for keeping records. lf tho group has
got long term activity and it ls con8ldergd p€rmanent, th€n tho records should b€
kopt.
The availability ot competent sup€Msory help for the worker is another tactor' lf
the supervisoo discuss with the workers, about thg content of lhe records, it would
be much more meaningful.
lf records are used by all the departmenb of the organlsation, there thould b6
uniformity of contgnt. lf the ag€ncy is related to other agencies In the community
by way of referral servic€s, lt must be included in recording.
lf the agency is a part of a nation6l organisation, the rscord6 will have to be geared
to the total requirements of tho national gc€ne.

5)

6)

7)

12.5. Gontent of tocorde :
.l ) When wo record the group work process, we wtite about the b€haviour of the individuals in

the group.
2) We wrfte about the type and extent of participation of indivlduals. We conc€ntrato upon what

indivlduals do as th€y associate with one another.
3) W€ note and record the origln and development of ideas, including thelr acceptanco orrejecffon

by the indMduals involved.
4) We wdte in the record what the group wor*er do€s, as he works wlth the group. We also

rocord what the worket: thinks and feels about the group.

S) We note the movgmentt growth 8nd change as we see it in indivlduals and in tho group 8s

whole.
6) We write about the r€lationship b€tweon the group and the agency and include communlty

relationships

Recordlng the group work process impll€s that we shall concsntrate upon (1) Individuals wo*irlg
together ln group situations; 2) relationships among individuals as reflected by their Partioipation,
intlraaion witnin tne group and between groups' and our99lY99 e9 w.grkgrs Present tdexercis€ a

helping rolo.

The content of Nanatlve record:
The working of the narrativs record ls but one part of the worker's job in group work, Various

items which might appear in the records of a group which has been meeting for some time indude

the following,

1) The record should inctudo basic identifying information about the group, its name, the date,

time and plac€ of ltrs meelings the names of Indlviduals present and abs€nt,

7l



2) The record should include individuals by nam€; what th€y do, what th€y say and how they get
along in the group. Specific contributions of individuals should b€ mentioned as they interac{ with
other members of the group.

3) By working wlth the group, the worker will become awaro of th6 group. By writing in the record
the activity program, by noting positive and negative respons€ to exporiences, the worker becomes
conscious of the group as it moves through various phases of its development.

4) The relationship and role of group worker should be included. When th€ worker does
anything in relation to the group, it.should be recorded.

5) At the close of each meetings record the worker should include evaluative comments
regarding what has happened during the meeting. The record should include €xplanations as to why
things occun€d or failed to occur, the t€ntative plans for the future.

6) lf the worker works with committees that are a part of the group, these meetings should
also be described. Jndividual conf€rencos botween the work€r and officers of the grouo should also
be included. The goal should be to make the record as complete as possible.

12i6. How to wdt€ records:
Skill in recording is a mbtter of becoming capable of obseNing the group, analfzing what is

going on and understanding what it means to the individuals. As workers become more skillful in
their work wlth groups and devolop insight into their own rol€, th€ir records reflect this growth.

Simple language, short s€ntencos, frequent paragraphing and lhe usg of topical headings
throughout the r€cord will make it easier to anallze at a later time. ldentification of the worker by ' w'
or'worker'is preferable, though some find the use of the personal pronoun' I'easier and more
natural for them. The datingof all entries is important because it shows continuity and development.
Periodic summaries of individual and group grolvth ar€ important means of reviewing the record and
modifflng future entrles as to style or content.

12.7. Prlnclples of Recordlng:
, The principles of recording are found in Linday's book. She lists and describes five basic
'principles:

l. The princlple of flexiblllty:
By this she means that rgcord must be adapted to the agency's purposo becauso group work

practic€ and agoncy purpose are intenelated.

2. The princlple ot seles:tion:
It implies that the worker does not include everything in his record but selects significant

material in the light of individual and group development.

3. The prlnclple of readablllty:
Fom and style are important. Clarity of expression is essential for all wdtten material, The

record must be.readable in its form and style.

4. The Princlple of confidentlallty:
The record is professional document. As such lts cont€nts are guarded by a sense of

professional ethics. The record containing confidential material should not b€ kept open to all people.
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The worker should maintain confidentiality in so far as the information relating to the group and the

agency is concemed.

5) Princlple of worker accePtance:
The worker must accept his responsibility to write records because of his conviction that

records have value in rendering high quality professional service.

These principles reveallhai workers use their records to improve upon thoir work with their

groups.

'12.8. Uslng procoss records:
Thjirimary value of the r€cords is in helping the work€r think through his work with the

group. The record ihould be reviewed before each meeting with the group. Thereby- the worker will

6e helped to recall salient f€atures of the group's development. The accumulated information in the

record'should be studied with a view to ascertaining trends and movements. Record usage cenkes

around both immediate and long term goals.

Good records help the worker to understand the kind of relationship he has established with

the group. They show his sensivity. They reveal how he picks up group leads or fail to respond to

requlsts for tretp. Records help the worker to leam how his role has changed as the group has

developed.

Records help the worker to deepen his understanding of individual and 9r9uq behaviour.

Individuals who n€€d special attention emerge. The extent to wltich their needs are being

met in the group can be seen. The records help the work€r to identify individuals with leadorship

abilities andlhei can Ue helped to take greater responsibilities for the activities of the group.

Records are most useful for evaluation of the group work process. Without records, evaluations

of program, indivklual grourth, or worker performance cannot be made. Thorough evaluation is possible

only if adequate re@rds have been kspt.

Summarizlng and anallzlng group records:
From time to time, it'rs nlcessary to propare an analysis and summarize the records. This

exercise is rewarding to the worker. The worker can leam a great deal about what has happoned in

the group. He can retrace the role he has played in bringing about tho group development'

Such a review is essential particularly when the group is closed. lt is also needed wh€n the

worker is transferring the group tO a new worker. For agency evaluation the summary analysis is

indispensable.

12.9, Evaluatlon of grouP work:
Evaluation attempts to m€asur€ the quality of group's experience in relation to th€ objectiv€s

of th6 agency. Evaluation may be done to measuro individuat growth, programme content or worker

performance.

Evaluation r€quires gathering of comprehensive evidence of individual member growth. The

levelof development tre had actrieved at the time of entry into the group and the leveloJdevelopm€nt

he had achieved as a memb€r of the group will he studied. Evaluation should be thought of as a

continuous rathel than periodic. lt is an integral part of good group work'



Evaluation begin with the formulation of spodfic objectlves for individuals and groups. lt is
necessary to clarify th€ objectives by identifing indivi{tual and group b€haviour. The next stap is to
provide programme experienco designed to offer opportunities for adjustment and growth. Thos€
experiences may be of long or short duration. The worker should keep full recods of the behavio:rr
of individuals and study their response to group, program and worker.

lf inter predation of €vidonce shows that prevailing proqramme i6 m€eting needs, it may be
continued. lf it is necessary to irdprove the quality of experience provided, changes can be made.
Through evaluation, it is possible for workers to know the extent to which th€y are accomplishing
their objectives. Without continuous evaluation, objectives become outmoded, programs become
static and groups fail to meet needs. lt is the obligation of every worker, and every agency to rethink
and reorganlze its practice in the light of thoughtful evaluation.

'12.10. Role of group worker for tho 3atlsfacuon of soclal neods:
The individual and the group aro in a process of interaction and neither need to dominat€ th6

other. The group exists in part for th6 satisfaction of social ne€ds and the devolopm€nt of individuals
and the community.

The group worker t€lates the social needs of individuab to the ac'tivities which grcups perfom.
The worker must understand how he can appraise the social needs and development and also the
community. For the ass€ssment of social needs of individuals and development of individuals and
also the community, some of the ways ar€ as follows.

l. Pe6onal lnterylew:
Some agencies conduct personal interviews with all individuals before pormitting them to

join group activities. One child would like to ac,t in a clay rather than engage in any other ac'tivities
which the agency offers. Another child prefers to play basket ball to the €xclusion of
all other activities. These ne6ds are plain and may be easily detected. The Interview may also be
used to uncover such basic needs as security, respons€ and recognition, that can be met in any
group. The interview is useful after placement in understanding the requiremonts of the individual
and the community.

ll, Tests:
Tests for determining the social needs of the individuals and community must be used by

group wo*ers. To provide the best possible group experience for the clients, th6 t€sts must be
increasingly used by the group worke6. The commonly known standardized tests can point out to
the worker the kind of skills that individuals have. The worker can detormine what rat6s of leaming is
expected of individuals. The worker should not €xpect more or less from individuals. The individuals
may fail to function according to the development of their groups. The group worker can use the
findings of the tests to evaluato the work of the agency.

lll Obsowatlon:
For all individuals, we cannot conduci interviews and tests for entrance into a group work

agency. The condition on which they will entor may well be thoir right to dotermino their own
membership and to plan their own ac{ivities. The group benefits the individual. The group should
provide security to the individual. H€ must be able to oxp.€sli himself freely, both vocally and in
activity. The group should h€lp a person b oxpr€ss hlmself without fear. The individual may expect
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ffihemusta|sogxpecttoseNethegroup,Heneedstoknowtowhat
e)dent th€ group will cooperate with him'

He must also know to what extent the groups €xpect cooperation from him. He sees his role

in relation to those of others' il J"u"fopt a s-ense of responsibility towards the group'

Groupworkp|aysavita|ro|einthedeve|opmentofcommunitya|so,Group\^/orkersshould
focus their attention not onry;;;;;;i";", but arso on others espetiatlv oj' tlte colT'unitv' The

group work play" 
" 

gr""t ,ot" in ;;;;ity;*"lopment' The group worker finds more helpful work

to otav a role in the oeveropmeniit-itre comlnuniv. The group wo-rr plays a vital role in the development

iiitrJi"oir;,olifi "Jui.o 
in the dev€lopm€nt of the communitv'

12.11. Group work practice in agonclos:
Group worker neeos to oevltop group pr.9gr?Tmes which can become an integral part of the

"g"n.i"i;!"'J*t' 
Gw re,, as"nciei iave uiitized the group work method'

|nmostoftheagencies,theofiicia|po|icydoesnotdemandtjti|izationofgroupapproaches
to achieve their overalt .oi"Jtii"r. in"iJol" gioup wo* is conducted on an adhoc basis' This is

due to a lac* of conviction, inaoequate skills and the_ vag.ueness of its place in the total educational

prosramme for social*""' iiil'llp *"*;iil9,g99t1is seneratlv'fou"9-tl1::T:d" are often

not maintained or are so sKerchy that it is not possiole to get a;y idea oi its process and methodology'

A large number o{ governmental and v-o-luntary^ agencies manned- by both qualifi€d and

untrained social workers oJconOua group programmes ihe majority social work 
'personnel 

lack

the technicar knowredge "r;;;'ilil;i6 s.r*, I_T competent-group work practitioners do not

i;il;;;i;;i;"oti "-no 
hence a wealth of sood data is lost'

12.12' summaryr 
is an important m.thod to learn.social work practice. lt is.albo an o_pportunity. to

reflect back upon his interaciiois anJloentiry tne mistakos commill€d by him' lt helps him to organse

his information'taking 
in group work is important and is.becoming increasingly important. The group

, worker, whethe, prot"r"ion"i"oi.l"-pr"tGi"."l,.needs_accuraiL information. Recording increases

the objectivity with which' t#i'rotljtigix"t" "i"y-tl91r 
work' lt is a toolfor the improvement of group

worker and has important vaties ior tne group, the worker, the agency and the field'

Noteveryagencyhasgotadequatefaci|itios-forrecording.Al|agenciescannotkeepful|
records on ail their groups. $#;;;';;t"rs tnat inRuence an agency's decision to keep process

records are: 1 . tt tne agencyt'[ti]"ii[O t'i-irt" t""x ot piouioing iridividualized group experience'2)

if the agency n", ,"or*"o 
t*iJ"ii 

qlllrinloi I it t"r". tit- t6 write records; 4) the nature of the

specific group; S) tne avairauiiitv of competent supervis-ory netp for the worker; 6) if all departments

oftheorsanisationr.",n"?!ii'ro-r,fr"i!r'tr"rrou"uniroin-ityltcontentT)iftheagencvisapart 
of

a national organisation; tne records have to be geareo'io ih" tot"l requirements of the national

scene.

Whenwerecordthegroupworkprocess,we.wnteaboutthebehaviouroftheindividualsin
the group. we write 

"u"ri',r,t""tvi" ""j 
SiiJoi p"tti"ipation of individuals' we concentrate upon
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what individuats do as thev associate with one another. we note and recod the origin and devslopmentof ideas, incruding th€ir acc€ptance or rejection oy tre inJiviouars invorved.

The nanative record_shourd incr.ude basic identitying information about the group, its name,the date, time and place of its meeting, the names of the'indiviouals present and absent. The record

ilolr$o '""''0" 
individuals bv name, what they oo, wrrai rhey say ;";;; d;;;; arons in tne

skirr in recording is a mafterof becoming capabre of observing the group, anaryzing what isgoing on and undsrstanding what it means to lrre inJiviouars. simple tanguage, short sentences,

5#:i Ti:g?i,l':: 
and ihe use 

"r 
t pi."ir'""iiig!iiro,gr,o,t ir,e redrd ilti ;"i; n easier to

The principles of recording include, 1) the principle of flexibility, 2) the principle of setection g)the principre of readabilitv, 4) the principre oi *"fia!"i'"rity, and 5) ;rin;ipte li,rroii"i".""pan.".
The record shourd be reviewed befor. each meeting with the group. Thereby the worker wirlbe help€d to recail sarient f€atures or the grou jis ;"""[ir"nt. Record usage c€ntres around both

fiffi*::iljr?%frm soars' rrom ti-me io timl]'ii'c n""'.""ry to pr€pare an anarvsis and

Evaluation attempts to measure the quality of groups experience in relation to the objectives

;:ff;*Hl Evaluation mav be done to m"i.url, iniiriJ,l"r srowrh, prosr"*" *ni"it or *,o*e,

12.13. Key words:
a) process Recording
b) Narative Recording
c) Evaluation

12.{4. Exerclser:
1) Discuss the various types of Recording in group wort.2) Exptain the importranc€ of recording i;il"""p 
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Lesson- 13

SOCIAL CASE WORK AND GROUP WORK IN HEALTH /
HOSPITAL SETTINGS.

13.0 Objectives:
ihe objective of this lesson is to learn the role of a social caseworker and the group worker

in health and hospital settings.

Contonts:
13.1. Introductlon.
13.2. Casework Practice In Health Settlng.
13.3. Role Of Caseworkers, In General.
13.4. Specific Roles Of Social Caseworkers.
13.4. l. Half WaY Homes'
13.4. ll. Crisis Work.
1 3,4, lll. Therapeutlc Communities.
13.4. lV. Rehabilitatlon Work.
13,4. V. Long Term Care.
13..f. Vl. Family Gare Homes.
13.4. Vll. Day Gare ContorsrNlght Hospltals.
13,5. Group Wofi Practico In Hospltals.
13.6. Summary
13.7, Key words
13.8. Exercises
13.9. References

13'1'lntroductlor:work 
in its most informal mbthod is being practiced even before the recognition of

Social Work as a profession. Social casework is widely known as method of helping people individually

tnrougn a one to one relationship. As a method it deals more with the conscious and subconscious

asp€;s of the mind than the unconscious aspects. tt thus differs from the traditional psychotherapy

and psychologicaltechniques of dealing withihe problem. lt is extensively practiced in various fields

with a ipecifiC purpose. Some of the fields where it is pracUced are:

l3.2.Casework Practlce In The Health S6tting:
Casework practice in the health setting can be as varied as the countless number of health

proUtems iGeF. In a broad sense, health probtems can bs classified into physical, psychological

[r*t"U, neurological, neurosurgical and the_like. Though,in general a caseworker follows common

irincipr6gtecnniq-ues io help thjclient, he/ she needs to fine-tune the skills and techniques to suit

ihe needs of the iespective field. The kind of difiiculties the client has may also be according to the

disability one has.

Asocial caseworker's role in the health setting can be termed as psychiatric socialwork and

medical social work. In a psychiatric set up, a social worker basically deals with all the psychiatric



(mental health and mental illness) issues. Whereas, in a medical set up, a social caseworker deals
with all those issues that are not purely psychiatric and which have medical origin for the problems.

The opportunities and challenges for the social caseworker in the health settings are quite
different from what it was around two to three decades ago. There is a much wider range of local
community based services available now. Also, better information, new philosophies and knowledge
have contributed to raised expectations all over

Any form of ill health affects not only the person suffering from it but also the ones who are
involved in the care taking of the sick person. ll leaves one pondering where to go for help, what are
the procedures involved in the treatment process, the likely duration of treatment, the outcome that
could be anticipated, the severity of the illness one has, the likely expenditure and finally the
acceptance of the treatment and continuation of the same. In a health setting a social workers role
becomes very crucial in disseminating the right kind of information to both the treating team and also
the party being treated. A social caseworker's active involvemgnt in the treatment process from the
initiation of the treatment till the completion of the procedure and even in the post recovery period is
essential.

It is often observed that both the patients and their famity members become very anxious
and stressed as soon as one of the family member falls sick. Though only a few are able to cope up
with the situation, most people succumb to it. Surprisingly enough more than the illness itself, it is
the anxiety and the panic that hits them worse. Thus a social caseworker in a hospital seting has to
work both with the patient and their family members to bring harmony in the existing family conditions.

'l3.3.Role Of Caseworkers, In General:
1. The prime responsibility of the caseworker is to establish rapport with the patient so as to

get a realistic understanding of the client's problems.
2. Once he has gathered all the information, he needs to help the cli€nt also to analyse them.
3. Based on the information gathered, he ne6ds to break the news in such a way that the

client does not break down in despair.
4. The client needs to be helped to prioritize his problems.
5. The caseworker instead of acting as a judge or a decision maker, needs to act as a

facilitiator and help the client look for choosing the altematives and also explore the available resources.
6. The caseworker needs to help the patient realize th€ importance of the timely treatment.
7. A client also needs to be told about the necessity of continuing the treatment procedure as

long as he is advised to.
8. The client needs to be helped to realize his strengths and weaknesses.
9. Client also needs to be guided toward the utilization of his strengths in the right direction.

10. Wherever necessary client has to be told about the need
for regular drug compliance.

11. Emphasis should also be in the need for regular follow up.
12. The client also needs to be given a clear picture (as far as possible) about his cunent condition
and the likely duration for recovery.
13. The client has to be informed about the post recovery measures that are to be taken.
14. The patient needs to be actively involved at every step of planning for his future plan.



l3,4,Speclfic Rol€s Of Soclal Caseworkers:
A social caseworker needs to utilize his or her exp€riences as a practitioner and the knowledge of
individual client to contributa to a new style of ssrvice planning that is more personal, local and
involvgs assessmsnt of community resourc€s as w€ll as the individual.

The specific roles of a social worker in a non- traditional (m6ntal) health services are as
follows:

13..f.1. Half Way Homee:
Half way homes are an anangemont for clients to stay for a short while. tt is basically to

assist the clients to get adjusted to th6 community life after a period of long stay in the hospitats. lt is
generally located in the middle of tho hospitals and the community where the client stays. lt is also
for those who do not require a complete institutionat regimen. In some cases it also serves as the
permanent facility for people who are not able to fully move into the cginmunity. The chief functions
of a social caseworker in a half way home are:

i. To assist the client and the family members in having an understranding of the client's
condition and the burden caused to the family as a result of cliont's condition.

ii. Enhancing the capabilities of tho residents or those who are impaired by residual deficits
from mental illness to.€main in the community, participating to the full€st possible extent.

iii. To provide facilities for mediating botw€en a p€lson wilh emotional problems and the
community with its requirements anC opportunities.

iv. To ensure a prcpsr balance b€tween rehabilitative measures and the ne€d to provide a
home like atmosphere.

v. In fact, a case worker in units for reskJ€ntial care work at two levets;
1) Personal level - working with the f€slings and behaviour of the clients
2) Interpersonal level- concentrating on the relationship between the client and others.

A social caseworker in any residential care unit needs to b€ well equipped with the following
four approaches

13.4.11. Crisis Work:
Working with the individuals and the families in crisis is one of the major responsibilities of a social
caseworker. Using residenlial care as an integral part of crisis woft pres€nts a considorable challenge
for those involved in it. lt calls for sxpertise and confidonc€. lt requires that the workers involved in it
share aims, objectives and information and whether the ups and downs involved in managing limited
resourc€s in the face of considerable demands.

1 3.4.Ii1. Therapeutlc Communities:
.These have developed on the premise that it is helpful for individuals with psychological

pruDl€ms to live in a group where they are encouraged to confront and share their difficulties with
others. Such communities have been organised on the basis that all aspec*s of the daily routine
provide th€rapeutic opportunities.

v-Jrne of the benefits of this form' of residential cang have boen described as providing

indivirtuals with experiences that help minimize distortions of roality, encourage b€tter communication

and participation, r€ducs anxiety and increase self esteem and insight into the causes of individual

difiiculties. lt is claimed that a pe.iod spent in suclr a community can result in growth and development

and therefore long term changes in behaviour and ways of relating to others.



1 3.4,1v. Rehabllitation Work:
The use of residontial care to r€habilitate m€ntally ill has become much more important. The

focrs of this kind of care is to use the intons€ oxp€rience of communal living to enhance the abilities
of individuals to cope with recuning or long-term difrculties. The emphasis is on doing, on improMng
skills by practice and graded leaming opportunities in order that individuals can survive more
successfully in the outside community. The workers concentratioq on individual and group programmes
is on the social skills needed to cope with life in the community, with personal needs, occupational
and recreation. For the worker, this kind of a unit can be an invaluable resour@ in planning to
support individuals who n€€d to stabilize more independence from their families or re-establish
routines of daily living.

'l3.4.u Long-Tem Care:
The main goals of a social caseworker in long-term care are to:

1 . Counsel: in the initial stage the main role of a social caseworker is to identiff for whom the
instifutional care is required. Also, to match rhe individuals to the appropriate facilities that serves
the purpose. The nature of the probl€m needs to be examined, altemativ€s need to be €xplored, .

ofiering choic€s and an opportunity for the client and family to collaborate in the planning has to be
done. An appraisal of lhe total situation that includ€s the mental and physical health of the person,
physical environm€nt, social and economic situation, family relationships should be made.

2. Provide direct individual and group services to the clients and their families.
3. Collaborate with other stafi and professionals both in and outside the facility in developing

and implementing co odinated, individualized tr€atment programmes and supportive services.
4. Help to maintain ties with the community, family and friends
5. Help in sustaining eadier llfestyles or finding substitute roles.

l3.tl.vl. Famlly Care Homes:
Family care home is used to describ€ a system of care in which discharged psychiatric

patients are cared for in non - institutional living groups lhat are not their own. lt is an attempt to find
altemative sheltered care for the mentally ill in the community with private families other than their
own. The social care worke/s roles in a family case home arc as follows:

i) to s€t the standard policies and the goals for the agency
ii) to assess the coping abilities of the families wilh a sick person
iii) to help families to understand the problems of the mentally ill.
iv)To assoss the famiry income of the clients to find out any financial liabilities and also to

assess near by community services for the welfar€ of the client.
v)To modify the attitudes by encouraging the interchange of experiences with the worker and

also between other families.
vilTo encourage continuous supeMsion and periodical group meetings.

13.4.v11. Day Gare Cente]r, Night Hospitals:
The main aim of this kind of facilities is:
The provision of treatm€nt and training designed to improvo individual functioning.
The provision of work experience and elso preparation for work in paid employment.
The plovision of opportunities to pu]Blie educati6hal, recr€ational and leisure activities.



Treatment and tralning:
The non-physical treatment or training that is available in most psychiatric day care units are

bas€d on group therapy and rehabilitation tschnhues. Day cams provide more limited contact betwe€n
staff and residents to test out new skills and ideas at their homes.

Work and retralnlng:
The emphasis in some day care centsrs b on wofi and retraining for work stems from two

traditions. First, is to provide a sheltered altemative to work for groups in the open market. The
second is to increase client's chances of finding suitable employment by establishing or re establishing
work habits and teaching new occupational skills.

Recreatlon and oducatlon:
Picking up the challenge that unemployment poses for some center users will influence the content
of the third main area of work in a day care center (opportunities to pursue educational, recreational
and leisure activities). lt is significant to note that studenF of day care c€nters consider talking to
others as one of the major positive activity to spend time. Recroational and educational opportunities
that provide social contact and stimulation are a valued part of day care.

The other forms of traditional servioes could b6 sholt€red workshops, psychosocial rehabilitation
centers where the role of a social casewor*er would be the same as in day care center.

13.5. Group work practlce In hospltal sefrlngs:

In a hospitral s€tting, variouq group activiti€s can b€ conducted based on the requirements of
the situation. The groups could be cbnducted for the clients exclusively, family members exclusively
or for both the clients and the family members together. Further, the group could either be homogenous
or heterogonous both in terms of the disease conditions and the gender of the members involved in
it. Often group work plays a very important role in the psychiatric set ups. How€ver, group activities
are very helpful in medical s€t ups too. In imparting the knowledge about several communicable and
chronic diseases, its causes, remedies and the pr€ventivo measures, group work is indispensable.

In a psychiatric setting, the group adivites are roquired for insight facilitation, reality orientation,
skills leaming and the like. The purpose of the group can vary according to the settings where it is
conducted. For eg, the group activities roquired for those suffering from a schizophrenic disorders
may be quite different from the group activities conduc'ted for the alcoholics. Further, the group
activities usually are more produc{iv€ in case of the neurotics than the psychotics.

Often in the child guidance clinics, the group activities are more rigorously required for the
parants of the children with problem than the children themselves. Through group activities, the
parents are taught several techniquos that ara very essential for the handling of their child's difficulties.
Ihe group activiti€s for the children aro basically recreational in nature.

Effective group activities can be conducted with the family members of the clients too. These
group activities usually emphasize on the handling of ths n€gativs and expressed emotions, over
involvement of the family In dient's care takieg, negligence of the cli€nt and also on the various
ways and means through which thefamily memb€rs can help the client in speedy recovery.



Social Case work & Group...
Working witr Individubls and Grcups

13.6. Summary:
It could be stated that the role of a social casoworker in a non-traditional mental health

services is manifold, where the welfare of the client is first and foremost catered. The worker acts as

a liaison with the agency, where the agency standards are made clear to the family. Th€ family and

their needs are atso-cate-reO to. Uost of all, tho client is helped to be integrated back into his community.

tt is not just the casework but also the group work activities that are very essential in the total

recoverf or rehabilitation the client. lt would not be an exaggeration to say that both casework

techniques and the group work techniques 9o hand in hand in this dir€ction'

13.7. Key words:
Half way homes
Therapeutic communities
Family care hom€s
Rehabilitation work
Long term care

13.8. Exerclses:
Elucidate the responsibilities of a social caseworker in a health setting'

Bring out the importance of group work in a psychiatric set up.

13.9. Referencos:
Banerj€e, G.R.- papers on Social Work -An Indian P€rcpective, Bombay, Tatia Institute of Social

Sciencos.
Math€w, Grace 1992, An tntroduction to Social Case Work.
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Lesson- 14, Paft- |

CASE WORK PRACTICE IN SCHOOL SETTINGS

'14,0 Objectives:
The objective of the chapter is to orient the students to the casework techniques that can be

used in a school setting.

Contents:
14.1.lntroduction.
14.2, Work With Students.
14.2, l. Individual Psychotherapy.
'14.2. ll, Conjolnt Family Therapy.
'14.2, lll. Group Therapy.
14.2. lV. Behaviour Therapy.
14.3. Work With Parents.
14.4. Work Wth Teachers.
14.5. Summary
14.6. Key words
14.7, Exercises
14.8. References Books

14.1. lntroduction:
The scope of social work has widened in almost every facet of human life - industrial,

correctional, hospital, charity organisation, orphanages and obviously school to name a few. Social
casework is an important component of social work that deals with the promotion and prevention of
mental health and mental ill health respectively.

Schools are established to bring aboutthe overall growth and development of the children in
the physical, psychological and emotional spheres. A school is a place where a child spends most of
his / her active time. lt is here that the vital aspects of developing and shaping the students attitude
take place. The ever-increasing expectations of parents from their children are leading them to high
stress levels and competitiveness.

Unfortunately in most of the schools the major stress is on the academic performance, making
the students a bookworm. Though the extra and co curricular activities are encouraged, it is not
adequate. A thorough evaluation of the education system reveals that most of the educational
institutions follow the 'canot and stick' policy. lt means that when the students are polite and obedient
they are rewarded and when they are rebellious they are punished. This reward and punishment
system causes severe psychological impact on children. lt has lead to bifurcation of students into
two categories a) lntelligent and b) less intelligent. This categorization l€ads to unhealthy competition
by making room for jealousy feeling among students. Those students, who ar€ below average, often
get neglected as they are branded into the group of failures. All these factors can have a major
impact on the developing egos.



Generally, teachers are anxious to show good result, parents are anxious to make their children

the top achiever and get into the best of the professions. These anxieties in the teachers and
parents lead to severe pressure on the children and unfortunately most of them succumb to it. In a
situation like this the role of a social caseworker becomes indispensable. Acas€worker's perception

would be different from that of the par€nts and teachers as he / she strives to produce an individual,
who is developed in all spheres of life and who could be a productive person and also a good citizen
of the country. On the basis of the above facts it can be said that a social caseworker in a school

setting needs to work at three levels;
With the students
With the parents
With the teachers

14.2.WORK WITH THE STUDENTS:
With the help of the parents and the teachers, a caseworker needs to collect the following

information
Details about the par€nts
Details about the students, covering
academic performanca ( whether improving of deteriorating)
relationship with the teacher
reiationship with the classmat€s
discipline
personality traits
hobbies

Often, the most commonly observ€d difficulties in the children of schQol going age are;
emotional disorders
conduct disord6rs
hyper kinetic disorders
developmental disorders
adjustment disorders
pervasive developmental disorder
scholastic backwardness
physical disabilities
other health problems

However, the €mphasis should also be on truancy and dropouts: the primary responsibility is

to identifo the number of truants, whether only one student is involved in it or a group of students are

involved in it? Whether the parents are awar€ of this? lf they are aware, what measures have they
taken? What is the cause ot truant behaviour? - ls it due to personal reason? ls it due to academic
pressure? Are parents involved in it? ls the peer group responsible? Similarly if a child has dropped

out of school, it is important to know is it because of leaming difficulties/ is it because of financial

difficulties? ls it due to lack of support from the family? ls it due to any other emotional or familial

reasons?

According to th6 assessment of the nature of problems in the children, they can be helped
with the following techniques at an individual level in a school sefting.



14.2.1. lndlvldual Psychotherapy:
This is required in cases wfiers a child's problems stems ftom emotional disturbance concemed

elther with the intemal conflicts and stre$e8 or with the way a child thinks about som€ unalterable
stresses in the past and th€ present. The basis for all the psychotherapeutic int€rvention is the clear
identification of the goals and objec{ivss. This impli€s also a consideration of appropriate method of
reaching the goals and objectives.

Acarefulassessment of th6 nature of the ctrild's psychologicaldificulties is an essential pr€condition
ofthe psychotherapy. The ac{ualpsychological mechanism that underlies each child's problem neods
to be undorstood.

A social casoworker must listen to ths child and provide him with ample opportunity to expr€ss his
feeling and b€lieb. Th€ therap€utic situation is so stnctu.sd that it facilitates adequate @mmunication

The worker must @mmunicato his understanding of the chitd and convey his willingness to h€lp.

The worker and the child together must define the 1016 of their meeting.
Worker makes clear the strengths and weakness of the child
Whon ths worker doals with behaviour that ls dependent on social interaction, he must modify it by
focusing direcdy on the interaclion.

The worker must plan to end the tr€atment when the advantages of ending out weigh the advantages
of continuing. lt impties that treatment may need to finish before the child is fully better. Complete
recovery may not be r€alistic and it could be counter productivo to continue heatment beyond th€
point wh6re it has any efiect.

14.2.11. Conjolnt Famlly Therapy:
In many cases th6 origin of the child's probloms lies in the family. Hence, conjoint family

therapy is found to be efiective methd in treatment. This ls a method of psychotherapy in which the
whole family as a group is seen together and in which th€ focus is placed on family interaction rather
than on th6 problems of the child alone.

Most of th6 children presont with prcblems associated with faulty child rearing prac-tices.

Lack of adoquate interac{ion between the par€nts and the children is also an issue that can be
addr€ss€d in family tferapy.

Itl.2.lll. Group Therapy:
This is useful for both children and their par€nts. The social caseworker can note as to which

behavlour of chitd leads him to isolatbn, rejection, toasing, bullying or any other difficulty. On the
basis of the discussions that take plac6 in th6 group, both the parcnts and the child can be helped to
modiry thoir behaviour.

In casa of parents, it is found that they feel more relieved when they meet the parents of children
with similar problems. This may be partlculady valuable for parents of childron with chronically
handicapping disorders such as montal retardatlon, cerebral palsy or infantil€ autism, Such groups
serve the following purpos€:



a) Parents derive a great deal of comfort from talking with other par€nts in a similar predicament.

People are inclined to blame parents for shortcomings in their children and a group situation frEE of
this blame can be very supportive.

b) The therapist and other par€nts can help them to find ways of coping with their difiiculties.
Discussions of other parents about how they deal with difforent difficult situations may giv€ some
insight to deal with their own children's problem.

c) Feeling of guilt, anger, despair and frustration are the common lot of parents whose children show
severe disorders. Frequently parents are reluctant to admil these negative feelings in them. Hence,
instead of nearly reassuring them, involving them in such ! oup activities will give them better ideas
to cope with such situation,

1 4.2.1V, Behaviour Therapy:
Behaviour therapy is the t€rm applied to a wide range of focused tr€atment approach€s

designed to modifu specific behaviour. This includes difierent therapeutic techniques that utilize
disparate learning principl€s. lt also involves a systematic manipulation of the environment to
encourage or discourage particular form of behaviour in the child.

Desensitization: it is used in the treatment of phobias in th6 child. This can be done in two
ways

a) the pairing of the anxiety evoking stimulus with the experienc€ of relaxation and pleasure.

the systematic progression through the least anxiety provoking to most anxiety provoking stimulus
in a hierarchy pattem.

Modeling: Bandura et al. have produced evidence to show that watching someone
progressively approach and cope with feared objects may also serve in eliminating phobias.

Flooding: this technique involves the exposure of the phobic child straight to the mostfearing
or frightening situation. This is usually done in fantasy by gotting the child to imagins himself in a
situation he fears the most and thoreby g€tting him to enter the same situation in the real lit€.

Feedback Approaches: at times the main factor is preventing a child from overcoming the
problem is that h6 is not properly awar6 of what is happening. A variety of ingenious pieces of
apparatus have been devised to conect this. Here the required behaviour is broken down into small
steps and then getting the child to accomplish th€ steps one by on€.

Time - out it is a proc€duro wh€r€in the child is kept in the four walls for two to three
minutes withoui anything pleasurable. This procedure would be explained to ths child in advance.
The procedure should be followed by a praise and encouragement once tho child stops misbehaving.

Positve and Nogative Reinforcemont: th6 use reinforcement is one of the t€chnlques of
behaviour modification that helps in bringing about changes in ths child in the form of establishing
desir6d belraviour arr<l eliminating the undesirabl6 behayiorir.



14.3. WORK WITH PARENTS:
Parents play a very vit,tr role in shaping the future of the children. Hence, to keep the parents

informed about the require,.rents of the care tiaking of the children is also very important. A caseworker

can help the parents in the following ways:
Through parent meeting analyse their expectation from children
Address the faulty upbringing pattems
Deal with the over demanding and negative attitudes
ldentify the unhealthy over criticizing and comparing behavi.rur
Teach to mainlain consistency in both rewarding and punishing.

14.4. WORKWITH THE TEACHERS:
Itwould not be an exaggeration to say that teacher's role in shaping the child's personality is

as important as the role of the parents. Hence a caseworker in a school setting need to keep the

teachers informed about
The neurotic iraits in the children.
The indicators for learning disabilities
The indicators for adjustment disorders
Personality variations
Techniques to deal with the difiicult children

14.5. Summary:
A caseworker in a school setting must act as an advocate. On behalfofthe student, he can

put forth the claims to the teacher; he can play the role of a co coordinator. ln it he can co ordinate

ihe activities ofthe parent body on on€ side and educational authorities on the other. There could be

constraints in the form of time, authority and skill of the work€r. However, a caseworker has to strive

to make the student achieve a holistic development.

14.6, Key words:
PsychotheraPY
Conjoint family theraPY
Behav:our therapy

14.7. Exerclses:
1) How essential is social casework in a school s€fting? Oiscuss.

Z; Hig ignt the importance of involving the parents and teachers in the treatment of the children

with school related Problems.

'14.8. R6forenc€3 Books :

'l) Beistek, F.P., 1957, The Case Wprk Relationship, London, George Allenand- . Unwin'

2i Hamilton, G.1950, Theory and Practice in Social Case Work, New York, Columbia University

Press.
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Lerson 14, Part-ll

CASEWORK PRACTICE IN INDUSTRIES

I'0.0 Oblectlves:
The objective of {his chapter is to make the students familiar with vadous problems in the industdal
setting and the casework techniques that could be used to deal with the same.

Contents:
14.1. Introductlon.
14,2. Meanlng Of Monta! Health.
14.3. Stress In The Work Sltuauon.
14.4. Tho Nature And Extent Of Maladjustmont In Industrlal Settlngr.
Itl.S. Emotlonal Disorders tn lndustrle3.
Itl.6, Absenteelsm.
14.7. Grioyancos.
14.8. Accldents,
14.9, Alcohollsm.
14.10. Job Behavlour And ltlaladjustment,
14.11. Specific Social Work Intorvontlons.
14.12. Summary
14.13. Key words
14.14. Exercises
14.15. References

14.1. Introductlon:
Industrial social work is an expanding aroa of practioe involving activities perlormed by the

social workers in the work place. Although the activitios performed in an industrial setting basically
appear similar to those p€rfotmed in the public and private welfare systems, there are pointers
toward the difierences too. Industrial social wotk tak6s place in an environment where goods or
services are produced and distributed for financial profit. In this s€tting, the social workers are
employed by lhe management for the purposo of helping to achieve the goal of profit. Interestingly,
this organisational goal coincides with the social workers goal of imprcving the rvorking condition
and the posonal lives of tho workers. lt is this morging of the organisational and the social work goal
that makes a ftuitful collaboration possible.

The principle activities of a caseworker in industrial sotting involve direct s€rvices to the
troubled employees. In prcviding such hslp, th€ organisation is primarily intorested in minimizing the
negetive impact of an employe€'a personal problem on Hg wstk performance. Tho organisation
generally wants to do whatevgr it can to enable the troubbi employee to be productiv€ particularly,
when th€ employee has served tho organisation well in the past. Th€ caservorkors direct servic€c
may indude counselling, organizing and loading self-holp grcups, consulting th€ suporviso]a and
making the refenals to the community agencies and the reeourcee.

To a lesser extent, caseworters perfom what 8ro called ' indirsc.t seMogs'. Wllhln this
'l?am6work, cassworkor provides consultration with the manageF regarding the personnel policies



and grcup training of employees and managers in such ar€as as communication skills. conflic*

rJniget"nt anJ work sroup dynamics. ihe caseworker mav h"l?. to d]?919-": ?11.::11:
orlan[ationat problems tlrrough consultation with both.the workers and the managers or may help

rinigeo imlilsment difiicult or unpopular decisions. These kinds of activities are sometime called
; .ig"il"tid"f development'. The'particular areas in which a caseworker can work are as follows:

14,2. lleaning o{ mental health:
Mental h6alth is concemed with the adjustments individuals make to situations and tho factors

that influence these adjustments. As individuals develop, as they approach and reach- adulthood'

tf,"V 
"t" 

t"""0 *ith a series of challenges related to adiustment. For eg' The transition from school

to cotlege life. The student must aAluit to the increased demands that college make on them in

terms oistudy hours and the responiibitity for trls own actions. Failure to behave in accordance with

these demands can lead to maladiustment and possible expulsion from the colloge' Hence' the

individual needs to be firm in-moeting these demands.

14,3. Stre3s In the wo dtuatlon:
A similar situatiolt-as sit€d in the above €xample exists in the work place too. Certain modes

of Oetravlow are expec{ed of an individual when he is employed. These expectations have to do with

"r"tr 
tning" as hours of work, dress code, social relationships, acceptance-of authority.and typ€ of

*o* to u6 perfonne<t. On the other hand, tho individual has a certain set of needs that he hopes to

satis! through the work situation like finaircial security. lf the work situation enables the individual to

"ct 
i"u" t i. io"l to a sufficient degree, then it is quite reasonable to assume that the indivklual will

""*pt[" 
O"rands made by thjwork situation. lf.on the other hand, the demands made by the

work situation conflicts excessively with the individuals personal goals, then it is reasonablo to expsct

a certain amount of difiiculty in adjusting to the demands of the work situation' These difriculties in

;dirtilg will be manifestei in srictr tttings as labour turn over' absences and poor morale' The

p"'rti"rr"ir u"n"uiour involved will d€p€nd ripon the individual's position in the company, the financial

pi"".rr""1r,"t roep him tied to ttre ibl ano ttre way he perceives his particular job' These factors of

course are not sufficient to ac@untior all adjustment and maladjustments. There.are factors outside

the work situation that also lead to adjustment difiiculties such as personal and domestic problems'

14.4. The nature and extent of maladJustment in Industrial settlngs:

One of the major social medical ;nd €conomic problems of the dntury has been ttie increase

in the proportion of thi population, identified as having some form of emotional disorders' The persons

so identified as having emotional disturbances that range from mitd neuroses with littlE apparent

efiect on their everydaiy adjustment to sever€ psychoses, which require hospitalization and special

-re. tnOustry Orais iis minpower resouroes from the. general population and the prevalence of

p"r"onr in industry with emotional disorders , particularly mild disorders should clos€ly parallel the

number found in the general population.

14,5. Emotional dlsordert ln Industry:-tnastudyamongfactorywoftersbasedonabatteryofpsychologica|tests,.aninterviewwith

social worker and a medical and psychiatric examination show€d that ten perc€nt of the mal€ and

i"r"f" erpfoy"es werre diagnosed is having a seYere neurosis and tw€nty percent were afiec'ted

,"itf, rinorheu.sis. In additbn, neurotic illn;ss was found to be causing one quarter and one third

of all absences from work. tn inoustries, emotional disturbances are usually discussed in terms of



suc+l on the job behaviours as absente€ism, accidents, alcoholism and grievances: Some of them
are discussed hereunder:

14.6. Absonteoism:
The direct costs of absenteeism to the industry have been estimated at S billion dollars a

year, with the indirect costs estimat€d at 4-5 times this amount. This is sizeable sum. the reduction
of which could lead to important gains to the industry to individual €mploy€e and at th€ national
e@nomy level too. Absenteeism is a complex problem. lt would be unrsasonable to expect one
factor such as emotional disorders to account for all absences. Such other factors as ag€,
organisational climate and community conditions should also be evaluated for their eff€cts on
absenteeism.

14.7. Grievances:

- Grievance procedures are d€signed to provide a method for resolving problems that stem
from the interpretation of the fsrmal contract and from problems stemming from the employees
interpretation of what is due to him on the basis of past practice and tradition. While many grievances
stem from real problems and other can be accounted for in terms of local politics, it is interesting to
consider the possibility that some grievances arise out of emotional disorders or due to acts of
aggression.

Different studies show that personality traits were found to be associated with a tendency to
submit to grievances. This raises the possibility that psrson in industry who is hypersensitive lo the
conditions of their work environment use an established and recognized channel, the grievance
procedure for expressing their dissatisfaction.

14.8. Accidenb:

Accidents could occur due to a number of reasons both with in and outside the individual.
These must be analyzed in detail in order to understand the role of human factors in accidents.
Perhaps through the study of accid€nts one gets to learn more about mental health.

14.9. Alcoholism:
In itself, alcoholism is a significant manifestation of a general lack of adjustment. Industry'

direct concern with alcoholism is that many alcoholics are employed actively ani that the effects of
alcoholism are quite manifest on the job. Alcoholic Rehabilitation programme has been car€fully
designed and implemented with the help of social workers

Criterions for identifying atcoholism:
Consistent tardiness or absence on Monday moming and frequent occunences of leaving early on
Friday evenings.
Unexp€cted disappearances from an assigned post during a tour of duty.
Recurring excuses for absence due to minor illness such as cold, bronihitis, stomach upset or too
frequent off duty accidents, particularly, with assault as a factor.
Personality changes in a previously good work€r such as arguments or criticism of others, recuning
mistakes for which he defends himsott minor accidents which he blames on others or on the
eguipment, marked variation in mood and disinterest in work.



14,10. Job behaViours and maladjustment:
' An employee reflects maladjustment in more than one way. Thus, maladjusted employee

may not limit himself to absences, accidents or grievances or some other undesirable job behaviour.
He.may also qngqge in sever€l or all the misconducts. Investigators analyzed the relationship between
accidents and certain classes ofabsences and found that persons with greatest numbers ofaccidents
had a grealer number of unsanctioned absences, a greater number of sickness absences and smaller
number'r of absences for which permission was grdnted beforehand.

Further it could be said that certain kinds of works are considered to be particularly hazardous from
a psychological point of view. Some of them are mentioned here under:

Work requiring intense utilization of a limited range of abilities or parts of the body can cause problems.
For instance, the job of telegrapher can cause telegrapher's cramp or loss of voice among switchboard
operators or teachers,

Relatively simple, highly repetitivo and highly paced work also brings in-difficulties.
Jobs failing to acquire the full participation of the workers in the worker induced problems.
Lack of job satisfaction, indebtedness, indiscipline, and family problems are some of the other areas
where a social caseworker can intervene.

It is evident from the above-mentioned facts that the relationship between some of the job
behaviours that are considered to be indications of malad.justment. Not only is the maladjusied
individual absent more frequently but he would also seem to havd a greater number of accidents,
interfere with the orderly business process.

Lack of job satisfaction, indebtedness, indiscipline, and family problems are some of the
other areas where a social caseworker can intervene

14.11, Speclfic social work int€rvontions:
The specific ways in which a social-caseworker can contribute in an industrial setting is as

follows:

Counselling: wherever essential to both the employees and those in the management desk as required
to understand the actual difficulties and to look out for alternatives.

Stress Management programmes: an approach that could be made available to the management
and the one that fits in with the emphasis on organisational practices and adjuslment is to introduce
oractices that relieve certain stresses on production employees. lt could be done through
Job enlargement - consists of measuring the number and scope ofjob operations performed by an
employee.
Job rotation - cansists of periodical changes in the responsibilities of the work assignments.
Job slalus - increased social significance of the work.

14.12. Summary:
It could oe told that a social caseworker in an industrial setting has a very vital role to play not

only with the employees but also with the management. Here the role of a caseworker is more like
facilitator and a liaison between the workers and the manaoement.



14.13. Key words:
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{4.14. Exerclse:
1). Discuss the need for utilizing the casework techniques in industrial settings.

Zi enfist tne situations requiring the attention of social case work intery€ntions.
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CASEWORK PRACTICE IN CORRECTIONAL
INSTITUTIONS

15.0 Oblectlves:
The objective of this chapter is provide an idea about the use of casework techniques in .

correctional settings.
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15.6. Summary
15.7, Key words
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'15,1. lntroduction: '

The scope for social casework in the conectional settings is viewed with a lot of suspicion
due to the feelings of revenge, hostility against the ofienderc by the general public. Discussions
often revolve around the stringent reinforcement of the punishments and the longer s-entences of
imprlsonment by the police and the judiciary than the reformation programmes for the offenders.
Conectional adminlstration deals with that part of the criminalJustice, where efiort is made to prevdii;
repeated criminal behaviour and at the same time look into those underlying causes of the anti
social behaviours. The pdme objective h€re ls to r€habilitate the ofienders back into the society. The
broad areas where soclal casswork can be canied out under the purview of conectional settings can
be idenUfied as soclal deviant behaviour, prisons, and Juvenile homes and afler care services.

15.2. Soclal Devlance:

In a layman's lerm, 'Devianf means to stray from an accepted path. lt is that behaviour lhat
does not conform to sodal expectaffons. There is parlicularly no society free from deviance. lt cohsists
of those acts, which do not follow the norms and expec: 'tions of a particular group. In other words,
deviance is that behavlour whlch ls contrary to the norhs of the group expecting its limits of tolerinCe
for non-conformlst behaviour and subJect to punishment if dlscovered. lt is the group, which define3:
whether c€rtain behaviour could be ignored whlle certaln others are readily accepted. \.



Deviance violates the rules of the group, that is, custom, religious and moral codes. The

behaviour of man that does not conform to accepted norms is called social deviance. There is no

society that can claim complete conformity to its norms. Also, there is no society where complete

violation of norms or normlessness is found. Whether a particular behaviour is deviant or not depends

on the way people react to it.

Causes Of Deviant Behavlour:
Many Sociologists have attempted to link the deviant behaviour to thesickness while many

others opine that deviance is due to disorganized state of the society. Some bthers think some
people who are alienated from the society tend to commit ofiences and this is sufficient enough to

cause personality disintegration that may in tum give birth to dev int behaviour. Biologicalexplanations
state that some individuals are more prone to deviance than ( 'hers.

Faulty Sociallzatlon Process:
In the orocess of socialization, individual learns to conform to the norms cf the group. When

he fails to do so systematically, he becomes a social deviant. The socializing agents o'ften fail to
inculcate certain anticipated behaviours in the new born. lronically enough, sometimes, the social

agents themselves may directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly, consciously or unconsciously
encourage such deviant behaviour. For example, broken and immoral family presenting wrong models
before the children.

Weak and Ambiguous sanctlons:
When social norms are ambiguous and complex, the individualfails to understand and follow

them. Further \/hen the punishments for not following the norm are not uniform and consistent, it
also leads to deviance.

Characteristlcs of Devlant Behavlour:
Deviance from social norms: when an individual does not strictly conform to the ideals and norms
imposed by their culture.

Personal as well as social: it is obsewed on both personal as well as social levels. Personal deviance
is psychological while social deviance is collective or group interest.

Culturally conditioned: when behaviour is not in keeping with the culturally expected norms of lhe
society, taking into consideration a particular culture.

Evil social consequences; it causes a number of negative consequences for the society.

Social slgniflcance of the devlant bshaviour:
Deviance poses a danger to the society and the stability of the social order. lt may be

destructive to an organisation i;r t rree ways

it is more or less defect of a critical part in a complicated mechanism.
It may undermine organisation by destroying pgople's willingness to play their parts.
The most destructive impact of deviance on organlzation is through lts impact on trust, on confidence
that others will by and large pla., by the rules. '



Types of deviance;
lnnovation: society sets forth g:als for the individuals to aim at end and also lays down means to
achieve them. When a pe.t on accepts both goals and means, the result is generally 'oonformity'.
sometimes, a person may accept the goal but not the means. He may innovate or create his own
means to achieve the same goals (that is perhaps culturally or socially not acceptable) and becomes
a deviant. This response rejects normative means of achieving success.

Ritualism: those who select this alternative are deviant because they have largely abandoned the
commonly held success goals. The pressure to adopt this altemative is greatest among tl,e members
of lower middle class.

Retreatism: it applies to psychoticg; outcastes, vagrants, tramps, chronic drunkards, the drug addicts
and the like. They have strongly internalized both the cultural and the institutionalized means, yet
are unable to achieve success. They- resolve the conflict by abandoning the goals and means of
achieving them. They are unable to cope and'drop out'of the society.

Rebellion: it forms the final response. lt is a rejection of both the success goals and the institutionalized
goals and norms. Those who adopt this alternative, wish to create new socieU. Thus, terrorism is
one such response form.

This classification by the well known sociologist, Merton , shows how culture and structure of lhe
society can also lead to deviance.

15.3. Prisons and juvenile homes:
These are the places where we find most of the individuals who are convicted for one or

more reasons. lt is not necessary that all those individuals who are convicted are offenders. Because,
unfortunately most of the times certain individuals get convicted due to inadequale evidence to
prove themselves innocent. Whatever the explanation be, some of the most commonly found causes
for the commitment of the crimes are family (especially broken families, family tension, parental
control and rejection, family economics), emotional instability, neighbourhood influence, cinema and
pornographic literature, peer group influence and the same.

I 5.4. Intervention technlques:
Though bolh the individual and the group techniques can be used extensively in the treatment

of the offenders) 'is found that individual work is more rewarding. Some of the social casework
technigueslhalcan bd used here are as follows:

a) Psycho\b$yi
Here the Case,lvorKer after establishing a good rapport with the client needs to get into the

details of the causes of the delinquent or offensive behaviour. The casewgrker needs to be very
sensitive..in gathering ttrc information and also in imparting the interventive techniques. In
psychotherapy; it is often believed that the understanding of the past is very important in order to
make changes in the present behaviour. Hence, in this sense to gather as much information as
possible about the past behaviour is essential. Often the psychotherapeutic interventions are long
term in nature. lt also should be borne in mind that the therapy should be consistent and goal
oriented.,ln essence, the transferehce and counter tfansference factors should be taken care of.



b) Mllleu therapy:
It is othenivise called the environment therapy. Here the aim is at altering the situations in the

environment so as ro facilitate a better adjustment in the client. lt is more useful to those clients who

become deviant due to the unfavourable circumstances in the environment.

c)ActlviU therapy:' 
Often mosi of the olfenders or the delinquents are known to have a lot of pent up emotions.

lf these emotions ar€ not released appropriately, ii can have serious repercussions. Hence, here the

clients are involved in such activities where they have an opporlunity to release their physical energy

along with their creative abilities in a constructive way. lt is more effective when conducted in a
group and also it works more for the delinquents than the adult ofienders. Various elemsnts of
creativity is included in it to make it more interesting.

d) Behavlour thorapy:
It is aimed at modifying c€rtain behaviours in an individual. lt is often believed that most of

the human behaviours are leamed. lt is also believed that whatever is leamed can also be unleamed
(especially if it is unpleasant). Most of the behaviour modifications are done through positive and

negative reinforc€ments. Wherein, positive reinforc€ment aims at incr€asing the pleasant behaviour,

a negative reinforceinent aims at reducing the unpleasant behaviour. In order to make this therapy
more efiective, it ls vital to understand each individual's reinforcers.

€) Reality therapy:
Unlike psychotherapy, this therapy aims at the present behaviour. Here the client is treated

as a responsible individual and not merely as an unfortunate individual. The followers of this therapy
believe that most of the people who act in an irresponsible manner are the ones $rho have not been

able to fulfitl their basic needs. An effort is made in this therapy to help the individual realize his

responsibilities and refrain from anti- social behaviours. An individual is expected to obey rules but

he is not rejected when he breaks one.

Apart from these, the clients are also ofiered vocational counselling and skill building hainings.
This is basically done keeping in mind ihose dients who are not academically tralented. These trainings
are aimed at sharpening those qualities in an individual that would help him load a decent life after
discharge from the correctional setting, than getting back into the same old crimlnal activities.

15.5, After care serylces:
This is one of the most important functicns of a social caseworker. This is very essential in

reint6grating the client to the community. Aconstant touch with the client provides a good knowledge
about how the client is doing in the post release period. This is one of the important measures to
keep the client away from the influence of the anti social elements. A good after care service would
ensure reduction in the rate of relapses of the criminal behaviour. Also, through the appropriate use
of the after care facilities, the clients can be provided with the suitable opportunities to function in a
socially acceptable manner.

15.6. Summary:
Working in a conectlonal setting is a real challenge. A complete co-operation from the

clients can never be guaranteed. As the trend shows, most of the accused are in their
adolescence or early adulthood. They would not have had the required educational training. They



may nol show much Interest also in lsaming In the post release p€riod, as they would have got
accustom€d 1o, the imprisoned life. Thls being the scenario, a social caseworker needs to reilly
work well to bring some hopes into the llves of the cllont and also to inculcate meaningful habits.

15.7. Key wordss
Social deviance
Prisons
Juvenile Homes

15.8. Exerclser:
1) casework intervention can brlng some meaningful changes in the lives of the ofienders.

Justiff.
2) Elucidate the scope of casework In coneclional setflng.

15.9. Referenceg Bookg:
1) P6rlmen, H.H., 1957, soclal case work A Pobtem solving process, chicago. The university
of Chlcago Press.
2)Hollls, Florenc€, 1964, Case Work -A Psychological Th€rapy, New york: Random House.
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GROUP WORK PRACTICE IN ORPHANAGES AND OLD AGE
HOMES

15.0. Oblectives:
The objective of this chapter is to highlight the group work practices in orphanages and the old
age homes.
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15.1, lntroductlon:
Group work is one of the important methods of social work. lt is here that a worker gets a

uniQue opportunity to work with individuals in a group. The aim is to reach the individual through the
group. Group work can be carried out in various settings tailored to the needs of those involved in it.
However, it is to be noted thal ther., are no universally applicable techniquos in the group work as
each group is different and each group situation is different. Agroup worker needs to put all his skills
into use in order to deal with the diverse aspects of the various groups.

It is projected that elderly population of the world will cross the billion mark by the year 2020.
By that time 700 million old people will be living in developing countries. In India, around 1'l % of the
population will be 60years and.above. In India, it has been the tradition to take the 60h year as the
point of turnlng old. Indian culture preqcribes celebrations to mark the event lt is lmportant that
elderly people are not taken as a burden on society but rather an asset. lt is interesting to observe
that:



More than 12o/oof lhe rural elderly male are living in India alctne'

6% of the aged in Inc .l are immobile due to various disabling conditions'

50% (approximately) of the elderly suffer from chronic diseases'

Visuat inO hearing impairmenl are highly prevalent - the availability of health services for the elderly

is far from satisfactory.

Thoughageingisabio|ogica|processfo||owedbythecessationofgrowth-asithasbeen
well said 't-ongetivity has its pen-alties'- old age is the last stage in one's life. lt is. also known as

Empty Nest. ltls one of the crucial stages where an individual needs to make seve'al adjustments in

various walks of life. lt is generally found that the aged can be grouped inlo two broad categories -
the one who have enjoyed their youth and are continuing to enjoy their life and the ones who were

"r*"v" 
r"r"o cribbini ina continue to do so. Some of the individua.ls are capable of planning well

ahead for their future while some end up being disorganized through out. The process. ciJ ageing is

innu"nceO be several factors like healtir, environment, life style disease patterns and the genetic

constitution.

15.2. Hazards Of Old Age:
some of the demands that are made on the individual during this stage can be identified as

follows:
a) Occupational Problems
b) Financial Problems
c) Physical Problems
d) Socio-PsYchological Problems
0 Psychiatric problems.

A) Occupatlonal Problems:
Most of the adults get retired by the time they reach their old age' lf not planned adequately'

they would be in the r"r"r oi the caretakers who could be either their children or other family

members or some outsiders ioo. Some of them who have a tendency to plan ahead would have

"""ng"J 
19r some of the activities to keep them engaged. These activities could be recreational'

econJmicatty productive or health enhancing activities. OJl the other hand there are some individuals

;;;r; nofwen equipped to face the post retirement life. They do not have.much activity to keep

in".""ru"r engaged in. This makes them feel unocaupied and restless. Not being clear as to what

to do, tney endui interfering in others affairs. This may lead to many interpersonal problems'

B) Financlal Problems:
There are people who make right investments in time in order to have the financial security'

They make sure thattne get tood retuins even when they are notworking. However, there are those

"Jrfl, 
*no in the greed-of iiaking big money quickty Lnd up investing in wrong plans and also

become bankrupt, unfortunalely, aittte-rigttt tinie. fhis may also lead to severe psychological trauma

in them.

C) Physical Problems:' ' 
One of the major problems in the old age is fie increasing concem about the health problems'

With the growing age;one also tends to develop several health complications' Theweakening bones'

falling teeth, decreasing 
"v" 

.ignt, poor digesiiva syst€m, poor motor co ordination dry skin, brittle

nails, grey hair and weignt gai;oi fbss arJall an in-dication of the prcblems of the physical body in

9)



the old age. In addition the kidney and liver underyo reduction in slze, heart and lung size increases
and also there will be changes in the brain boneE, joints and sensory organs leading to functional
impairment. These disabilities could make th€m depend on others. All old people nlay not feel
comfortable to depend on others, as it would hurt their ego. This could also lead to several
psychological problems.

d) Soclo-Psychologlcal Problems:
Some of the socio-psychological impacts could be understand in terms of the aged feeling

isolated, not taking part in much of the social gatherings due to physical restrictions and commutation
problems, decreasing coping abilities due to various reasons, resentment, aloofness and the same.
They could also develop inferiority feelings if they are not prepared in advance to face lhe realities of
the old age. Social isolation is recognized as risk factor for the disease and disability. Absence of
social support - bereavement is associated with elevated morbidity and mortality.

E) Psychlatrlc Problems:
Some of the psychiatric problems that worst afiect the aged are dementia, Alzheimer's disease

- which could be secondary to the organic changes in the brain. There could also be depression due
to the death of the near and dear ones. With the growing dependency on others the elderly develop
some of the paranoid reactions - suspecting each and every ac'tion of others. Also sleep disfurbances
are commonly found in the elderly due to various physiological and psychological changes.

'l 5.3. Group tntorventlon:
Most the aged, especially in old age homes or in the organisations catering to lhe needs of

the aged can be helped through various group techniques. The group work activities with the aged
are basically aimed at providing the following skills required in daily living.

Accaptance Of The Reallty:
Earlier the joint families would attend to most of the neods of the aged and the children.

Whereas, the current trend of the nuclear family has left most of the aged pondering where to seek
help from. lf for whatever reasons, the aged parents do not share good relation with their children,
they may have to relay on other sources for lheir survival. In a situation like this a group worker could
ongage those troubled individuals into a group and encourage a discussion on what altematlves
could be looked for to lead a better life.

Constructlve Use Of Tlme:
,qs menfoned earlier most of lhe aged may not have much work to keep them occupied

through out the day. Thus engaging them in some group activities either recreational or economically
productive would bring much difference to their lives. Th€se activities should preferably be planned
in the spare time not affecting the adequate rest reguirod for the elderly.

Skllls Tralnlng:
As part of the group activity, the elderly could be trained in some of the skills that would not

only keep them occupied but also fetch them some monetary gains, if r€quired. These could based
on the need6, interosts and the capabilities of those involved in it. In essenc€, the activities selected
should not be taxing for the ones involved in it. lt should provide satisfactlon to them not be burden.



Feollng Of Bolongingnoss:
the group work activities should make the elderly f6el that they are needed and cared by

some people at least. This would be of great help especially for those who feel neglected and left

out. ln doing so, care should be taken to avoid transfersnces, as it would be more diffcult to come

out from at ihis stage. They need to be provided with the warmth, love and afiection that they are

anticipating from the family members but are unable to get it at the same time.

Empathy:' 
fhrough group activities, the elderly need to be help€d to realize that there are others also

who are going througir the same stress and strain that they are going through. They are to be helped

to look for the alternatives that others are using to deal with the same situation. This is essential

because most of them end up cursing themselves, their fate, their bad luck and the like instead of
creatively looking for what needs to be done. In a group they are to be taught to accept their own

situations and also to empaihize the same situations in others.

Llfe Styles:
ihe aged can be engaged in such activities that enhance their positive life style. They should

be guided to avoid any activity that leads to negative consequences.

18,4. Scope For Other Group Work Activltles:
Some of tire situations where effective group work can be canied out for the elderly are

Psycho geriatric units
Hospice for the terminallY ill.
Non-govemmerrtal organisations dealing with the elderly.

1) Psycho gerlatric units:
The plycho geriatrlc team is lead by a consultant psychiatrist with a major commitment to psycho

geriatriis. ThL other members of the team include the Nurses, Social Workers, Psychologists, and

6ccupational therapists and physiotherapists. This is field that demands a full range of psychiatric

skill and a good knowledge of general and social medicine.

2) Hosplce For The Torminally lll:
The primary aim of he hospice is to ensure dignity for the mentally ill or dying. lt also.aims to ensure

comfort in living and dignity in dying. A good hospice must have adequately trained doctors, nurses,

social workers, physiotherapists, dieticians, administrative staff and voluntary worksrs.

3) Non-Govemmental Organisatlons:
These are run by those who are interested to serve in tho fi€ld with or with out assistrance

from the govemment. The primary task of the NGOs is to identiff the problems of the. elderly in a
particular-community. This can be done by having a clear-cut undorstanding of the socio'economic

and the psychological problems faced by the elderly-

15.5, Summary:
The group work practice with the aged can be canied out in different sottings in order to

enhance their quality of life. Care should bs tak6n to include those activiti€s that are not taxing and

which are productive in its oulcome.



15.6. Koywords:
Psycho geriatric units
Hospice
Nongovemmental organisation

'l5.7. Exerclse:
1. How effective are social case.work interventions for the eldedy? Discuss.
2. Bring out the various problems faced during old age.

15.8. Roferences Books:
'1. Trecker, Harleigh 8.,'lg7\, Social Group Work: Principles and Practice, New York. Assoclation
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GROUP WORK PRACTICE IN COMMUNITY CENTERS.

'16.0 Objectivee:
The objective of this chapter is to familiarize the use of group work techniques in a

community setting.
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16.1.Introductlon:
Community organisation is also one of the significantly devetoping fields of social work in

India. This field is-gaining momentum with the organisation of the community centers and natiolial

development projeits. The two main sub fields in this area are rural community organisation and

urban community organisation. The prime objective of this field is to provide valuable experience to

the individuals in the group in order to build a healthy community.

Community means a group of people living in a contiguous geographical area and interacting

to meet their needi. In Indian lituation, a community is generally equated with the village' Community

assumes a we- feeling- a sense of belonging. Self - reliance is one of the objectives of development

programmes in India. However, the programmes that have bedn launched seem to increase the

deplndence of the rural people on the government rather than developing a sense of self- help'

The rural population in India is very large. Their needs are manifold. The resources of the

country are limited. ience, any programme launched by the government cannot meet the demanding

challenge of the rural deveiopmlnt. These programmes should act only as stimulants and

demonsiration. Ultimately, the communi$ has to respond and organize itself to meet its needs'

16.2. Approaches To Rural Community Development:
There are two major approaches to rural community development namely



Working wilh Individuals and Groups

a) Service approach: this aims at providing services needed by the community with the hope
that people would use them to improve their living conditions. The service approach proved a failure
when it was not based on the felt needs of the people.

b) Educational approach: it is a major means of change. lt involves motivation, communication
and decision-making. The results, although slow, are permanent. The educational approach may be
classified as
Individual and family approach
Small group approach
Mass approach

16.3. Adoption of new ideas and practices:
People pass through a series of distinguishable stages before they adopt a new practice. These
srages are
Awareness
Interest
Evaluation
Trial
Adoption

The above stages are not necessarily rigid. At times there may be skipping of stages. Adoptions
are usually slow in the beginning and increase as more and more people accept the practice.

It is here that the group work activities can play a major role. In many cases individual action
cannot yield much results. A group is more important and effective than an individual. A group is
defined as two or more pgople in a reciprocal communication. An individual needs group participation
as he grows up ih a group and others satisfy most of his wants indirec y. Some groups may have
common interests and others have divergent inter€sts. A group worker in a community needs
infsrmation about the group to gain their support in disseminating information and other aspects of
his work. The groups like women at the drinking waler well, in hukka group or in a recreational group
may not be formally organised but are important in decision-making. This does not mean the
underestimation of the formally organised groups like the caste group orthe religious group. Agroup
worker in a community setting must understand that in his approach to an organisation, he is dealing
wifh the systematically orgdnised group of people, who are organised to achieve a common purpose
and where each member has a specified role. The group worker has to know whether the change he
is going to bring is in conflict with the common inteiest or purpose of the organisation, does it conflict
with the prescribed roles of any member of the community organisation?

Howeveq in a community setting, the group activities can be carried out at three levels-
Developmental,
Preventive and
Therapeutic.

a) Developmental group actlvities:

These are usually conducted by involvirrg the youth clubs, mahila mandals and the women
self help groups. The youth groups basically aims at identifying the needs of the youths, especialty
the employment needs, the empowerment (especially economic) of women. lt also aims at developing
the leadership qualities in the youth thereby making them the responsible citizens capable of taking



the responsibilities of building the community. The women groups also aims at making the women

more solf-r€liant by inculcating some of the leadership qualities in her. Wherever possible women

are also taught the basic skills that are economically rewarding'

b) Prcventivo group actlvitles:
Before actually conduaing this group activity, certain groundwork needs to be done. lt is

essential to identify the high risk group in terms of school drop out, alcoholism, drug dependence'

vulnsrability to communicable diseases and the like. These group activities aims at teaching the

high risk group those measurres that are required to keep away from the risk situations. The group

memberrneed to be taught the healthy techniques to guard themselves from the risk situations.

G) Therapeutlc Group Activltles:
This group essentially aims at offering some of the therapeutic measur€s to the members.

Often such gioup comprises of those individuals who have be€n victim of some or the other form of
disease, ail;leni or disability. This group provides skills and techniques that are needed to cope with

the cunent conditions and also the measures ne€ded to be adopted for a healthy and better living.

16.4. Essentlals Of Group Work Activltles:
Some of the hightights of the outcome of the group work activities can be briefly mentioned

as follows.
aDissemination of knowledge about various governmental schemes and the developmental
programmes available for the community and the actual benefits they are entitled for.

iRsiisting people in understanding the vadous terms and conditions to be fulfilled to avail the benefits

and also the eligibility criteria, the safety measures and the procedural requirements.
aHelp the individuals in the group to modify th€ir attitude wherever reguired in order to meet the

needs of the pr€sent situation.
apromote thevalue of self-employment and also provide the suitable guidelines and trainings required

for being self-employed.
aHelp eiadicate some of the myths and misconceptions that are groundless and impractical.

aEmpower the community peopte to understand the ways in which they are being exploited and also

aid them in choosing the ways and means to combat the same.

aH6lp the members identify th6 local resources available.

aAsCist peopte in linking the available rssources to the utilization for the community development
purpose;
bX6tps in the implementation of the facilities available both within tho community and outside the

community.

16.5. Other Group Work Situatlons:
some of the other important group activities in the community set up are as follows:

Participatory rural appraisal:' 
Known in different nam€s as rapid rural appraisal, relaxed rural appraisal, participatory leaming

and action, has drawn its methods, principtes and approaches from various disciplines. lt is bassd

on the practice and experience of what works and what does not. However, the principles of PRA

include:
Reversal of leaming: here the required lriformation about the community is gather€d from the hands

on experiance directly from th€ community peopl6.



Rapld and profrescivg learnlng: this is a substitute for the traditional blu6 print approach. lt
concentrates on the rapid and progressive leamingthrough the use of flexible and innovative methods.

Offsetting blases: this means keeping away from the rural development tourism or anti poverty
biases (a process where in plenty of outsiders visit the village and make statements that are never
real or complete) it also emphasizes on being relaxed and seeking out the poor.

Optlmal lgnorance: this indicates that one should not go into dwelling the unnecessary details.
Triangulation: it refers to the assessm€nt and comparison of the findings from several angles.
Complexity and diversity: focus on variability, complexity and diversity than averages.

The PRA techniques generally banks on the local community participation. lt involves the
people in the community directly to gathers information on various aspects of it. In a way, it minimizes
the out side influence. lt believes that people within the community themselves are capable of anallzing
their problems; its complexities and also they are'capable of creatively using their knowledge and
skills to solve those problems. lt rejects the notion that people are ignorant.

16.6. Summary:
It is to be observed that the group work activities in community settings are very essential in

the overall development of the community. The scope of the group work practice in such a setting is
very vast. The activities can be planned to suit the ne€ds of the particular community. The effective
and healthy use of the group work skills could bring in the desir€d results.

16.7. Key words:
Community organisation
Participatory rural appraisal

16.8. Exercises:
1 . Explain the relationship between community centers and group work.
2. Highlight the importance of group work in rural community development.

16.9. References Books:
1. Pepell, C.P. and Rothman,B., Social.Work with Groups, New York: The Haworth Press.
2. Garlatd, J.A., (Ed.), 1992, Group Work Reaching Out: P€ople, Places and Power, New

York: The Haworth Press.
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Lesson-16, Part ll

GROUP WORK PRACTICE IN INDUSTRIES

16.0 Objectives:

The objective of this chapter is to enlist the areas requiring group work intervention in
industrial settings.

Contents:
16.1. lntroduction
16.2. Lsbour Management
16.3. Labour Welfar€
16.4. Motivation
16.5. Othor Group Work Situalions
16.6, Summary
16.7. Kaywords
16.8. Exerclses
16,9. Reterences

16.1. lntroduction:

Socialwork has a very important role to play in industrial settings. Asocialworker can contribute
equally well both in the case work and the group work aspects. However, the major areas where
social group work activities can bd conducted are as follows:
Work groups wher€ team work is involved
Committees such as work oornmittee, canteen committee, safety committee
Joint consultation situations such as labour management councils
Collective bargaining contexts
Administration of bargaining agreements
Training programmes, group meetings, conferences and seminars
Building and maintaining group morale.

16.2. Labour t[anaggment:
Labour turnover is one of the vital indicators of the need for labour management. The high

index of labour turnover is a warning signal that something is-wrong with the organisation. Too low
labour turn over can also be a danger signal. In every organisation, employees constantly join and
le? s the institution for ons reason or the other. Persons may leave the organisation by tendering
resignation, by retrenchment or by reiirement. L-abour tum over is a measure of the extent to which
old employees leave and new employees enter the services of a concern in a given period.

The effects are expensive: Low output during the replacement period, higher cost of
recr'-:itmerri, selection, training of the new employees, increased cost of wastage and spoilage due
to inexperience of new workers, higher rates of accidents, loss of production during training period,
additional overtime allowance due to lower speed of work, under utilization, mishandling of machines
and equipments.



The causss for such problems are of two typ6. One is avoidable and the other is unawidable.
The avoidable causes can be listed as shoriage of matodal, inadequate planning, s€asonal charac{er
of the business, lack of management foroslght and determination, dissatisfaction with the job,
remuneration, hours of work and working conditions and poor inte.personal retations. The unavoidabl€
causes ae boyond the control of the management. Viz. personal betterment, domestic afiairs, illness
and accidents, unsuitable for job or misconduct, housing or transport problems and retirement or
death.

Remedlal moaauno3l
The social worker employod in the organisation along with the concemed authorities can

discuss about the following issues using various group work t€chniques.
l) Proper man power planning
2) Sound personnel policies - recruitment, selection, promotion, placen€nt and training

Attractive wage incentives
3) Provision of welfare measures
4) Setting up of machinery for ascertaining the causes of grievances and redressal lhere off.
5) Provision of retirement b€nefits
6) Good communication system
7) Good working conditions and work environment
8) Proactive attitud€ of management
9) Workers' participation in management

16.3. Labour Welfare:
A state of living of an individual or a group in desirabld rebtion to the total environment -

animato and inanimate- is called welfare. Adjustm€nt to ths snvionment is necsssary not only in
th€ interest of mero survival but also of tho6e of growth and development of the Individual. Life
would be impossible without this adjustment. This adjustment of lhe individual to the environment is
not purely physical, the goodwill and affection of others constitute welfare. Adjustm€nt with the
family and the neighbourhood are also essential,

It is to be noticed that all the four components (physical. mental or intell€ctual, moral .and
emouonal) are integrated as one. Thes6 are considered'as four pillars on which the structurs of
welfare is built. In planning welfare, the individual alone should not be taken into consideration. One
needs to remember that man is a member of a family and family is not as isolated unit. lt is related
to other families and the neighbourhood (community). Welfare is based on the well being of the total
man. lt is also a three cjimensional conc€pt implying the welfare of the family and community in
addition to man hims6lf.

Labour welfare is an area of social work. Social work started as a holp rendering process and
grew into a self-help rendering technique. Labour welfarc offcsrs have gr€at scope for the practice
of social work. Labour welfare, for that matter, is an essential part of social welfare. This means the
adjustments of th€ labourers' work-life and tamily life to the community and the social life around.
The need for labour welfare lies in the fact that tho industrial workers today constitute functionalty a
very significant and important element of th€ country's population.

16.d llotlvatlon:
Through various group activitios, the grcup worter can facilitate motivation in the workers.

Motivation to work is e human state wtlere compet€noe to work and will to work fus€ together.



Without employ€e motivation, all other resources are futile. Motivation ref€rs to any inner condition
of the organism that initiates or direots its behaviour tourardS a goal. Motives are mostly th€ expression
of personal needs. The specific motives of an individual are limitless. These are the basic cores of
needs that apparently must be met if the individual is to grow and function normally. This includes
biological and psychological needs. These ne€ds are to be fulfilled for homeostasis or equilibrium.
Motives are mostly unconscious. Individuals are often unaware or only partially aware of what his
needs and goals really are. Th€ satisfaction of so-called needs is necessary but not sufficient for full
and truly satisrying life. Man's basic pFychological requirements are less,readily identifiable than his
requirements for food water add sleep.

Sometimes change id life situations may l€ad to the modification of his motive pattern. For
example, the key motives of the child are not the same as those of the adolesc€nts as the key
motives ofthe adolescents of ihe adolescents are not th6 same as those of the adults. The employee
who has taken little responsibility in wcirk may show a considerable shift in behaviour when he is
placed in a supervisory position. Motives change according to the environmental conditions too (the
past experiences and the new roquhements in life). Through positiv€ and negative inc€ntives one
can motivate p€ople to change some of their behaviors. Men work for various reasons, somelimes
for a combination of reasons and sometimes for different reasons at different times. We can motivato
people only when we know them- ses what they want and hou, best iheir needs can be futfilled within
the acceptable limits. Rewards help in phanging behaviour and punishment rarely yield the desir€d
results.

16.5. Other Group Situations:
Some of the other larger group ac{ivites thAt could be canied out are as follows:
Union development and leadership at all ley6ls.

Putting forth demands
Conferences and seminars
Union and public relations

Peaceful strikes
Securing labour legislations
Trade union's participation in politics.

Union's participations in International Organisations. Eg. lLO.

16,6. Summary:
A good group worker can play a very vital role in maintaining a good balance between the

workers and the management in an industrial setting. The skill lays in identifying lhe key situations
that requiro group activity and co,ordinating the same efficiently.

16.7. Key worde:
Labour management Labour welfare

'16.8. Exerclees:
ldontifo lhe situations wananting group work intervenlion in industry.
A social group worker is the key person in balancing a good relationship between the

workers and the manalqment. Justify.

16.9. Referencee:
'l) Ganrvin, C. 1987, Cont€mporary Group Work, l,lew York: Prentico Hatl Inc.
2) Konopka, G., 1963, Social Group Work; A Helpiqrg Process, Englewood Clitr, N. J: Prentice Hall
lnc.
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